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The research described in this report represents the culmination of over' 3 years of work

at the National Bureau *.f Standards (NBS), Electromagnetic Fields Divi aim, Boulder, Color :,
to carefully evaluate, develop (when necessary;, describe, and document the methodology

performing radiated susceptibility/vulnerability (EMS/V) measurements using a reverberation

chamber. This effort was jointly funded by the Naval Surface Weapons renter (S;,), 'Dah r,
Virginia; Rome Air Development Center (RADC), Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, New York; and ti

NBS. Three major tasks were outlined. These were to:

1. Determine how well a shielded enclosure coulO be made to operate as a reverberation

chamber to establish time averaged (statistically determined), randomly polarized, uniform

EM fields as a func'.ion of spatial position, frequency and chamber quality factor (Q);

2. Evaluate interaction effects between the chamber and equipment under test (EUT) placed

inside the chamber to determine:
a. The range of applications of the measurement techniques (i.e., where the technique

could or should not be used),
b. Whether measurement results obtained using the reverberation chamber could be

correlated with results obtained using anechoic chambers or open field sites, and
c. To identify pertinent chamber calibration parameters;

3. Develop a technique applications and use manual..

These tasks were addressed sequentially in three major phases. The first phase was to

design, construct, assemble and evaluate an empty ;without the presence of an EUT inside

reverberation chamber with associated instrum-ntation and software to eval uatc its electrical
performance characteristics. This phase of the work began in January 1982 and was completed

by the end of 1983. Results of this effort are contained in Section 2 of this report.

Section 2 discusses the modification of a 2.74 m x 3.05 m x 4.57 m welded steel shielded

enclosure located at NBS into a reverberation chamber. Information given includes theoretical

concepts, physical design and construction details, and the evaluation of the empty chamber's

electrical parameters. These parameters are exci tation and reference receiving antennas

voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), loss, Q factor, wave impedance, spatial E-field

distribution versus frequency, and determination of the test field level.

The second phase of the work was to evaluate the interaction effects between the chamber

and the EUT placed in the chamber. This effort occupied the latter part of 1983 through 1984.

The results are contained in Section 3 of this report. The third phase was to de elop

methodology and evaluate the use of the reverberation chamber for susceptibility measurements
and compare tre results to other more conventional measurements techniques such as anechoie

chambers and to other reverberation chambers. This study inel add the selection and

susceptibility evaluation of four sasnples of EUTs: a one centimeter dipole probe, a ridged

horn antenna, a series of rectangular TEM transmission cells with apertur os and a modified 7.G

cm (2.75") diameter folded fin aircraft rocket (FFAR). The first three "reference standard"

EUT's were selected because they could be characterized theoretically. The fourth EUT (FFAR)

was more typical of an operational EUT which is more indicativ- of the actual type of

equipment routinely tested for EM susceptibility. Results were obtained for this phase of the

effort during 1984 and 1985. Details of how the r-easurem.nts were performed, includir.g

setups, approaches, and instrumentation and software requirements are contained in Section 4.

The final task was to document these results, presented in Section 5, and to produce a

reverberation measurement technique applications and use manual. This, of course, is one of

the purposes of this report. Section 6 gives a brief summary and conclusions drawn from this

study. Some of the more significant are: 1) the NIBS chamber lower useful frequency limit is

200 MHz; 2) the spatial variation in the statistically determined E-field established in the

chamber is approximately 8 dB at 200 MHz and decreases to + 2 dB at 2 GHz; 3) the preferred

measurement approaches are mode tuned (explained in section 4.3.2) at. frequencies below 2 GHz
and mode stirred (also explained in section 4.3.:) at frequencies above 2 GHz; 4) the loading

effect, of lowering the chamber's Q by inserting the EUT, should he limited to an increase in

chamber loss < 6 dB or a minimum tuner effectiveness 2 20 dB; 5) the av rage wave impedance in

the chamber is approximately 1207; 6) the maximurm E-field is approximately 7-8 dI greater than

the average E-field established in the chamber; 7) scattering from EUT does riot significantly

influence the E-field statistical, spatial distribution; 8) the directional characteristics of

antenna or EUT placed inside the chamber are effectively lost; 9) the response of EUT measured

inside a reverberation chamber is less than when measured inside an anechoic chamber (open

space) in proportion to the EUT open spi giin; 10 the respon of EUT to an inter'fcren'co



field after it has penetrated the EUT's shield appears to be equivalent in hoth reverberation
and anechoic chambers; and 11) the experimental error analysis suggests that Root Square Sum
(RSS) errors in establishing the test field inside a reverberation chamber range from
approximately 10 dB at 200 MHz to 4 dB at 18 GHz.

Section 7 provides suggestions for future research and Section 8 acknowledges the
significant contribution of others to this project. References cited are given in Section 9.
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Design, Evaluaton,and Use of a Reverberation Chamber for Performing
Elt:ctroranetic Susceptibility/Vulnerability Measurements

M.L. Crawford and G.H. Koepke

Electromagnetic Fields Division
National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80303

This report presents the results of work at the National Bureau of Standards,
Boulder, Colorado, to carefully evaluate, document, develop (when necessary), and
describe the methodology for performing radiated susceptibility/vulnerability
measurements using a reverberation chamber. The report describes the reverberation
chamber theory of operation, construction, evaluation, functional operation, and use
for performing immunity measurements. It includes an estimate of measurement
uncertainties derived empirically from test results and from comparisons with
anechoic chamber measurements. Finally, it discusses the limitations and advantages
of the measurement technique to assist potential users in determining the
applicability for this technique to their electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
measurement needs.

Key Words: electromagnetic susceptibility/vulnerability; estimated uncertainty;
evaluation; measurement procedures; reverberation chamber

1. Background and Introduction

The use of mode tuned or stirred reverberation chambers for performing EMC measurements
is a relatively new method which appears to have considerable potential for electromagnetic
susceptibility/vulnerability testing [1-7:. The idea of reverberating a shielded enclosure as
a way to improve the EMC measurement results obtained using the enclosure was first proposed
in 1968 [1]. Since then measurement procedures have been developed for implementing the
technique for both radiated susceptibility and emission testing, but with consicerable
skepticism and a general lack of acceptance on the part of many EMC engineers. Reason:; given
include: 1) a lack of information about interaction effects between the EUT, reverberation
chamber, and sources used to excite the chamber, 2) significant unanswered questions
concerning the interpretation and accuracy of the measurement results, and 3) the lack of
clear correlation of test results with other more conventional measurement techniques.
Emphases for performing the werk described in this report result from numerous advantages
suggested for use of a reverberation chamber. These include:

1. Electrical isolation from or to the external environment;
2. Accessibility (indoor test facility);
3. The ability to generate high level fields efficiently over large test volumes;
4. Broad frequency coverage;
5. Cost effectiveness;
6. Potential use for both radiated susceptibility and emission testing with minor

instrumentation changes; and
7. No requirement of physical rotations of the equipment under test (EUT).

These advantages are somewhat offset by limitations which include loss of polarization
and directivity information relative to the EMC/EMI profile of the EUT and reduced measurement
accuracy. However, this technique does offers a time efficient, cost effective way to
evaluate EMC performance of large equipment using existing shielded enclosures with only minor
modifications. The concept utilizes the shielded, high-Q, multimoded environment to obtain
uniform (time averaged) fields that may simulate "real world", near field environments.

This report describes efforts to answer some of the questions referred to above and

outlines an approach using this technique for EMS/V testing. It also describes efforts to
identify a "correlation factor" between reverberation chamber and anechoic chamber obtained
results, and outlines a detailed, step by step procedure for performing EMS/V tests. An
experimental error analysis is given to provide insight into the magnitude of the measurement
uncertainties expected for tests performed using this method.
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2. Development of an Operational Reverberation Chamber

2.1 Theoretical Concepts

A reverberation chamber is a large (in terms of wavelength) high quality (Q) cavity whose
boundary conditions are continuously and randomly perturbed by means of a rotating conductive
tuner or stirrer. The time averaged field inside such a cavity, when a sufficient number of
modes are excited, is formed by uniformly distributed plane waves coming from all di.-ections.
This property causes the polarization of the field to vary randomly hence eliminating the
need, or the utility of physical rotation of test objects in the field. This has its obvious
advantages and disadvantages as is apparent from the results and conclusions given in this
report.

Two analytical approaches can be used to provide basic knowledge for designing a
reverberation chamber. One involves the direct solution of Maxwell's equations with time
varying boundary conditions. A formal solution using this direct approach is rather difficult
to obtain. In the second approach, suitable linear combinations of basic eigenmodes of the
unperturbed cavity (without mode stirrer or tuner) with time-dependent expansion coefficients
are taken to represent the field and to satisfy approximately the boundary condition on the
surface of the rotating mode stirrer or tuner [8]. The main advantage of this latter approach
is that the unperturbed eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes are much easier to calculate, and the
problem can be reduced to a more familiar one under special conditions. A necessary condition
for the validity of this method is, however, that the total number of eigenmodes which can
exist inside a chamber be large for a specified frequency and chamber size. Thus, the
measurement technique using reverberating chambers is good for high frequency application.
Typical frequencies of operation are from a few hundred MHz to 18 GHz and above.

The frequencies at which particular modes can exist inside a shielded, rectangular
enclosure of dimensions a, b, and d are given as [9]

f = 150 (A + ( ()+ d) (MHz) (1)mnp a b d

where m, n, and p are integers.

Figure 2.1 gives the distinct frequencies of resonances of the first few modes for the
NBS reverberation chamber. There are 26 resonant modes at distinct frequencies below 150 MHz
and 63 resonant modes at distinct frequencies below 200 MHz.

As expected, the total possible number of eigenmodes, N(f), inside an unperturbed,
lossless, rectangular chamber increases in steps with frequency. A smooth approximation to
N(f) has been given by [8,10,11]:

NS(f) = 83abd - (a + b + d) + 2 , (2)

where abd in m 3 represents the chamber volume, f is the operating frequency in Hz, and c is
the speed of wave propagation in the chamber medium (usually air) in m/s. Note that the first
term in (2) is identical to the well-known Weyl's formula derived originally for the same
problem by a different approach, and is proportional to the chamber volume and the third power
of frequency. The second term is the edge term, which is proportional to the sum of the
linear dimensions of the chamber. This term may by used to modify Weyl's result, especially
in the lower frequency range. Also, the inner surface area of the chamber, 2(ab + bd + d,),
is not involved in (2). An example is given in figure 2.2 showing N(f) as curve 1, Ns(f) as

curve 2, and Weyl's formula as curve 3 for the NBS chamber. Note that none of the dimensions
of the NBS chamber (2 .7 4 m x 3.05 m x 4.57 m) are equal. Equivalent examples for a square-

based chamber (2.17 m x 4.19 m x 4.19 m) and a cubic chamber (3.37 m) 3 , both of which have the
same volume as that of the NBS chamber, are shown respectively in figure: 2.3 and 2.4 for
comparison purposes. Clearly, wider steps for curve 1 in figures 2.3 and 2.4 as compared with
figure 2.2 are observed. This is true even though the smooth approximation N (f) remains

almost identical for all the three ;hambers. The main reason for this is due to the increased
mode degeneracy for the last two chambers, under which the total number of distinct eigenmodes
with respect to a given operating frequency and chamber size decreases.



While the total number of eigenmodes inside an unperturbed chamber is an important design
criterion, another equally important factor to consider is the mode density function, dN/df,
which represents the change in number of modes in a given frequency interval. Ideally, the
chamber should be designed, if possible, so that the distribution of the modes is uniform. To
determine the exact shape of dN/df involves using impulse functions since they are the
derivatives of step functions. It is not difficult to see that within a given frequency
interval, the average distance between the different impulses for the NBS chamber is shorter
than that for the other two chambers having the same volume. An alternative quantity to
examine for exhibiting this property is

AN = f - df (3)OF df

which represents the increase or decrease in mode number within a frequency interval of Af.

Results of AN when Af = 1 MHz are presented respectively in figures 2.5 through 2.7 for
the NBS chamber, the square-based chamber, and the cubic chamber. The uniformity of mode
distribution in the frequency interval of i MHz is better for the NBS chamber (figure 2.7).
This is the reason that the NBS chamber was designed with unequal dimensions. As a
consequence, more uniformity for the electromagnetic field is expected within the NBS chamber
than for chambers that have two equal sides or that are cubic, with the same volume and
frequency of operation. Or, the NBS chamber should be capable of being operated with an
extended lower frequency limit than other chambers of the same volume, in order to meet a
given degree of uniformity for the final, expected field distribution. Thus, one of the
general design criteria for a reverberating chamber is to make the volume as large a5 possible
and the ratio of squares of linear dimensions as nonrational as possible.

A third design criterion, namely, the quality or Q factor, must also be considered in
designing a reverberation chamber. Since there are so many eigenmodes which may exist in an
unperturbed chamber with each mode carrying its own Q value [8,10,11], it is not always
trivial to define a quality factor for the chamber as a whole. A composite quality factor for
an unloaded chamber (without an EUT in it) within a specified frequency range can be obtained
approximately from the equation [8],

_ 3 V 1
2 SSs 1 + 3 + 1- +

16 a b d

where V is the chamber's volume in cubic meters, S is the internal surface area in square

meters, and 6 = - is the skin depth in meters, A is the wavelength in meters, and a, b,
s wuo

and d, are the chamber's internal dimensions in meters.

The physical meaning of (4) may be interpreted by comparing it with the individual Q
values of all the modes in the form of a cumulative distribution. Since V/(S6 ) is a common

factor whether the composite quality factor defined above or the quality factor for individual

modes is considered, it is more convenient to present the results in terms of 1/Q values
normalized with respect to S 5 /V. Thus, the variable used herein is

a = -(V/S 6 ) (5)
Q

Examples of the cumulative distribution of a for the NBS chamber are given respectively

in figures 2.8 - 2.10 for three different 1'equency bands. For the frequency band of 180 to
200 MHz in figure 2.8, the total number of modes existing in this band of 20 MHz is 69, with
each mode having its own Q-value. The probability of having a high upper-bound value of a <
0.80 (or a lower-bound for Q) is almost 100%, and that for a low value of a < 0.48 (or a high
value for Q) is only about 10%. This implies that almost all of the 69 modes in this
frequency band have a < 0.80. The arithmetic mean of 0.623 and the standard deviation of
0.090 are also indicated in the figure. The probability of having a 5 0.623 (arithmetic mean)
is 50%, meaning that at least one half of the 69 modes have a 0.623.
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For the case presented in figure 2.9, where the frequency band is from 330 to 350 MHz,
also of a bandwidth of 20 MHz, there are 261 modes, an increase in number of modes relative to
that in figure 2.8. This is because of higher frequency. A similar interpretation of the a
values (or Q values) carried by these modes in terms of probability applies. There are now a
small number of modes (low probability) carrying a value of a as low as 0.43 (high Q). The
arithmetic mean and standard deviation are, respectively 0.630 (higher than the corresponding
value in figure 2.8) and 0.085 (lower than the corresponding value of figure 2.8). A higher
value of arithmetic mean implies that one half or more of the 261 modes carry a higher value
of a (lower Q) compared to the frequency band considered in figure 2.8. A decrease in
standard deviation reveals that a greater number of modes have a-valuE3 closer to the
arithmetic mean.

If we consider a still higher frequency band 480 to 500 MHz such as that illustrated in
igure 2.10, 534 possible modes will exist in the same bandwidth of 20 MHz. The arithmetic

mean increases further to 0.646 while the standard deviation decreases further to 0.074,
indicating that a greater number of modes will have still higher a values near the arithmetic
mean. This tendency, increasing in arithmetic mean and decreasing in standard deviation with
increased frequency, yields a limiting mean of a < 0.667 with a 50% probability, which also
agrees precisely with the limiting value for composite a derived from (4) and (5).

Thus, even though there are a large number of possible modes existing in a specified
operating frequency band for a reverberating chamber, with each mode carrying its own value of
a or Q, the probability that a < 0.667 (or Q < 1.5 V/Sa) is 50%. This implies that one half

of the modes have a-values less than 0.667. Preliminary estimation of a quality factor to

characterize the reverberating chamber as a whole, based on the simple expression of Q in (4),
for the purpose of predicting the field strength level to be generated in the test zone is
indeed very useful.

Finite Q values also imply that more than 1 mode can be excited at a single frequency.
The extent to which modes not specifically resonant at a given frequency are excited is, of
course, dependant upon the particular mouas' Q, and how close the modes' resonant frequencies
are to the given frequency.

The composite Q estimated from (4) is considered an upper-bound value because it does not
take into account losses other than that due to wall conductivity. In reality, some loss will
also occur due to leakage from the chamber, loss in antenna support structures, etc., and loss
in the chamber's wall coatings. Hence an alternative means of determining chamber Q can be
achieved from measuring the chamber's loss. Chamber loss is determined experimentally by
measuring the difference between the net input power, Pt, delivered to the chamber's

transmitting antenna, and the power available, Pr, at the reference antenna terminals. A

photograph showing the interior of the NBS reverberation chamber is shown in figure 2. 11. If
the energy is uniformly distributed over the volume of the chamber, an empirical value (Q')
can be obtained [61 using the equation,

P
Q' = 16 (6)

t

where V and A are as previously defined.

Typical losses for the NBS chamber are shown in figure 2.12. The two curves show the
average and minimum loss as a function of frequency. These results were determined
statistically by rotating the chamber's tuner through 200 increments of 1.8 degrees and
measuring the chamber's loss at each position for all test frequencies. The smooth curves
are an estimated curve fit for the data.

Results obtained using (4) to calculate the composite Q and by using the data shown in
figure 2.12 and (6) to calculate the experimental Q' are shown in figure 2.13. Figure 2.13a

gives the curves for the calculated values of Q and Q' and figure 2.13b shows the ratio of Q
to Q'. At frequencies above approximately 1 GHz the ratio approaches a constant value
approximately equal to 3 or a loss equivalent of approximately 5 dB.
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The Q factor of the chamber, of course, influences the rf input power requirements to
generate the EM field levels inside the chamber for performing susceptibility tests. The

average power received by the reference antenna, Pr in watts, is related to the average power

density, Pd in watts per square meter, of the EM field inside the chamber by the equation,

P = Pr/A (W/m)2  , (7)

where Ar is the average effective aperture in square meters of the receiving antenna.

If the receiving antenna is subjected to EM energy coming from all aspect angles and
random polarizations, the average gain of the antenna over 4 n solid angle is unity. (i.e.,
The field distribution at each point in the antenna aperture plane is assumed to be a
composite of randomly polarized plane waves. This implies that the orientation of the
receiving antenna will not influence the measured response and hence the effective gain of the

antenna is unity.) The effective aperture of the antenna then is given as, Ar = A2 /87r [12].

However, data obtained, as shown later in this report, indicates that these conditions are not
achieved ideally (the field is not completely randomly polarized and incident at all aspect
angles and the assumption that the average gain for the antenna is one is not exact). Hence,

a more practical value to use for the effective aperture appears to be A2 /4 7. This value has
been suggested previously for use in reverberation chambers for determining the "equivalent"

average power density, Pd [4]. Equation (7) then becomes,

- 4n P

Pd A2  (W/m2 )

Combining (6) and (8), we can obtain an expression for comparing the average, equivalent power
density inside chambers of different size, assuming equal net input power, or

d, V
2  Q1 _ S2  62 (9)

d2 Q S 61

where the subscript, 1 and 2 refer to the two different enclosures, #1 and #2. For example,

assume the #1 enclosure is the NBS enclosure with S, = 69.63 m2 and the #2 enclosure is a

larger chamber constructed of the same metal (61 = 62) with dimensions, 3.51 m x 5.18 m x

10.82 m, or S2 = 224.42 m2 ; this would give a ratio in average power densities (assuming the

same net input power) of P' /P' = 3.22 (i.e., the average power density inside the larger
dl d2

enclosure would be approximately 1/3.22 or 0.311 times as much as that in the NBS enclosure).
Note that the validity of (9) is dependent upon a number of assumptions alluded to in its
derivation.

2.2 Physical Design Considerations

A number of criteria shoula be considered in physically designing a reverberation chamber
EM susceptibility/vulnerability measurement system. They can be addressed under the following
categories:

1. Chamber physical shape and volume,
2. Chamber quality factor (Q),
3. Chamber auxiliary needs (venting, electrical power, EUT visual monitoring, EUT

operational and functional monitoring requirements),
4. Tuner/stirrer(s) design, and
5. Chamber excitation and field monitoring.

5
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2.2.1 Chamber, Physical Shape and Volume

This criterion was addressed in Section 2.1. For optimum chamber performance (i.e.,
spatial field uniformity and accuracy in determining the test field level), especially at the
low end of the frequency intended for use, the volume of the chamber should be as large as
possible and the ratio of the squares of the chamber's linear dimensions should be as
nonrational as possible. Choice of chamber size would be dictated by test volume size
requirements, lowest test frequency, and budget considerations.

2.2.2 Chamber Quality Factor, (Q)

The second criterion, that of chamber Q, is established by carefully considering trade-
off options. If one has the option of designing and constructing a new shielded chamber, it
is advantageous to use solid welded aluminum or copper construction since this will result in
a higher Q than if sheet steel is used. Presumably one can always lower the Q of the chamber,
if desired, by inserting material such as lossy wall coatings or a limited amount of rf
anechoic material. The reason for lowering the chamber Q is to increase the bandwidth of th.
chamber's modes, thus improving mode overlap and smoothing the EM field uniformity vs.
frequency response characteristics, especially at the lower test frequencies. Doing this,
however, increases the rf input power needed to generate the required field strengths and
reduces the effectiveness of the chamber's tuner to redistribute energy uniformly into modes
in all three axes of the chamber. In addition, the time required for the chamber test field
to arrive at its steady state condition, after the input power to the chamber is applied, is a
function of chamber Q. The higher the Q the longer the settling or charging time. This could
have significant implications if the reverberation chamber is to be used for pulsed rf
susceptibility testing. Regardless of the metal used in the chamber's construction (aluminum,
copper or steel) it should be standard practice to keep the chamber clear of lossy material
such as wood or absorbing materials except for special purposes.

2.2.3 Chamber Auxiliary Needs

The third criterion, chamber auxiliary needs, must be established based upon the intended
use and the upper test frequency for use. Venting panels should use screens with apertures
significantly smaller than waveguide below cutoff at the maximum intended test frequency.
Electrical power supplied to outlets inside the chamber, EUT visual monitoring, and EUT
operational and functional monitoring requirements are similar to conventional shielded
enclosure requirements. A bulkhead panel similar to that shown for the NBS reverberation
chamber in figure 2.14 can be used to access the excitation and reference receiving antennas,
and the EUT. Care must be taken to ensure that the shielding integrity of the enclosure is
not compromised by access holes or cables, etc. This may require the use of high resistance
(carbon impregnated) lines [13] or fiber optic links for monitoring the EUT. In addition,
waveguides below cutoff access ports can be very useful.

2.2.4 Tuner Design

The fourth criterion is to design the tuner to ensure its effectiveness to redistribute
the energy inside the enclosure and hence to tune the field, To achieve this, the tuner must
be electrically large (>a/2 at the lowest frequency of operation) and be shaped or oriented to
distribute energy into all possible modes. Three such tuners are shown in figures 2.15a,
2.15b, and 2.15c. The first tuner (figure 2.15a) was developed by McDonnell Douglas Corp.
[2,14,15] after extensive testing to optimize the design for use in the-r translational
electromagnetic environment chamber (TEMEC) facility. The second tuner (figure 2.15b) is used
by the Naval Surface Weapons Center in their reverberation chamber [16]. The third tuner
(figure 2.15c) is used ii the NBS reverberation chamber. The tuner is mounted as shown in
figure 2.16, with the blades bent at an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the ceiling to
improve its scattering of the field evenly in all directions. The tuner mounting includes a
shielded housing with internal metal wipers to prevent rf leakage from the chamber via the
tuner shaft to the stepping motor. Details of the housing and motor mounting arrangement are
shown in figure 2.17. The tuner controller system which includes the stepping motor and a
computer accessed controller, allows movement of the tuner in increments as small as 0.113
degrees (3200 steps per revolution) at rates from seconds up to hours per revolution. The
motion was optimized for as smooth a motion of the tuner as possible.

A test to determine how effectively the tuner is functioning is to measure the ratio of
the maximum to minimum received power of the receiving antenna as a function of tuner
position. This is done while maintaining a constant net input power to the enclosure's
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transmitting antenna. The results of such measurements made with the NBS tuner are shown in
figures 2,18a and 2.18b. The magnitude of the ratio is dependent upon a number of factors
including tuner shape, size, orientation, and the Q of the enclosure. The average value of
the maximum to minimum ratio is higher in the empty chamber. (Data for figure 2.18b were
obtained with 4 pieces of 66 cm x 61 cm x 61 cm rf absorber placed in the center of the
chamber 0.5 meter above the floor). The purpose for inserting the absorber was to simulate a
gross loading effect of an EUT placed in the enclosure. A lower loss (ratio) is indicative of
a higher Q and more effective mode tuning. This influences the spatial uniformity of the test
field (statistically) as is shown in section 2.3. A reasonable guideline for proper
operation of the tuner is a minimum tuning ratio of 20 dB.

Multiple tuners have been used in some reverberation chambers [3,6]. Typically they are
mounted on opposite walls to improve the stirring of the fields in the chamber. This is
especially important if the tuners are flat, thus acting as scatterers in only one plane. The
tuner controller system used in the NBS system allows for control. of several tuners
simultaneously. This may be particularly advantageous if the reverberation chamber is
especially large or is compartmentalized (multiple sections). Examples of compartmentalized
chambers are a large chamber divided into two sections by a separating wall or a small chamber
placed inside a large chamber. Both arrangements have been proposed for using the
reverberation chamber method for measuring shielding effectiveness of materials and enclosures

[17].

2.2.5 Chamber Excitation and Field Monitoring

The fifth consideration in designing a reverberation chamber EMC measurement system is in
the selection and mounting of appropriate antennas for exciting and monitoring the EM fields
inside the chamber. The following parameters are used in selecting the antennas:

a) frequency range of interest,
b) input power rating (>200 watts),
c) bandwidth (>10:1 if possible),
d) minimum VSWR (low as possible),
e) efficiency for exciting modes inside chamber,
f) minimum size, and
g) durability.

The typical frequency range of application is from 200 MHz to 18 GHz or higher. A number
of candidate antennas could be used in this range. No single antenna has sufficient bandwidth
to cover the full range with the possible exception of the long wire antenna. Based upon the
above and, to a certain extent, the antennas available at the Electromagnetic Fields Division
of NBS, the following were selected for evaluation.

a) Long wire antenna (200 MHz - 18 GHz),
b) Log periodic antenna (200 MHz - 2 GHz),
c) Monopole antenna (200 MHz - 1 GHz),
d) Bow-tie antenna (200 MHz - 1 GHz),
e) Leaky 50 ohm coaxial cable (200 MHz - 1 GHz),
f) Ridged horn (1.0 GHz - 12 GHz),
g) Double ridged circular horn (2.0 GHz - 18 GHz).

The efficiency with which energy can be injected into or coupled out of the chamber via
transmitting ar receiving antennas is determined by: 1) the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
of the antennas (i.e., the impedance match between the rf source and the transmitting antenna
or between the receiving antenna and its output detector), and 2) the ability of the antennas
to couple energy into or out of the particular modes that exist at the test frequencies of
interest. Rotating the tuner changes the chamber's boundary conditions and hence, shifts the
mode excitation frequencies. This, of course, changes the characteristics of the field inside
the enclosure which in turn influences the effective VSWR of the antennas. The Q factor of
the enclosure as a resonant cavity also has considerable effect upon the VSWR of the antenna.
This is particularly true at frequencies below a few GHz.

The placement and orientation of the transmitting and receiving an,3nnas can also
influence the operation of the chamber [18]. Two positions or orientations are recommended:
1) position the transmitting and receiving antennas in different corners of the chamber,
oriented toward the corners as shown in figure 2.19, or 2) position one of the antennas in a
corner oriented toward the corner, for example the reference receiving antenna, with the other
antenna (transmitting antenna) sufficiently far away and oriented toward the tuner. The first



arr=,ngemEnT. 1: elcct 1 : , , in the 1ibS chamber. The purpose for these configurations is
to couple energy int_ and cf -chamber modes as efficiently and uniformly as possible
wi out oi rfi'::nt y ' cring pa iular modes or favoring a direct path coupled signal

between the transrittino and receiving antennas.

Installat ion of a long wire antenna inside the chamber is different from other antennas
because it uses the chamber wall as its ground plane to obtain as close to a 50 ohm impedance
as possible. Details for designing the taper transition region of the long wire antenna are
shown in figure 2.20. A photograph of the long wire antenna installed inside the NBS chamber
is shown in figure 2.21. The long wire extends around two surfaces of the chamber. This is
done to achieve, however somewhat limited, the purpose of the locations and orientation
configurations referred to above for other conventional antennas.
G Based upon the results of data obtained for various antenna pairs selected from the above
list, the following four antennas were chosen for use in the NBS chamber in the following
frequency ranges:

1) Long wire (200 MHz - 1000 MHz), receiving mode,
2) Log Periodic (200 MHz - 1000 MHz), transmitting mode,
3) Ridged horn (1.0 GHz - 10 GHz), transmitting and receiving modes,
4) Double ridged circular horn (2.0 GHz - 18 GHz), transmitting and receiving modes.

Within the recommended frequency bands of operation, the long wire and log periodic
antennas can accommodate up to 1000 watts input power, and the ridged horns and double ridged
circular horns can accommodate up to 200 watts input power.

A number of preliminary tests were performed to determine the operational parameters of
the NBS reverberation chamber using these antennas and to evaluate the interactions between
EUT, the chamber, and the rf sources used in performing these measurements. Some of these
test: and their results were previously published [19]. The VSWRs and coupling efficiency of
these four antennas placed inside the empty NBS chamber are given in figures 2.22 and 2.23.
Figure 2.22 shows the maximum, average, and minimum VSWR obtained statistically by measuring
return loss from the antennas, operating in the transmitting mode, as a function of tuner
position at discrete frequencies from 200 MHz to 18 GHz. The tuner was stepped at 1.8 degree
increments (200 steps) through a complete revolution. Figure 2.22a is for the long wire
antenna operating over the complete frequency range. Figure 2.22b, is the composite VSWR of
three antennas (#2, #3. and #4) used within the frequency bands shown in the figure's caption.
In the past a long wire antenna has been used quite extensively as a reference receiving
antenna across the full frequency range [4,14,17,]. Its input VSWR is not as low, especially
at frequencies above 1 GHz, as for the composite of the three antennas. Also, at frequencies
above approximately 2 GHz, rotation of the tuner appears to have a minor influence on the VSWR
of the antennas. This feature can have considerable impact upon the decision as to what
approach to use in performing susceptibility measurements as discussed in section 4.1 of this
report. Figure 2.23 shows the coupling efficiency or loss between the long wire antenna
transmitting (200 MHz - 18 GHz), and a composite of the three antennas receiving. This figure
is provided for comparison with figure 2.12. The long wire antenna is not as efficient in
coupling energy into the chamber and hence, the loss is greater, particularly above 1 GHz.

The quality factor of the chamber as a resonant cavity also has considerable effect upon
the VSWR and coupling efficiency of the antenna placed inside, especially at frequencies below
a few GHz. This is shown in figures 2.22c and 2.24. These data were obtained with four
pieces of 66 cm x 61 cm x 61 cm rf absorber placed in the center of the chamber's test zone.
Note the significant reduction in the VSWR variations of the transmitting antenna associated
with the substantially lower Q in the enclosure and the significant increase in the chamber
loss.

2.3 Determination of Wave Impedance and E-Field Amplitude Distribution Inside
Reverberation Chamber

2.3." Determining the Test Field and Wave Impedance Amplitudes

The field strength in the chamber can be determined in two ways. The first is to measure
the power received by the reference antennas, and then determine the equivalent power density

in the enclosure from (8). The equivalent electric field, E, is then found using the
d

expression,
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E_ = r ' Pd = -- 30 P' (V/m), (10)

where n' is the statistically averaged wave impedance in the chamber. This averaged wave
impedance is assumed to be approximately equal to 1207 ohms. Obviously, the wave impedance
inside the reverberation chamber will have large variations as a function of tuner orientation
and chamber location. To test the validity of (10), independent measurements were made of the
maximum, average, and minimum magnetic and electric fields in the chamber. These measurements
were made using a one centimeter diameter loop probe and a one-centimeter long dipole probe.
The probes were rotated through three orthogonal orientations aligned with the chamber axes
and located at the center of the test zone. The magnitudes of the total magnetic and electric
fields were there, determined as the square root of the sum of the squared values of eacn of the
three components respectively for both the magnetic and electric fields. The corresponding
ratios of the electric-field and magnetic-field amplitudes for a data base of 200 positions of
the tuner were then used to determine an "equivalent" wave impedance. The results are shown
in figure 2.25. Four curves are given. Three curves show the maximum, average and minimum
wave impedance determined as a function of frequency. The fourth curve shows the wave
impedance calculated from the ratio of E to H when the electric-field was a maximum. Even
though the wave impedance varies widely as expected with frequency, the average wave impedance
at frequencies above 200 MHz (the lower frequency limit recommended for this chamber) is
approximately 12 0 7 ohms. This then, provides evidence that (10) is valid, at least for
determining the average E-field in the chamber. The fourth curve was included because, as
will be discussed later in this report, the convenient parameter for comparing reverberation
chamber with anechoic chamber obtained EUT susceptibility data is the EUT's peak response.
This typically corresponds to a maximum electric field in the reverberation chamber. Note
that the wave impedance corresponding with the maximum E-field typically is greater than 1207
ohms and was found to be as large as 1600 ohms thus contributing to an orror as large as 6 dB
in determining the maximum E-field if (10) is used.

The second method used to determine the field strength in the reverberation chamber is to
measure the electric field using an electrically small dipole probe that has been previously
calibrated in a standard uniform field. This is the same dipole probe, referred to above,
that was used to determine the chamber's wave impedance. The assumption made in using the
probe is that since it is electrically small, the fields measured in the reverberation chamber
over the aperture of the dipole will be uniform (i.e., "equivalent" to the standard uniform
field used in the probe's calibration); and hence the probe's response will give an accurate
measurement of the "equivalent" field strength in the chamber. Results of the measurements
comparing the electric-field strength generated in the chamber based upon these two methods
are shown in figure 2.26. The maximum and average E-field strength data were normalized to
one watt net input oower. The agreement shown is typical of the random variations in the data
used to determine the field in a reverberation chamber. The systematic offset difference
between the field determined using the reference antenna and that determined using the probe
is, however, less than 3 dB. This result also strengthens the validity of (10).

2.3.2 Maximum Versus Average Amplitude Responses

Another important observation from figure 2.26 is the approximate 7-8 dB difference in
signal amplitude between the maximum and average field strengths. This can be explained
simply in terms of the structure of the cavity modes in the chamber X20]. For a cavity of
dimensions, a, b, and d, modes in all three dimensions can be represented as

o (x,y,z) a sin m~rx sin n4 Ri z (mnp a b d

where x, y, and z correspond to the three orthogonal axes of the chamber and m, n, and p are
the associated mode numbers.

An antenna typically responds to a specific field component, or in the reverberation
chamber case, to the composite field impinging upon its aperture. However, measured power is
related to o2 x,y,z). The maximum value cf 02 (x,z,z) occurs when each component is amnp mnp
maximum or

nax ( p2 (x,y,z' ) < 1. (12)
mnp -

The average value of t2 (x,y,z) is given by
mnp
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Ave ($2 (x,y,z) ) = fv 2 (x,y,z) dxdydz - . (13)

The ratio of Max ($2 (x,y,z) )/Ave ($2 (x,y,z)) in the limit then is 8 which correspondsmnp mnp
to 9 dB (i.e., this is the theoretical maximum difference that can exist between the maximum
and average responses of an antenna or EUT measured in a reverberation chamber). In practice,
the mode mixing is not 100 percent efficient to achieve a perfect average nor does one obtain
a perfect maximum in all three dimensions. Hence the average difference of 7 to 8 dB shown in
figure 2.26 is expected.

In the past, a question regarding the validity of maximum or "peak" reverberation chamber
results has been raised. However, this question seems to be resolved as apparent by examining
the relationship between maximum and average measurements in the reverberation chamber
exhibited in figure 2.26 and from the implications of (12) and (13). These results suggest
one can extract one set of data (e.g., average) from the other (e.g., maximum) quite
accurately (within -2 dB), assuming of course, that the response of the EUT is linear.

2.4 Spatial E-Field Distribution

Tests were made to determine the uniformity of the maximum and average values of the E-
field in the chamber as a function of spatial position and frequency. Seven NBS isotropic
probes [21] designed to operate at frequencies up to 2 GHz were placed inside the enclosure as
shown in figures 2.19 and 2.21. Each probe has three orthogonally oriented dipoles aligned
with the enclosure axes. Measurements were made of the field strength of each orthogonal
component at the seven locations for each tuner position (200 steps of 1.8 degree increments).
The maximum and average values for each component and the corresponding amplitudes were then
determined from the complete data set for a normalized net input power to the chamber of 1
watt. The results of these measurements are shown in figure 2.27. These measurements were
made in 50 MHz increments from 100 MHz to 2.0 GHz. The spread of the data points show the
spatial field variation inside the enclosure at the indicated frequencies. Note at 200-300
MHz the spread and potential errors in determining E-field amplitude is as great as 8 cB,
decreasing to approximately +2 dB at 2.0 GHz. Note also the large difference in the three
orthogonal components at frequencies below 150 MHz. This is especially apparent from
inspecting figure 2.28 which shows the average values of the seven statistically determined
average and maximum E-fields for each component and their composite total determined from
figure 2.27. Strong mode structure is indicated in the chamber at frequencies below 150 MHz
(i.e., the presere of a dominant mode with its associated directional properties). Hence,
there are insufficient modes for proper operation at these frequencies. At frequencies above
150 MHz, the relative amplitudes of the field components are approximately the same and the
composite total of the average E-field components is approximately 14.8 dB greater than the
individual components. This indicates that the measured value of the average of each
component is independent of polarization of the dipole. (i.e., Ex(av() is independent of

Eyave)t etc.). Thus,

= (E )2+ (E )2 + (E )2 - (Y E ).
t(ave) x(ave)) y(ave) z(ave) - (x,y,or z)ave

The composite total however, of the E-field components' maxima (figure 2.28b) is less
than 4.8 dB. This indicates that the maximum measured values for each component are not
independent. (i.e., Ex(total) is a function of Ey(total), etc.). The implication is that if

multiple receptors are involved in establishing the maximum susceptibility of an EUT (or for
example in measuring the E-field in the chamber by using an isotropic probe with 3 orthogonal
dipoles), the difference between the maximum and average response may be less than the typical
7 to 8 dB referred to in section 2.3.

2.5 Multiple Excitation of the Chamber

Electromagnetic fields were generated inside the chamber using two separate antennas
simultaneously excited in the frequency ranges, (200-400) MHz, and (1000-2000) MHz. The
antennas used for the frequency range (200-400) MHz were a log periodic and a long wire
described previoil~cy. Two ridged horns were used in the frequency range (1.0-2.0) GHz. The
spatial, statistical, E-field uniformity did not improve significantly over using a single
antenna excitation in the 200-400 MHz frequency range; however, it did improve slightly (from

approximately 2 dB to + 1.5 dB variations) in the frequency range (1.0-2.0) GHz.
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The E-field amplitude in the chamber decreased when using two excitation antennas, in
both frequency ranges, assuming the same net input power as for a single antenna. The
decrease was approximately 1 dB in the frequency range (200-400) MHz and approximately 1.5 dB
in the frequency range (1.0-2.0) GHz. This loss however, can be accounted for in the losses
in the additional rf transmission line cables and the second excitation antenna (i.e., the
antennas are not 100% efficient in converting input rf power to radiated power).

3. Interaction Effects Between Chamtar, Source and Reference Antennas. and EUT.

3.1 Placement Constraints of EUT

Constraints on the placement of EUT inside the reverberation chamber are a result of the
proximity effect of the chamber walls on the test field and upon the EUT. Measurements were
made of the E-field close to the chamber's walls for comparison with measurements made of the
E-field within the test zone outlined by the matrix of seven probes shown in figure 2.21 Two
locations were selected: 1) 0.5 m from the chamber's side and back wall, 1.0 m above the
floor; and 2) 0.12 m from the side wall approximately mid-way between the chamber's ends and
0.5 m above the floor. Location 1 was selected so the EUT test zone would be clear of
obstructicns but also with the probe far enough from the chamber's walls, hopefully, to avoid
significant proximity effects. Location 1 measurements were consistent with the measurements
made at the 7 probe locations. Location 2 was selected to determine just how significant the
proximity effect is ;t distances less than one third wavelength (<800 MHz). The average E-
field measured at location 2 was approximately 2 dB lower at frequencies from 200 to 400 MHz
than the E-field measured in the test zone. The field close to the chamber wall then
increased as a function of frequency, approaching the test zone measured field strength at
frequencies above 1 GHz. These results indicate a need to maintain a minimum spacing for the
reference antenna, field measurement probe(s), and/or EUT of at least a/3 from the chamber's
walls at the lowest test frequency. This equates to approximately 1/2 meter at 200 MHz for
the NBS chamber. An exception to this guideline may be a desired spacing between the EUT and
the chamber floor or walls. This spacing may be dictated by the test plan. If the EUT is
electrically large (many wavelengths) it may be necessary to have a separation distance from
the chamber walls greater than A/3 at frequencies where A/3 is less than 1/2 meter or greater
than 1/2 meter under some test conditions to prevent shadowing effects from influencing the
spatial distribution of the test field. Results of scattering effects measurements discussed
in section 3.2 suggest shadowing is not a signficar.t problem, if the EUT is placed in the
center of the test zone as far from the walls as possible.

3.2 Scattering Effects of Metal Objects upon E-field Distribution

Two test objects were selected to simulate an EUT placed in the chamber to evaluate their
scattering effect upon the field distribution inside the chamber. The first object was a
solid welded aluminum box 30 cm x 50 cm x 60 cm in size. The second was an electronic
equipment rack 56 cm x 67 cm x 114 ci in size. Tests were made to determine the E-field
uniformity or distribution over the test zone matrix defined earlier using 6 isotropic probes
(figure 2.19) with each of the two test objects placed at the center of the test zone. (The
probe at the center of the test zone was removed to accommodate the test objects.) Figures
3.1a and 3.1b show the two test objects placed inside the enclosure. The mean value of the
maximum and average values for each E-field component (vertical, longitudinal, and transverse)
and their composite total were determined for each of the 6 probes. The results, shown in
figure 3.2, give a comparison with the empty chamber E-field distribution measurements shown
in figure 2.28. Little or no difference was noted in the statistical (average and maximum)
values measured.

3.3 Loading Effects of EUT on Chamber

One of the concerns expressed about using a reverberation chamber for EMC measurements
was the realization that if the EUT absorbed energy from the chamber (i.e., demonstrates
susceptibility) it would reduce the Q of the chamber and thus affect the measurement results.
Typically this is compensated for by simply increasing the net input power to the chamber
transmitting antennas as required. This may not be sufficient if inserting the EUT lowers the
chamber's Q to the extent that the chamber no longer reverberates or the tuner will no longer
sufficiently stir the modes, (i.e., the chamber no longer functions properly). Recall that
the absolute amplitude of the test field level inside the chamber is determined from the
reference antenna received power measurements. The assumption is that this measurement is
unaffected by the loading effect of the EUT. Two simple tests were used to evaluate the

loading effect: the first was to insert a 500 MHz, half-wave, resonant dipole near the center

of the chamber's test zone to determine if energy coupled from the chamber to the dipole would
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reduce the field strength in the chamber. This test was intended to simulate the loading
effect of a simple resonant EUT. Field strength measurements were made again using the seven
probe matrix and the long wire antenna as a reference receiving antenna to determine the level
of the test field, before and after inserting the resonant dipole. A constant normalized
input power of 1 watt was applied at the input of the chamber log periodic transmitting
antenna to establish the field in the chamber. The following observations were made:

1) Energy is conserved (i.e., power coupled from the chamber via the dipole results in a
proportional decrease in the E-field in the room).

2) The 500 MHz resonant dipole and the long wire receiving antenna coupled approximately
the same amount of power from the room.

The seven probe matrix used to determine the spatial distribution of the E-field inside
the chamber, also load or reduces the Q factor in a similar fashion to the resonant dipole.
Each of these probes couple a small amount of energy out of the test field. In addition, they
have lossy transmission lines made up of carbon loaded teflon that serve to convey their
detected do signals to their instrumentation located outside the chamber. These lossy
transmission lines increase the chamber's loss up to 5 dB at 2.0 GHz. However, this amount of
loss did not seem to significantly influence the ability to determine the field level in the
chamber, with or without the presence of the probes by using the reference receiving antenna.
The field level simply was lower for the same net input power due to the loading effect of the
probes in the chamber.

The second test used to evaluate the loading effect was to place varying amounts of rf
absorbing material inside the chamber. This was done to get an indication of just how much
loading the chamber could tolerate before it fails to operate properly and/or large errors
existed in determining test field level and EUT response. Progressively greater amounts of
absorber were added until approximately 90 percent of the net input power was being absorbed
(i.e., the chamber loss was increased by approximately 10 dB). The amount of rf absorber
required was four pieces of 66 cm pyramidal high performance absorber 61 cm x 61 cm square.
Results for tuner effectiveness, VSWR and chamber loss with absorber loading were shown in
figures 2.18b, 2.22c, and 2.24. As indicated earlier, lowering the chamber Q reduces the test
field level in the chamber for a given net input power. Inserting the 4 pieces of absorber in
the chamber lowers the field considerably as shown in figure 3.3. This figure compares the
maximum E-field strength in the test volume defined by the 7 probe matrix inside the empty
chamber with the field strength after the chamber is loaded with the 4 pieces of absorber.

In summary, the following observations can be made from the data obtained (figures 2.18b,
2.22c, 2.24 and 3.3). Lowering the chamber Q:

1) decreases the effectiveness of the tuner (lower Max/ in ratio),

2) improves the VSWR of the transmitting and receiving antennas,

3) increases the chamber loss and hence increases the rf power required to obtain test
fields of the same level,

4) increases the uncertainty in determining the test field level and EUT response
(indicated by the larger variations in the E-field data obtained with absorber,
figure 3.3), and

5) decreases tne spatial, statistical E-field uniformity.

In conclusion, the following guidelines are suggested. Inserting the EUT should not
lower the maximum or average received power from the chamber's reference antenna for the same
net input power into the chamber (before and after inserting the EUT) excessively. If these
ratios, net input power/received power(max or ave), increase more than 6 dB, or if the tuner's
average effectiveness decreases to less than 20 dB, use of the reverberation chamber is not
recommended.

4.0 _rforming Immunity Measurements

4. Planning the Measurements

A number of considerations are important in planning the measurements, writing the test
plan, and documenting the test results. One is the amount of data required to accurately
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n riz toe bit. Equipment susceptibility to EIMI is primarily determined by the degree
te which thn interference field couples into and interacts with the equipment's components.
Tb:s undnsirrd coupling is influenced by a number of equipment parameters such as:
input/output, power line, and circuit lead impedances and lead lengths; impedances of circuit
romcpcnents (especially those terminating lead wires); type of circuit components (particularly
a(: i components); and amount and type of EMI shielding and filtering used. The
susceptioility of any particular equipment is usually a function of frequency, suggesting
re ,n _nc effects within the equipment with its input,'output leads and other interconnected
equ: pmant. These resonances may be caused. for example, by the reactance of the connecting
leads acting as an antenna, coupling with the input impedance of the terminating circuit
components. The quality factor (Q) of such a resonant circuit determines the maximum spacing
jr increm-mt between frequencies at which susceptibility tests must be performed. Automated
systems such as required by the reverberation chamber test methods are (by their digital
nat re discrete frequency systems. The number of test points one can obtain using such a
syst :r ,re limited by the memory or storage capacity of the computer, the measurement system
bandwidth, and the measurement time constraints. Thus, care must be exercised in choosing
fri-q ieucy and amplitude measurement intervals compatible with the test system and the number
of test. points required.

A second consideration is the test-field time duration versus reaction time of the EUT.
Some EUTs have components with relatively slow thermal time constants. This equipment must be
exposed to test fields with sufficient duration to allow reaction and interaction; otherwise
susceptibility tests may not be true indicators of the equipment's vulnerability. For
example, thermocouple devices used to simulate electro-explosive devices may require one to
two seconds exposure time for maximum response. EUT soak time requirements influence the
approach (section 4.2) selected for performing the tests using the reverberation chamber
method.

Another important consideration relates to the need to simulate as closely as possible
"real world" operating conditions. Ideally, susceptibility tests should be performed with tne
EUT connected and operated in its operational environment. Since this, most likely, is not
possible, these operational conditions should be carefully simulated. This normally includes
making certain the EUT is tested with its wiring harness in the same configuration (as nearly
as possible) as when in actual use. (Actually, one of the advantages of the reverberation
chamber method is that the test results are independent of EUT wiring harness , input/output
and power lead orientation.) In addition, all connecting leads should be terminated with
equivalent impedances as when in actual use. Failure to simulate these conditions can result
in data that are misleading. An additional problem is the EUT-antenna-enclosure interaction
that exists inside any shielded enclosure. Antenna radiation or receiving characteristics are
altered when enclosed inside a shielded environment. One should realize that the EUT always
interacts somewhat with the exposure field in any environment. What is difficult is sorting
out the normal open-field scattering effect from the unknown perturbation effects of the EUT-
antemaia-enclosure interaction that is typically ignored in shielded room susceptibility
testing. Efforts to quantify this effect for reverberation chamber obtained results are
discussed in section 5.

How to sense and telemeter the performance of the EUT from the test environment without
perturbing the EUT, the test environment or sensitive test equipment is another important
consideration. This is usually done by using either fiber optics lines or "invisible" wire
[13] (carbon impregnated Teflon) with appropriate readout devices.

Finally, one obvious purpose for performing susceptibility tests is to determine EUT
compliance with pre-established performance criteria. For production item sampling, a worst
case EMI exposure environment with pass-fail criteria may be appropriate. However, for
engineering development of EMI-hardened equipment or for correcting EMI problems discovered in
existing equipment, diagnostic testing is needed. This type of testing requires knowledge of
the exposure field parameters, such as: frequency, repetition rates, and wave shape of test
signal; type and percent of modulation imposed; and polarization, amplitude and signal
waveform time variations. These parameters must be carefully selected, as part of the test
plan, controlled, and (for some tests) statistically characterized for the testing to be
meaningful. One obvious ? imitation of the reverberation chamber method for susceptibility
testing is the loss of polarization information. However, this is in part compensated for
because worst case response characteristics of the EUT can be determined without repositioning
or orienting the EUT in the reverberation chamber since the test field is rotated around the
EUT. If carefully controlled tests are performed, resonances and susceptible EUT circuit
components can be determined, from which cause and effect relationships can be established.
These can then be modified or eliminated to improve the immunity of the EUT. Another
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important consideration in performing diagnostic testing is the desirability of determining
how the EMI is coupled into the EUT. This requires separating, if possible, the sources of
interference reception, such as EUT input/output and power line leads, leakage through the EUT
case housing, or internally generated and coupled EMI. This can be achieved by a systematic
process of shielding and filtering various leads and functional sections of the EUT's circuit,
etc., while conducting the susceptibility tests.

4.2 . Measurement Approach (Tuned vs. Stirred)

Two approaches are used for performing EMC measurements using the reverberation chamber.
The first approach, mode tuned, steps the tuner at selected, uniform increments, permitting
measurements of the net. input power, reference antenna received power, field measuring probe
response and the EUT response at each tuner position. This allows corrections and
normalization of the received power, field measurements and EUT response to be made for
variations in the net input power to the chamber. These variations are due to changes in the
input VSWR of the transmitting antenna as a function of the tuner position. The number of
tuner steps per revolution that must be used is a function of frequency and chamber Q.
Typically, at least 200 steps or more are required to provide sufficient sampling to
accurately determine the statistical parameters of the test field and EUT response (maximum
and average amplitudes). If the sample size is too small, the fidelity of the measurements
suffers and true maxima, minima, etc. are not recorded. The mode tuned approach also allows
the operator to select long test field exposure times as needed to accommodate some EUT
response times.

The second approach, mode stirred, rotates (steps) the tuner continuously while sampling
the reference antenna received power, field probe response and EUT response at rates much
faster than the tuner revolution rate. These measurements are made using a spectrum analyzer,
diode detectors, and "smart" voltmeters with their own microprocessors capable of data storage
and calculation of statistical functions such as mean values and standard deviations. The
mode stirred approach allows large data samples (up to 9,999) for a single tuner revolution.
Tuner revolution rates are adjusted to meet EUT response time and output monitor response time
requirements. Typical revolution periods ^e from 1 to 12 minutes. This large sample, as
compared to mode tuned, improves the accuracy Ln determining the statistics of the measured
parameters, however, at the expense of increased uncertainty due to failure to correct for net
input power variations.

Hence a trade-off exists between mode tuned and mode stirred operation. An examination
of figure 2.22 suggests this trado-off occurs approximately between 1-2 GHz. (i.e., The mode
tuned approach would be more accurate below 1-2 GHz where the mode density is not as great and
corrections can be made for variations in the net input power caused by large variations in
the input VSWR of the transmitting antennas. Mode stirring is more accurate at frequencies
above 1-2 GHz where VSWR variations in the transmit antenna as a function of tuner position
are small and large data samples of the test field and EUT response can be taken.)

4.3 Measurement System

4.3 .1 Measurement Setup and Instrumentation Requirements

A block diagram of the basic NBS reverberation chamber EMC measurement system is shown
in figure 4. 1. The test field is established by means of rf source(s) connected to
transmitting antenna(s) placed inside the chamber. Antennas used are discussed in section
2.2.5. Modes excited inside the chamber are then tuned or stirred by rotating the mode tuner
which functions as a field-perturbing device. The EUT may be placed anywhere convenient
within the chamber provided no point on the EUT is closer than 1/2 meter to any wall, or
ceiling. Placement relative to the floor is dependent upon a number of factors including
intended use configuration relative to ground-planes etc., and should be specified by the test
plan. Test, power, and control cables are routed to appropriate monitors, etc., outside the
chamber via shielded or filtered cables and feed-through connectors, high resistance lines,
and fiber optic lines as required to prevent leakage of fields to the outside environment.
Note that a precision 10 dB attenuator is used with the power detector or spectrum analyzer,
whenever possible, to measure the receiving antenna power. This is done to minimize impedance
mismatch with the receiving antenna. The calibrated bidirectional coupler at the input to the
transmitting antenna allows measurements of the net input power so corrections can be made for
changes in net input power resulting from antenna-rf generator impedance mismatch and rf
generator output variations that occur during the rotation of the tuner. As referred to
earlier, these corrections are made when using the mode tuned measurements approach for each
incremental change in tuner rotation. For mode stirred, the net input power is measured only
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at the beginning of the measurement cycle. Details of how the measurement cycle proceeds
under computer control, how the data are managed, recorded, and processed for presentation are
contained in the next section describing the software used for these functions.

4.3.2 Software Requirements and Measurement Procedures

The computer code used in the evaluation of the reverberating chamber has evolved from
simple routines that record only the measurement data to the present complex programs that
have abilities to recover from many common system failures and operator errors. The more
sophisticated programming is made possible by using modern laboratory computers containing
large amounts of memory. The primary function of recording the measurement data however,
remains unchanged and is outlined in this section, with some discussion of the supporting
activities and refinements.

A general overview of the software is shown in figure 4.2. The major tasks of
accumulating data using the two primary methods (mode tuned and mode stirred), saving the
measured results, and preparing the data graphics are shown. The measurement routines are
supported oy the module entitled System Calibrations. The data library is not actually
program code, rather it indicates data storage that is available to the Data Graphics program
and is added to by the measurement programs. Two major programs, detailed below, are used to
implement the measurement approaches. They are quite different in how the instrumentation is
programmed and the data managed and will be discussed separately. The basic computer code
defining these measurements is listed in appendix A. The listings contain the details of the
measurements as shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4. The instrument control modules have been
omitted to avoid excessive detail.

Mode-Tuned Approach

The flow diagram for the mode-tuned measurement program is given in figure 4.3. fhis
diagram is used to assist in guiding the operator systematically through the measurement
procedure.

Step 1. Place the EUT inside the chamber and access at as required for operation and
performance monitoring.

Details for placement of the EUT and accessing it are contained in sections 3.1, 4.1, and
4.3.1. The EUT should be placed at least one half meter away from the outer walls of the
chamber unless specified in the test plan to simulate proximity to a ground plane.

Step 2. Connect the measurement system as shown in figure 4.1.

Step 3. Specify measurement and calibration parameters.

Calibration factors for the cables and directional couplers used must first be tabulated
and stored in the computer for later access. All parameters used in the measurements are then
specified using a menu cf items from which the operator may select the value:' for the
experiment. These parameters include: frequency range and increments, number of tuner steps,
signal generator output level as required to obtain the desired field strength inside the
chamber, the EUT output voltage considered as an upper bound for maximum safe EUT operation,
and an estimate of the response time of the EUT. The experiment description, operator's
name, and the system clock can be accessed in the menu also. When the operator is satisfied
with the parameter values and exits the menu, these values plus all calibration values (e.g.,
cable loss, coupling factors, etc.) are tabulated for reference. The measurement hardware is
then initialized and the measurement begins.

Step 4. Perform the measurement (automated measurement sequence).

The measurement sequence can be traced in figure 4.3. At the beginning of each test all
the instruments are set to zero (if there is an internal auto-zeroing feature) or a reading is
taken to determine the offset from zero with the field removed. These offset readings are
then used to adjust the readings taken with the field applied. This should be done as often
as needed to minimize errors resulting from zero drift.

It is important to have reached both mechanical and electrical stability at each step of
the tuner before reading the instruments. As the mechanical time constant of the stepping
motor and the chamber's tuner blades is typically much longer than the electrical response
time of the measurement instrumentation or the EUT, the most efficient manner with which to
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collect the data is to minimize the movements of the tuner. Any given measurement usually
involves a sequence of frequencies at which to measure the response of the device. This
routine is designed to collect the data for all frequencies at each tuner step before moving
the tuner to another location. The data is then rearranged at the conclusion of the
measurements such that data from all tuner positions for a given frequency is together before
it is processed for final graphic presentation.

After the instruments are zeroed and their offset voltages recorded, the rf power is
applied and the response of all devices which could be damaged by excessive field strength is
measured. This checking is done as rapidly as possible for each frequency and provides one
level of protection for, the system. Typically, the operator should specify power levels that
are appropriate for the EUT(s) being tested. Then this test will detect only those condition
which cause an unusually high response.

With the initial checking done, the program then proceeds to read the remaining
instruments in the system. These include power meters, digital voltmeters, spectrum analyzer,
specialized data acquisition systems, and/or any other monitoring device being used.

As mentioned above, all frequencies of interest are measured before the tuner is moved to
the next position. There are many possible ways to group this data and save it on a mass
storage device. The approach used here is to maintain all the data for a given tuner step (or
several steps) together in one file. This file can then be recalled and the data rearranged
such that all the information for a given frequency is together. Saving the data frequently
allows the measurement to be continued, without starting over, should the system lose power or
a fatal error occur.

The routines necessary for operation of the instruments are, of course, unique to the
device but some general concepts are useful to discuss:

a). The program should exercise some care to insure the validity of the readings. Most
instruments will allow access to a status byte that will indicate i -ny failures common to
the device. This can be monitored during the read cycle and action taken if the
measurement is riot valid. Action is also necessary if the device fails to respond or
hangs the interface bus. These situations may require operator assistance, but the
program should be able to recover and repeat the operation if the condition is temporary.

b). Readings taken within the limits of the instrument yet too quickly for the rest of the
system to respond, for instance the tuner may still be vibrating or the sensor may be
slow to respond, will cause erroneous results. For these measurements where the field
being monitored is generated by a cw signal of constant amplitude, the response of a
device should settle to a constant value, provided the tuner has stabilized and the
device has had enough time to respond. The computer should be able to determine when to
accept the reading based on the factors mentioned. One method is to install fixed wait
statements that guarantee steady conditions. A more dynamic approach is to monitor the
device and compare readings until steady conditions are reached. This optimizes the
already lengthy measurement by avoiding long idle times that may not be necessary. A
refinement to simply comparing readings is to compare the averages of several readings
grouped together, referred to as a running average. This has a tendency to smooth noise
that may be on thie signal and also to make comparisons of low level readings (near the
noise floor) more stable.

Step 5. Correct the data by applying the system calibration values and zero field offset
readings.

The correction factors are applied to the measured quantities at the time the data are
taken and key items are calculated. These items are then stored in the memory for later use
in compiling the data. Items may include incident and reflected powers to the transmitting
antenna corrected for cable loss and coupling factors, power received from the reference
antenna (corrected), etc. Care must be taken at the beginning of the measurement to assure
that calibration factors and cable loss correction to be used match the physical setup.

At the completion of the last tuner position, with all the data residing in mass storage,
the measurement routine is complete. The remaining tasks are independent programs, freeing
the measurement system for other measurements.

Step 6. Compile the corrected data by frequency, nor ialize to a constant net input power (for
example 1 watt), perform the statistical calculations and present final results.
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Normalization of the corrected measurement data for determining: a) the E-field in the
chamber, and b) the EUT response, for a constant net input power is done for each tuner
position. First the corrected net input power is determined and compared to the desired
normalized value. The difference is then used to shift the corrected received power
measurements and EUT response measurements as if the actual net inpat power had been the
desired normalized value. This may involve a simple linear extrapolation as is the case for
linear detectors, or it may require calibration of the nonlinear response characteristics of
the received power detectors and/or EUT monitors thus resulting in appropriate corresponding
nonlinear corrections.

The statistical calculations are performed using the corrected, normalized data. These
calculations include the maximum, average, and minimum values as appropriate, of the desired
parameters (net input power, received power, EUT output response, etc.). The calculations are
made using data sets obtained by using t.re corrected normalized data at Lhe selected number of
descrete tuner positions for one complete revolution of the tuner, et each frequency of
interest. These re :ult are then, typically, presented in graphs as a function of frequency.

Mode Stirred Approach

The mode-stirred measurement (figure 4.4) begins in a similar rnannc, to the mode-tuned
discussed above. The automated measurements sequence of events is ,smewhat different and
hence some of the parameters necessary for performing mode-stirred -neas,..remnents differ from
mode-tuned.

Step 1. Place EUT inside the chamber and access it as required for operation and performance
monitoring.

This is the same as for mode tuned.

Step 2. Connect the measurement system as shown in figure 4.1

This step is similar to the setup for mode tuned except the snectrum analyzer is used to
measure the reference antenna received power and the EUT moni ,ors must be fast sampling
devices such as "smart" voltmeters referred to earlier.

Step 3. Specify measurement and calibration parameters.

These parameters are similar to the mode tuned case with the following two exceptions:

a) The specification of revolution time for the tuner determines the sample size and

sampling parameters associated with the EUT monitoring equipment. Tuner steps
(sampling size) are now given as a function of time for one complete revolution of
the tuner from which the number of samples that will be taken during that single
revolution, for each of the sampling instruments, is determined. These numbers

require careful timing trials prior to automating a mode-stirred measurement. The
instruments used for the tests detailed in this report, "smart" digital voltmeters,

are capable of performing statistical operations on a large number of samples (up to

9999) using a single trigger command. This feature is very convenient for this type

of measurement but requires that the number of samples needed to synchronize rotation

time of the tuner and total sampling time of the voltmeter be known prior to

triggering the measurement. The time required for taking each sample voltage varies

slightly with the amplitude of the signal measured. This makes it difficult to

estimate accurately the total time required for any given number of samples.
Approximations are used and the program adjusts the sample count to insure the

correct sampling time for a complete revolution. The sampling should be completed as
near to the end of the tuner revolution as possible to avoid weighting the statistics

with an incomplete data set or data taken as the tuner begins a second r volution.
Typical rates for tuner rotation are in the range of 1 to 12 minutes per single
revolution.

b) The signal generator output level is now a range of values because this program has

the ability to search for an optimum response of the device. The range of response
values is also accessible in the mode-stirred menu and gives the operator control
over minimum readable output from the EUT and also the level considered as the upper

safe limit. The program will attempt to keep power levels adjusted such that the

response is at some point above the minimum and never above a maximum.
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Sometimes it is advantageous ;o monitor the EUT response using analog devices such as an
xy recorder. If care is taken to insure that the response time of the recorder is short
compared to the sampling rate or rotation rate of the tuner, the EUT output can be monitored
in real time, thus allowing optimization of the sample rate to correspond to the EUT response
time. Care must be taken to insure adequate sample time, otherwise the EUT response will be
clipped yielding inaccurate results. This condition is easy to detect from the analog output
plots and hence avoid.

When the operator is satisfied with the parameter values and exits the menu, these
values plus all calibration values (e.g., cable loss, coupling factors, etc.) are tabulated
for reference. The measurement hardware is then initialized and the measurement begins.

Step 4. Perform the measurement (automated measurement sequence)

The measurement sequence is shown in figure 4.4. At the beginning of each test all the
instruments are set to zero (rf power is off), if possible, or the zero offset is recorded the
same as for the mode-tuned approach. The rf power is then applied at the lowest specified
level, the tuner motion is activated, and the EUT response is monitored. This first
measurement attempt, at each specified frequency, results in a search for a threshold response
from the EUT. If the EUT's response is below the preselected level, the rf power is increased
in 1 dB increments and held constant allowing the tuner to rotate a few degrees, while
searching for the threshold level. If the threshold value for the EUT's response is not
reached, the generator level is increased again and the searching process repeated until the
threshold level is reached or the maximum range selected for the generator output is achieved.
Upon finding an acceptable power level, the instruments are triggered to begin a measurement
cycle. Typically the instruments used include "smart" digital voltmeters as mentioned earlier
and a spectrum analyzer looking for a peak response from the reference antenna. An,,
specialized detecting device would also be included. The response of the EUT is constantly
monitored via a second fast sampling voltmeter (in addition to the "smart" voltmeter doing the
statistics) to protect it from overload. If, during the test, the response should exceed the
maximum safe value so that the power level is decreased or any other error condition is
detected, the program will remember the correct power level to be used as the measurement is
restarted.

At the time all the instruments are done sampling, the program checks to see if the tuner
completed a full revolution before the measurements (sample) were finished. A comparison of
the times taken for the tuner revolution arid each meter's total sampling time is made. If
these values agree to within a given tolerance and no other errors were detected, then the
numbers are assumed to represent a valid measurement. On the other hand, if these conditions
are not met, the sampling parameters are adjusted and the entire measurement process is
repeated for the same frequency. Special care taken in the preparation of these sample
parameters, as mentioned earlier, will minimize the need for repeat measurements.

The results from all the instruments are now read into the computer, corrected using the
appropriate calibration factors and the necessary calculations are made. This includes the
statistical parameters for the EUT monitored data, as determined by the "smart" voltmeters,
and the peak value of the received power from the reference antenna as measured using the
spectrum analyzer. Caution must be exercised if the test field is modulated since this may
influence the accuracy of the measurement results depending upon the detector(s) response
characteristics.. The reference antenna received power data can be used to determine a
normalized response for the EUT based upon a constant test field level as a function of
frequency if desired. The net input power delivered to the chamber is measured after the
acceptable power level is established at the beginning of the measurement cycle, just prior to
triggering the "smart" voltmeters. These measurements may then be used to normalize the data
to an equivalent constant input power level preselected for all test frequencies if desired.
The entire process is then repeated until all frequencies have been measured.

The process by which the statistics are derived for the parameters monitored by the
"smart voltmeters" consists of the following steps: 1) the measured analog data is converted
to digital form; 2) the first data value is stored for future reference; 3) the second and
subsequence data values are compared to the previous data values to determine maximum,
minimum, and the running total values; 4) at the conclusion of the data collection,
(completion of the data sample) the running total is divided by the sample size to calculate
an average value for the data set; and 5) finally, the maximum, minimum, and average values
stored in the "smart" voltmeter are transferred upon command to the computer for mass storage
and future use as required.
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Step 5. Compile the corrected data and present final results.

Data obtained using the mode stirring approach is not normalized at each tuner position.
Corrections applied to this data to normalize it to a specified value of net input power must
be applied to the maximum, average, and minimum values as determined by the "smart" voltmeters
(EUT and other monitored responses) or the maximum value (reference received power) as
determined by the spectrum analyzer. Correction made to the data for cable loss, etc., must
also be made in a similar way. After these corrections are made, the data is compiled by
frequency and presented typically in graph form usually showing only the maximum values as a
function of frequency. For example see figures 5.15 and 5.16.

5. Experimental Test Results

5.1 Correlation of Results to Anechoic Chamber Tests - Some Examples

This section describes efforts to estimate a "correlation factor" between reverberation
chamber and anechoic chamber obtained results. This was done first for reference standard
EUTs and then for an EUT more typical of operational equipment. rests were performed using
the NBS reverberation chamber and a 4.9 m x 6.7 m x 8.5 m anechoic chamber also located at
NBS. The EUTs included in this study are: 1) a one centimeter dipole probe antenna (200 MHz
to 18 GHz), 2) a ridged horn antenna (800 MHz to 10 GHz), 3) a series of rectangular coaxial
transmission line (TEM) cells with apertures, (200 MHz to 4000 MHz), and 4) a modified 7.0 cm
(2.75 ") folded fin aircraft rocket, (FFAR) (200 MHz to 12.0 GHz).

5.1.1 Description of Anechoic Chamber Measurement System

A block diagram of the NBS anechoic chamber EMC measurement system is shown in figure
5.1. The test field is established inside the chamber by means of an rf source connected to a
standard gain transmitting antenna. This "standard field" is computed from [22]

E 30 Pn (14)
D

where Pnet is the net power in watts delivered to the transmitting antenna, G is the effective

gain for the transmitting antenna, and D is the separation distance in meters. Equation (14)
assumes far-field conditions for a field point on axis of the transmitting antenna so that G
is the maximum power gain.

The net power, Pnet' is determined using calibrated power meters and bidirectional

couplers from the expression

P = P. CR - P CR (15)net inc F ref R

where Dinc is the forward incident power, P is the reverse reflected power measured on the

sidearm of the coupler, and CRF and CRR are the forward and reverse coupling ratios for the

coupler referenced to its output port.

The transmitting antennas used are open ended waveguides (200 to 500 MHz) and standard
gain horns (500 MHz to 18 GHz).

Comparisons of the response or susceptibility characteristics of EUT (or antennas)
obtained using an anechoic chamber and a reverberation chamber are typically made in terms of
peak values. The main reasons for this are that typically the EUT's worst case performance or
susceptibility is desired, and the practical consideration of the difficulty in obtaining a
true average response for an EUT from anechoic chamber data. Even determining the EUT's peak
response in an anechoic chamber (depending of course upon how well behaved the EUT radiation
pattern characteristic is) can require considerable measurements involving complete pattern
measurements.

5.1.2 Measurement of the Peak Response of a 1 cm Dipole and a Ridged Horn

A comparison of the peak output response data obtained for the 1.0 cm dipole using the
NBS reverberation and anechoic chambers is given in figure 5.2. Note that the probe output
response in the anechoic chamber is greater, in general, by about 2.5 dB than its output in
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the reverberation chamber. This suggests that the correlation between the results may be
related to the EUT's gain characteristics in the two chambers (i.e., the gain of the dipole
probe in free space is approximately 2.5 dB). Determination of a far--field gain for a complex
receptor (for example the EUT described in section 4.3.4) is extremely difficult. Therefore,
a simple, well defined broadband receiving antenna (a ridged horn) was used as an EUT to
repeat similar tests performed for the 1 cm dipole. The horn is designed to operate in the
frequency range 800 MHz - 10 GHz. For these measurements in the anechoic chamber, the peak
response (peak received power) of the horn occurs when the horn is bore-site aligned and
polarization matched with the source antenna. These measurement results were then compared
with the horn's peak received power in the reverberation chamber with the same level exposure
field. The results are shown in figure 5.3a. Note that the horn's response is greater in the
anechoic chamber. To see if this difference corresponded to the difference in the gain
characteristics of the horn in the anechoic chamber, as compared to that in the reverberation
chamber, the horn was calibrated to determine its far-field gain in the frequency range 800
MHz - 10 GHz. These results are shown in figure 5.3b. Again, note the general agreement
between the difference in the horn's response measured in the two facilities and the horn's
far-field gain.

5.1.3 Measurement of RF Coupling Through Apertures in TEM Lines

Measurements were made using the reverberation and anechoic chambers to evaluate the rf
coupling through apertures cut into a series of TEM cells or transmission lines. Three TEM
cells were used. Similar modelss (EUTs) have been used for evaluating shielding effectiveness
of connector assemblies [23]. Electromagnetic energy coupled through the aperture in the TEM
cell when exposed to the test field excites the fundamental TEM mode inside the cell. This
results in rf power conducted to the cell's output ports which can then be measured. These
results are compared with the theoretically predicted values based upon a planar field
exposure to determine degree of correlation. The results obtained for one of the TEM cells,
shown in the photograph of figure 5.4, are given in figure 5.5. The dimensions for this cell
are 12 cm x 18 cm x 36 cm with a 5.1 cm x 5.1 cm aperture centered in the top of the outer
conductor. The theoretically predicted peak coupling for a uniform field exposure is also
shown on figure 5.5 [24]. Measurements were not made in the anechoic chamber at frequencies
below 500 MHz because of the limitations of the anechoic chamber measurement system. The
theoretical peak values should be essentially the same as the measured values in the anechoic
chamber. Again, the anechoic chamber peak data are generally higher than the peak
reverberation chamber data. Also, the average reverberation chamber data are approximately 7-8
dB lower than the peak data, similar to both the 1 cm dipole and ridged horn results.

Results obtained for the second cell, shown in figure 5.6, are given in figure 5.7. The
dimensions for this cell are 12 cm x 12 cm x 24 cm with a 3.1 cm diameter aperture. The
results are similar to those shown for the larger cell. Results obtained for the third cell,
shown in figure 5.8, are given in figure 5.9. The dimensions for this cell are 3.0 cm x 6.0
cm x 11.11 cm with a 1.4 cm diameter aperture centered in the top of the outer conductor.
Again the results are similar.

5.1.4 Measurements of the EM Susceptibility of a Modified 7.0 cm Folding Fin Aircraft Rocket
(FEAR) [25].

A 7.0 cm diameter FFAR was modified with a tuermocouple element to sense the response of
the rocket's inserted electro-explosive device (EED). This was done to allow measurement of
the rf current coupling into the EED's bridge wire circuit when the rocket is exposed to an rf
field. The rocket was also modified with a 1.27 cm plastic spacer at the base of its fin (on
the tail section) to increase the rf coupling to the bridge wire circuit. This lessened the
requirements for high rf power to generate fields sufficient to perform these measurements.
This modification was justified, realizing the purpose of this study was to compare
susceptibility results obtained for the rocket in different environments and not to simply
evaluate an EUT's susceptibility to EMI. Photographs showing the rocket placement inside the
NBS reverberation chamber and the NBS anechoic chamber are shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11.
Measurement results of the rocket's thermocouple peak output current resulting from rf
coupling as a function of frequency are shown in figures 5.12a and 5.12b. These data were

obtained using exposure fields normalized to 10 mW/cm 2 in each of the chambers. The anechoic
chamber data were obtained by rotating the rocket in azimuth in a planar far-field using both
vertical and horizontal polarizations. The rocket was rolled a few degrees around its axis
before each azimuth cut. Sufficient roll angles were used to determine the peak response.
Examples of pattern data obtained in the anechoic chamber at three selected frequencies are
shown in figure 5.13. A tota: of 719 patterns were obtained in the anechoic chamber f 'om
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which the peak response at each frequency was determined, These data were then used to plot
curve A of figure 5.12a. Curve A (anechoic chamber data) indicated greater response or more
susceptibility, except at one frequency (1800 MHz), than curve B (reverberation chamber peak
response). Again, the proposed explanation for this is the difference between the gain
characteristics of the rocket's response in the anechoic chamber (for example see figure 5.13)
and its gain characteristics in the reverberation chamber. The rocket gain is lost in the
reverberation chamber. Figure 5.12b shows the difference between curves A and B for figure
5.12a.

5,2 Comparisor:. of Results Between Reverberation Chambers

Measurements were made of the EM susceptibility response oF three different EUTs, using
two additional, similar, but different size reverberation chambers. These measurements were
made to give an indication of the repeatability in measurement results obtained using the same
technique (reverberation chamber methods) but with totally different facilities. The second
and third reverberation chambers are located at the Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren,
Virginia. These chambers were made from a single large shielded enclosure partitioned into
two compartments with a removable center panel. The two chambers consist of: 1) the half
chamber, 3.51 m x 5.18 m x 5.86 m in size using a little over half of the full enclosure, and
2) the full chamber, 3.51 m x 5.18 m x 10.82 m in size, using the full enclosure. The NSWC
enclosure was constructed of continuously welded steel sheeting similar to the NBS enclosure.
Two basic insights are provided by a comparison of results obtained from the evaluation of
these different enclosures. First, that the input power requirements of a chamber is a
function of its size and can be estimated based upon the calibration of a chamber of similar
construction. Second, susceptibility test results obtained for the same EUT in different
reverberation chambers are comparable. These conclusions are demonstrated in figures 5.14 to
5.17. Figure 5.14 shows a comparison of the fields inside the NBS and NSWC chambers
calculated from the chamber's reference antenna received power measurements and then measured
by a calibrated 1 cm dipole probe. The net input power was normalized to one watt for all
three chambers. Note that the field inside the NBS chamber is approximateJy 4 dB stronger
than the NSWC half chamber and 6 dB stronger than the NSWC full chamber. Recall that the
power density inside a second chamber can be estimated from a calibrated chamber by using (9).
The ratio of the average power densities for the NBS to NSWC full size chamber for the same
net input power (see section 2.1) was 3.22. This is equal to approximately 5 dB, a little
less than that indicated by comparing figures 5.14a and 5.14c, but still within reason.

The second ooint of obtaining comparable susceptibility results using different chambers
is demonstrated .ai figures 5.15 to 5.17. These graphs show the comparison in measuring the
responses of the NBS 1 cm dipole probe and a rectangular single ridged horn to a normal zed 37
dB V/m field inside the three different chambers and the peak response of the 7.0 cm FEAR to a

normalized 10 mW/cm2 power density inside the NBS and the NSWC half size reverberation
chambers. In general, the agreement is within measurement tolerances except at 200 MHz for
the FFAR. This frequency approaches the lower limit for using the reverberation chambers and
is also where the FFAR is most susceptible and hence where one would expect the greatest
difference.

6. Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Conclusions Drawn From Study

1. The practical lower frequency limit for using the NBS enclosure as a reverberation chamber
is approximately 200 MHz. This lower limit is due to a number of factors including
insufficient mode density, limited tuner effectiveness, and ability to uniformly excite
all modes in the chamber. These factors are a function of both chamber geometry and size.
Increasing the inside dimensions of the chamber will lower the useful frequency limit in
an approximately proportional manner.

2. Spatial variations in the E-field maximum and average values determined in the chamber's
test volume are:

Frequency (MHz) Variation in Measured E-Field

200 < 8 dB
500 < 5 dB
1000 < 3 dB
2000 < 2 dB
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These data were determined using the mode tuned approach with 200 tuner increments for
one complete tuner revolution. The limitation for determining the spatial E-field variation is
most likely due to the increasing mode density and hence field complexity in the chamber as a
function of frequency and the insufficient sampling of the field resulting from the limited
number of tuner positions used. The spatial E-field variations should decrease less than 2 dB
at frequencies above 2 GHz if sufficiently large data samples are taken.

3. Using a combination of antennas within their specified design frequency ranges for
transmitting and as reference receiving antennas inside the chamber is preferred to the
use of a long wire antenna. This is apparent because of the lower VSWR and greater
efficiency in exciting the chamber and coupling energy from the chamber.

4. E-field data obtained using the mode stirred approach with the chamber empty have
significantly less amplitude variations with frequency than data obtained using the mode
tuned approach, particularly at. frequencies above 1-2 GHz (e.g., <3 dB rather than <6 dB.
Compare figure 2.26 to figure 3.3.) This implies that the mode stirring method is
superior for some applications above these frequencies. This is significant since the
stirred method is much simpler and faster to use. In comparing the two methods it is
interesting to note the difference in the amplitude of the maximum fields at frequencies
below 1-2 GHz. The mode tuned method is more accurate at these frequencies for
determining the absolute amplitude of the test field since it allows for corrections due
to changes in antenna VSWR. Because of these observations and other supporting data, the
best results (accuracy versus measurement time considerations) for the NBS reverberation
chamber can be obtained using the following approaches and tuner positions for
susceptibility testing:

Frequency Range Method # Tuner Positions or Samples

0.2-1.0 GHz Mode Tuned 200
1.0-2.0 GHz Mode Tuned 400
>2.0 GHz Mode Stirred 5000

5. Lowering the Q of the enclosure: a) increases the rf power required to obtain the test
field, b) increases the uncertainty in determining the test field level, and c) decreases
the spatial, statistical field uniformity.

6. The statistically determined average wave impedance of the EM field in the chamber is
approximately that of free space (377 ohms), thus confirming the validity of (10).

7. The maximum E-field is approximately 7 to a dE greater than the average B-field.

S. Scattering from the BUT does not seem to influence the statistical, spatial E-field
distribution within the chamber.

9. Multiple source excitation (from more than one location) improves the spatial B-field
distribution slightly, but not enough to justify additional hardware requirements and the
additional rf power needed to compensate fcr the loss it the additional input transmission
line required.

10. Energy is conserved in the chamber (i.e., power coupled from the chamber via loss in
transmission lines, antennas, EUT, physical support materials, etc., reduce the power
censity in the chamber. Thus it is good practice to remove all that are not essential to
the tests from the chamber.

11. The chamber (NBS) continues to operate (as a reverberation chamber) with loading that
reduces the Q significantly (up to ?Lt of the total energy absorbed), however, with
significant loss in measurement accuracy.

6.2 Summary of Measurement Uncertainties

6.2.1 Determining the Field Strength Inside the Chamber

Bacall from section 2.3.1 that the susceptiblity'vulnerability test field established
inside the chamber can be expressed either in terms of an "equivalent" power density (L) or an
"ecuivalent" E-field strength (10). An estimate of the uncertainties in each of these
quantities can be obtained by analyzing the contributing parameters involved in each



mode-tuned and mode stirred approaches respectively, within their appropriate frequency bands.
Five major categories are identified. The first is the uncertainty in determining the
received power from the chamber's reference antenna. This is broken up into four components:
namely, cable loss, attenuator calibration, reference antenna efficiency and power meter or
spectrum analyzer measurements uncertainties. Values shown are typical of estimated
uncertainties stated for these type of measurements and instruments.

The second category is the impedance mismatch error that can occur between the reference
receiving antenna(s) (source) and the power detectors) (load). The actual power delivered to
the load is a function of the impedance match between the source and load, with maximum power
transfer occurring when a conjugate impedance natch exists.

Power transfer between a source and a load is given as

fraction of maximum (1 - I2) ( 2)
Pf = available power absorbed = L (16)

by the load . - 2

where and L denote complex reflection coefficients. The magnitudes, | and canbS L S5 be
obtained from the appropriate VSWR by the expressions

VSWR -1
i VSW = S or L

The VS Rs for the reference antennas (sources) and power detectors (loads) used in the
NIS reverberation chamber are given in table 6.3. These values were used to calculate the
estimated uncertainties shown for the mismatch error in tables 6.1 and 6.2. Note that
different average and maximum values are given.

The third category of error, referred to as mixing or sampling efficiency, is divided
into two parts. The first Dart relates to the ability to obtain a uniform spatial field
distribution (statistically) inside the chamber and to effectively destroy the polarization
characteristics of the exposure field. (i.e., the statistically determined response
characteristics of the EUT and chamber reference antenna are independent of their directional
properties.) The second part is the uncertainty due to limiting the number of tuner positions
per revolution when performing the measurement. This source of uncertainty is different when
determining the average as compared to the maximum field as shown in the tables. Data shown
in figure 2.27 and table 6.4 were used in obtainng these estimates.

The fourth category of uncertainty relat es cnly to determining the equivalent E-field
strength in the chamber from the equivalent power density. Recall that (10) assumes that the
equivalent wave impedance inside the chamber is 122, ohms. in reality this is not true as was
shown in figure 2.25. This figure was then used to provide an estimate for this error taking
into account that a significant amount of data obtained to date indicates that peak fields are
approximately 7-8 dB greater than the average fie.d strength inside the chamber (see section
2.3.2). i.e., An examination of figure 2.25 srows values of wave impedance as large as 1600
ohms at frequencies below 500 MHz when the maximri E-field was measured. This would require a
large correction, up to 6.3 d^. However, experience indicates that a well behaved
relationship (7-8 dE difference, exists between the measured poeak and average values of the E-
field. This suggests that the pe-k value of the wave impedance for maximum E-fiel d inside the
chamber decreases as the frequencv ncre.Srs thus lowering this source c. err r. These
observations are reflected in the uncertainty estimates shown in the tables.

The fifth source of error occurs if one fails to correct for net input power variat ions
due to the loading effect of the chamber on the VSWR cf the source antennas. (See section 4.2
for more details.) Note that these corrections are made typically when using the mode tuned
approach and hence are not included in the total or root-sum-square error estimates of table
6.1. They are shown on the table to provide insight to the estimated magnitude of error
expected if this correction were not made. The basis for these estimates are the data shown
in figures t.1a and 6.1b. These figures show the average and maximum E-field strength
measured inside the NBS reverberation chamber using an array of seven NES isotropic probes. A
comparison is shown between results obtained before and after the measurements were corrected
for net input power variations and normalized for an equivalent constant net input power.
Note from table 6.1 this error is the same order of magnitude as 21, the mismatch error
between the receiving antennas and power detectors. This is as expected since the source and
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receiving antennas used in the chamber have similar VSWIs and the 2Cw."r a ' ,'.
generator VSWRs are also similar. This error is included in table z.7 n otim ' -
same as for the receiving mismatch error.

The total (worst-case) uncertainties for each approach (mode-tuned, and mod-stir'red, 
shown at the bottom of each table. This uncertainty should be regarded as a conservative
estimate. The probability of the true value of E bein. near the extreme of sucnh worst-

uncertainty is small. This is because the probability of every error source being at its
extreme value and in the worst possible combination is almost zero.

A more realistic method of combining uncertainties is the root-sum-of-the-squares (rss)
method. The rss uncertainty is based on the fact that most of the errors are independent of
each other and hence are random with respect to each other and combine like random variables.
The rss method of combining random variables is justified by statistical considerations
(beyond the scope of this report) which are also inherent in the reverberation chamber
measurement methods.

Finding the rss uncertainty requires that each individual uncertainty be expressed in
fractional form. The method of calculation follows the name - square the components, su
those squares and then take the square root. The results are shown at the bottom of tables
6.1 and 6.2.

6.2.2 General Comments on Error Analysis

Some general comments on interpreting immunity measurement results uncertainties basd
upon the above experimental error analysis are appropriate.

1) The mismatch error at frequencies below - GHz, (particularly if corrections are not mad
for either the transmitting antennas or the receiving antennas mismatch lcding i'to their
source or load), will cause the field determination inside the chamber o be ,c w. T}.
also causes the EUT response results to be lower than they actually are. For example, te
low frequency data of figures 5.115, 'cm dipole, and 5.16, rideed horn, s1:- i
corrected (response increased) proportionally to *he systematic offset error -stima-es
show in tables 6.1 and 6.2. (i.e., 3.46 dB at 1.0 GHz and 1.66 dB at 7.C GHzi.

2) The wave impedance, when the peak response of an EUT is measured, appr;s to be higher
than 120n ohms. This means that if the free space wave impedance of 120 ohms is used in
determining the corresponding peak amplitude of the exposure fie
systematic offset error resulting in too low a calculated E-field exposure vlue, o: ,
since the actual B-field is higher than the calculated value this resu n hii. =
EUT response indication for a specified F-field exposure.

31 The spatial variation in the measured, statistically determined E-field in th.e h:r'
resulting from a complete revolution of the tuner decreases from as great t as _ 4 zS .
MHz down to less than 2 dB at 2.0 GHz. ;See figure 2.27.) Logically, it is exple^ :.
that this variation will continue to decrease as the frequency increases. Howe._,
variations exist in the response data obtained for EUT at frequencies where the spa i
field variations are small. This is probably due to the relatively large variat 'ons f
the wave impedance as a function of tuner position. Some additional influence m y ',
to the mismatch characteristics of the antennas vs source and load as a func ion of
frequency. A way to reduce this problem is to increase the number of frecuen-ios whi
data are taken (clustered around a particular frequency of interest 1 or ino' ace
number of reference receiving antennas or probes used to determine the ex-sure field: 'f2
example see figure 2.27) and then average the data.

6.3 Measurement Technique Advantages and Limitations

Significant advantages do exist, as alluded tc in the introdu'tion, for usinr -
reverberation chamber for EMC measurements. Specific advantages and limitations for whict
insight was obtain from this study include:

a) The ability to generate high level fields efficiently. For exame>:r, t ret in^.t
power into the NBS reverberation chamber results in electric fields of pprcxirately
V/m. This is approximately 1/10 the input power required tc generate the same level field
in the NBS anechoic chamber, assuming far-field separation distanc-s.
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b) Large test zones, for example up to 2/3 of the volume inside a reverberation chamber can
be available excluding an area approximately 1/2 meter spacing to the walls.

c) Broad frequency coverage (from 200 MHz to at least 18 GHz in the NBS chamber).

d) Testing is cost effective. This is especially true in comparison to anechoic chamber
testing. Significant savings are realized in two major ways. First, the facility

installation and measurement system procurement costs for a reverberation chamber are

significantly less than for an anechoic chamber. Second, the time required to perform a
complete EMC analysis of an EUT should be much less using a reverberation chamber. Again,
from our experience in evaluating the susceptibility of the 7.0 cm FFAR, it required

approximately 1/10 the test time to obtain the reverberation chamber results as compared

to the anechoic chamber results shown on figure 5.13.

e; The directional characteristics of antenna or EUT placed inside a reverberation chamber

are lost resulting in an equivalent gain of unity.

f) The response of an antenna or EUT measured inside a reverberation chamber is less than
when measured inside an anechoic chamber (open space) in proportion to its gain. Hence,
it appears that the EU"'s gain is the desired correlation factor. This implies that
susceptibility criteria cetermined for an EUT using a reverberation chamber must include
an additional factor proportional to the EUT's estimated maximum gain as a function of
frequency.

g) The response of EUT to an electromagnetic field after it has penetrated the EUT's shield,
appears to be equivalent in both the reverberation and anechoic chambers.

The advantages indicated above may well outweigh the disadvantages implied in items e and
f, at least for some applications. The obvious trade off is one of measurement uncertainty
that one can tolerate in determining the EMC/FMI characteristics of specific EUT and the
inherent measurement uncertainties associated with determining the amplitude of the test
fields inside the reverberation chamber.

Suggestions for Future Research Efforts

Because of the significant potential of the reverberation chamber method for performing
immunity measure iments, considerable interest has been expressed to further evaluate this
technique with the intent of extending its range of applications. Specifically, the following

suggestions are offered.

1) Evaluate the reverberation chamber measurement method for pulsed rf (down to 1 us pulse
duration) immunity testing, (i.e., experimentally investigate pulse dispersion
characteristics of the chamber). Measurement studies are in progress at NBS under the
sponsorship of the NSWC and RADC to complete this task.

Determine the feasibility of extending the use of the chamber from 18 GHz to 40 GHz. A

plan exists to undertake such an effort in late 1985 at NBS under sponsorship of RADC.

3 E"vaiuate reverberation chamber excited as a TEM transducer, (i.e., determine the
feasibility of consolidating a TEM cell and reverberation chamber into a single facility

for testing from 10 kHz to 18 GHz and beyond). This item is suggested because of the
unique potential of developing a single, shielded facility that could be used for EMC/EMV

testing over the complete frequency range listed above. This task is also planned at NBS

under RADC sponsorship.

I) Investigate the feasibility of using the reverberation chamber for multiple frequency
immunity testing. This is of interest because such complex fields of multiple frequencies
can exist in typical operational environments.

5) Investigate the use of the reverberation chamber technique for measuring shielding

effectiveness of connectors (evaluate MIL STD 1344 measurement technique), shielding

materials, and enclosures in comparison to other techniques. This suggestion is included

with the objective of imp. oving the state of art in shielding measurements and to
determine if correlation or agreement exists between results obtained using the
reverberation chamber method and other established techniques.
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inside NBS reverberation and anechoic chambers. Data normalized to exposure

2

power density of 10 mW/cm . a) Thermocouple output vs frequency. b) Difference
in thermocouple output measured in NBS reverberation and anechoic chambers.

Examples of azimuth patterns of 7.0 cm modified FFAR thermocouple response taken
in NBS anechoic chamber.

Comparison of the average and maximum E-field strengths inside the NBS and NSWC
reverberation chambers determined for 1 W net input power using 1) reference
antenna received power measurements, and 2) calibrated 1 cm dipole probe
measurements. (a) NBS chamber, (b) NSWC half chamber, and (c) NSWC full chamber.

Comparison of 1 cm dipole probe's peak responses to normalized E-field of 37 d3
V/m using NBS and NSWC reverberation chambers.

Comparison of ridged horn's peak responses to normalized exposure E-field of 37
dB V/m using NBS and NSWC reverberation chambers.

Comparison of 7.0 cm modified FFAR thermocouple responses to EM field established
inside NBS and NSWC half reverberation chambers. Data normalized to exposure

2

power density of 10 mW/cm . a) Thermocouple output vs frequency. b) Difference
in thermocouple output measured in NBS and NSWC reverberation chambers.

E-field strength measured inside NBS reverberation chamber using array of 7 NBS
isotropic probes: (a) average, and (b) maximum. Comparison shown between
results obtained before and after normalization of measurements to correct for
changes in net input power. Normalized data corrected for net input power of 1.0
watt. chamber excitation antenna is log periodic. E is average field strength

determined from 7 probes.
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Table 6.1 Summary and estimates of measurement uncertainties for determining field strength
inside NBS reverberation chamber - Mode Tuned (200 MHz - 2.0 GHz).

Table 6.2 Summary and estimates of measurement uncertainties for determining field strength
inside NBS reverberation chamber - Mode Stirred (2.0 GHz - 18.0 GHz).

Table 6.3 Estimates of impedance mismatch uncertainties for received power measurements.

Table 6.4 Estimates of uncertainties due to limiting number of tuner positions (sample
size).
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Figure 2.2 Total number of modes as a function of operating frequency for the NBS
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Figure 2.11 Photograph of interior of NBS reverberation chamber.
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B F

FREOLENCY (Giiz)

Average and minimum losses between transmitted and received
powers measured at antennas' terminals inside NBS reverberation
chamber. Transmitting antennas are: log periodic (200 MHz -
1000 MHz), ridged horn (1.0 GHz - 4.0 GHz), double ridged
circular horn (4.0 GHz - 18 GHz). Receiving antennas are: long
wire (200 MHz - 1000 MHz), ridged horn (1.0 GHz - 4.0 GHz),
double ridged circular horn (4.0 GHz - 18 GHz).
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THEORETICAL COMPOSITE Q and EXPERIMENTAL Q
SI I I 11111 I 111

(a)

THEORETICAL 0 -

EXPERIMrATPIL 0'

- -II I I L.....LA

2

FREQUENCY (GHz)

RATIO OF THEORETICAL TO EXPERIMENTAL

2
FREQUENCY (GHz)

O

20

Theoretical composite Q and experimental Q' determined for NBS
reverberation chamber. a) Theoretical and experimental values
of Q as a function of frequency. b) Ratio of the theoretical

composite Q to experimental Q' as a function of frequency.
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Figure 2.15a Photograph of field Luncr'stirrer installed in McDonnell
Douglas Corporation 2. m x 3.0 m x 7.6 , TEMEC
(reverberation chamber) facility.

Figure h. t raph _, :ie.c tun.r stirrer installed in
3.5 x 5.2 m x 5.9 m reverberation chamber.
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Figure 2.15c. Photograph of field tuner/stirrer installed in NBS
2.7 m x 3.1 m x 4.6 m reverberation chamber.

Figure 2.15. Tuner designs for use 'n reverberation chambers.
a) McDonnell Douglas Corp. TEMEC tuner, b) NSWC
chamber tuner, c) NBS chamber tuner.
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Photograph of tuner, log-periodic transmitting antenna and NBS

isotropic probes inside NBS reverberation chamber.
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Figure 2.17a. Details of collet for mounting tuner shaft to motor

through wall of reverberation chamber.

Figure 2.17b. Photograph of tuner shaft mounted through collet on
ceiling of NBS reverberation chamber.

Figure 2.17 Details of tuner and stepping motor mounting for the NBS
reverberation chamber.
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MAXIMUM TO MINIMUM RECEIVED POWER IN EMPTY CHAMBER
(a I I 1111 I I 11111

t

I I I I I I I I I I I I I
2

FREQUENCY (GHz)

MAXIMUM TO MINIMUM RECEIVED POWER WITH ABSORBER LOADING.
r -- g I I i I i I ii

KTi i

(b)
I I till 1 I I I I I I I i

2

FREQUENCY (GHz)

Ratio of maximum to minimum received power obtained by rotating
tuner in the frequency range 200 MHz to 18 GHz. a) Empty
chamber, b) Four pieces of 66 cm rf absorber placed upright in
center of chamber, 0.5 m above floor.
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Figure 2.20 Design of taper section of long wire antenna for use in
Reverberation chamber.
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Figure 2.21 Photograph showing long wire antenna and NBS probes placement
inside NBS reverberation chamber.
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VSWR of transmitting antennas placed inside
NBS reverberation chamber. a) Long wire
antenna, chamber empty; b) composite of
three antennas, (log-periodic, 0.2-1.0 GHz)
ridged horn, 1.0-4.0 GHz), and (double
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Figure 2.23
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EMPTY CHAMBER LOSS, TRANSMIT TO RECEIVE ANTENHA

E

FRE,)LIEIICY (GHz )

Average and minimum losses between transmitted and received
powers measured at antennas's terminals inside NBS
reverberation chamber. Long wire antenna transmitting (200 MHz

- 18 GHz), composite of three antenna receiving (log periodic

200 MHz - 1000 MHz, ridged horn, 1.0 GHz - 4.0 GHz, double

ridged circular horn, 4.0 GHz - 18 GHz).

.2

CHAMBER LOSS NITH ABSORBER, TRANS TO REC ANTENNAS
I I I 111 1 11 I I 11111ii

AVERAGE LOSS
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I I I I i i I I 1 1 I I I I I

FREQUENCY (GHzI

Average and minimum losses between transmitted and received
powers measured at antennas' terminals inside NBS chamber with
four pieces of 66 cm rf absorber upright in center of chamber,
0.5 m above floor. Composite of three antennas used for
transmitting and receiving.
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Average and maximum E-field strengths inside empty NBS
reverberation chamber for 1 W net input power determined from:
a) composite of 3 antennas received power measurements, and b)
calibrated 1 cm dirole probe measurements.
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antennas arc: log periodic (100 Mllz - 1 GlIz), ridged horn (1 GHz - 2 Ghz).
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Figure 2.28 Mean values of the E-field strength measured inside NBS
reverberation chamber using array of 7 NBS isotropic probes
with 1 W net input power: (a) average, and (b) maximum. Data
determined from maximum and average values of the 7 probes (7
locations) for the three orthogonal components and their sum
(total) using 200 tuner positions (1.8 degree increments).
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Figure 3.1a Photograph showing 30 cm x 50 cm x 60 cm
box inside NBS reverberation chamber.

welded aluminum
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Figure 3.1b Photograph showing rolling equipment
reverberation chamber.

rack inside NBS

Placement of metallic objects inside NBS reverberation
chamber to evaluate scattering effects upon E-field spatial
distribution. a) Photograph showing 30 cm x 50 cm x 60 cm
welded aluminum box inside NBS reverberation chamber. b)
Photograph showing rolling equipment rack inside NBS
reverberation chamber.
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E-FIELD MR. and RVG VRLUIES in EIP7Y :HRM CHRil ' RLUM. B'
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E-FIELD MR' and RVG VRLUES in EMPT'i CHRM. CHRM. w; PR.K

180 290 480 670 860 1050 1240 1430 1620 1810 2000
FREQUENCY CMHz)

Comparison of the mean value of the average and maximum E-field

strength measured using array of probes placed inside
NBS reverberation chamber with chamber empty or with scattering
object placed at center of test zone. a) 30 cm x 50 cm x 60 cm
aluminum box, b) Rolling equipment rack.
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Figure 3.3 Maximum E-field strength inside empty chamber and chamber
loaded with 4 pieces of 66 cm rf absorber for 1 W net input
power determined from composite of 3 antennas received power
measurements. Data obtained using mode stirring approach.
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Figure 4.1 chamber evaluation and EMC
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Figure 4.2 Major software tasks for performing and evaluation
susceptibility tests using a reverberation chamber.
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Figure 4 . 3 Flow diagram for mode-tuned measurements.
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Figure 4. 4 Flow diagram for mode-stirred measurements.
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of 1 cm dipole probe's peak responses to EM field
established inside NBS reverberation and anechoic chambers.
Output normalized to E-field exposure of 37 dB V/m.
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of ridged horn's peak responses to E; field
established inside NBS reverberation and anechoic chambers.
Output from horn normalized to exposure E-field of 37 dB V/m.
a) Antenna output versus frequency, b) Difference in output
responses of ridged horn measured in NBS reverberation and
anechoic chambers compared to calibrated gain of horn.
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Figure 5.4 Photograph of 12 cm x 18 cm x 36 cm rectangular TEM cell with

5.1 cm x 5.1 cm aperture.
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of power coupled to one port of 12 cm x 18 cm x 36

cm TEM cell with 5.1 cm x 5.1 cm aperture placed inside NBS
reverberation and anechoic chambers.
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Photograph of 12 cm x 12 cm x
3.1 cm diameter aperture.
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Comparison of power coupled to one port of 12 cm x 12 cm x 24
cm TEM cell with 3.1 cm diameter aperture placed inside NBS
reverberation and anechoic chambers.
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Figure 5.8 Photograph of 3.0 cm x 6.0 cm x 11.4 cm rectangular TEM cell
with 1.4 cm diameter aperture.
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Figure F.9 Comparison of power coupled to one port of 3.0 cm x 6.0 cm x
11.4 cm TEM cell with 1.4 cm diameter aperture placed inside
NBS reverberation and anechoic chambers.
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Figure 5.10 Photograph of modified 7.0 cm Folding Fin Aircraft Rocket
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Figure 5.11 Photograph of modified 7.0 cm Folding Fin Aircraft Rocket
inside NBS anechoic chamber.
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mW/cm a) Ti-rmocouple output vs frequency. b) Difference in
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chambers.
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PERK RESPONSE of 1cm DIPOLE in VARIOUS CHAMBERS

2
FREQUENCY (GHz)

20

Comparison of 1 cm dipole probe's peak response to normalized
E-field of 37 dB V/m using NBS and NSWC reverberation chambers.
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Comparison of ridged horn's peak responses to normalized

exposure E-field of 37 dB V/m using NBS and NSWC reverberation
chambers.
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Figure 5.17 Comparison of 7.0 cm modified FFAR thermocouple responses to EM
field established inside NBS and NSWC half reverberation
chambers. Data normalized to exposure power density of 10

2

mW/cm . a) Thermocouple output vs frequency. b) Difference in
thermocouple output measured in NBS and NSWC reverberation
chambers.
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Table 6.1 Summary and estimates of measurement uncertainties for
determining field
Mode Tuned (200 MHz

Source of Error

1) Measuring Received Power
Cable Loss

Attenuator Calibration,
Antenna Efficiency

Power Meter Calibration
Total

2) Receiving Power Mismatch
(See Figure 6.1)

3) Mixing/Sampling Efficiency
Spatial Field Uniformity
(see figure 2.27)
Limited Sample Size
(see Table 6.4)

Total

4) Wave Impedance x 120n
(see Figure 2.25)

strength inside NBS reverberation chamber -
- 2.0 GHz)

Error
200 MHz 500 MHz

Ave. Max. Ave. Max.

- 0.05
+ 0.10
+ 0.05
- 0.20
0.40

+ 0.05
+ 0.10
+ 0.05
+ 0.20
+ 0.40

(dB)
1.0 CHz

Ave. Max.

0.05
0.10
0.05
0.20

+ 0.40

2.0 GHz
Ave. Max.

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.50

-2.8 -5.1 -1.5 -3.4 -0.7 -1.5 -0.3 -0.7

8.0 + 5.0 3.0 2.0

0.2 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2 1.5 0.3 1.0

8.2 8.5 5.2 5.5 3.2 4.5 2.3 3.0

-2.8 -2.8 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0
+2.0 +6.0 +2.0 +6.0 +2.0 +4.5 +2.0 +3.0

Total Worst Case Error

RSS Error

5) Failure to Correct for
Input Power Variations

(Transmit Mismatch Error)

-14.2 -16.8
+10.6 +14.9

-9.1 -11.3 -6.3 -8.4
+7.6 +11.9 +5.6 +9.4

-9.1 -10.3 -5.8 -6.8 -3.9 -5.2
+8.5 +10.4 +5.6 +8.1 +3.8 +6.4

-3.0 -2.0

-5.1 -6.2
+4.8 +6.5

-3.1 -3.7
+3.1 +4.3

-1.0
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Table 6.2 Summary and estimates of measurement uncertainties for
determining field strength inside NBS reverberation chamber -
Mode Stirred (2.0 GHz - 18.0 GHz)

Source of Error

1) Measuring Received
Power
Cable Loss

Attenuator Calibration
Antenna Efficiency

Spectrum Analyzer Cal.
oub Total

2)Receiving Power
Mismatch
(see Fi rure 6.1)

3) Mixing/Sampling
Efficiency

Spatial Field Var.
Limited Sample Size
(see Table 6.4)

Sub Total

4) Wave Imped * 1207

5) Failure to Correct
for Input Power Var.

Total(Worst Case)Error

RSS Error

Error
2.0 GHz 4.0 GHz

Are. Max. Ave. Max.

0.10
0.10
0.10
1.50
1 .80

-0.8

2.0

+ 0.10
+0..5

0.15
+ 1.50
- 1.90

-0.8

+ 1.0

(dB)
8.0 GHz

Ave. Max.

0.15
0.15
0.15

+ 1.50
1.95

-0.8

0.5

0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.7
2.1 2.3 1,2 1.5 0.8 1.5

12.0 GHz 18.0 GHz
Ave. Max. Ave. Max.

0.15
0.20
0.20
1.50
2.05

-1.0

0.2

0.20
0.20
0.20
1.50
2.10

-1.8

0.2

0.3 1.0 0.3 1.5
+0.5 1.2 0.5 1.7

Average 2.0, -2.0 ? Maximum < +3.0

-0.8 -0.8 -0.8 -1.0 -1.8

-7.5 -7.7 -6.7 -7.0 -6.4 -6.8 -6.6 -7.3 -8.2 -9.4
+5.9 +7.1 +5.1 ;6.4 +4.8 +F.2 +1.6 +6.3 +4.6 +6.8

-3.6 -3.7 -3.1 -3.3 -3.1 - 2 - .2 -3.4 -3. -4.2
+3.4 +4.2 +3.0 +3.9 +2.9 +3.8 +2.9 +3.8 +2.9 +4.0
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Table 6.3 Estimates of impedance mismatch uncertainties for received power
measurements

VSWR Mismatch Error
Frequency Source Load (dB)
GHz Ave Max Max Ave Max

0.2 5.0 10.0 1.10 -2.83 -5.15

0.5 3.0 6.0 1.10 -1.46 -3.40

1.0 2.0 3.0 1.10 -0.66 -1.46

2.0 1.5 2.0 1.10 -0.27 -0.66

2.0 2.0 2.0 1.20 -0.81 -0.81

4.0 2.0 2.0 1.20 -0.81 -0.81

8.0 2.0 2.0 1.20 -0.81 -0.81

12.0 2.0 2.0 1.30 -0.95 -0.95

18.0 2.5 2.5 1.50 -1.77 -1.77

Table 6.4 Estimates of uncertainties due to limiting number of tuner
positions (sample size).

Error due to limiting Sample Size
Ave/Max (dB)

Frequency Number of Tuner Positions
GHz 50 100 200 400 800

0.2 0.2/0.8 0.2/0.5 -- -- --

0.5 0.6/3.6 0.5/2.0 0.2/0.5 -- --

1.0 -- 1.0/4.0 0.2/1.5 0.2/0.5 0.1/0.2

2.0 -- -- 0.5/3.0 0.3/1.0 0.1/0.5

4.0 -- -- -- 0.5/3.0 0.2/1.0

8.0 -- -- -- -- 0.5/3.0
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APPENDIX

Computer Programs for
Reverberation Chamber Immunity Measurements
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1 :' ' RE-- _i ORE- "ModeTUne' . "
IC)2 ! Or ijina ] 5 Mey 1'?4 G. oep e (Y.C) 4'7-5766
11:"4 ! F Rc-. EJ i on: 21 Feb 19'6 C 09: . C

106

11_ ! -11 measurement rOUt3 ne wi 1 1 open ate the REVL-EP:EAT131N CHot-ILt V
110 ! using MODE TUNED techniques. The tuner is stepped in discr 'r: _r ;Ep2
112 ! and measurements are performed at each step. In this verse i n rHLL
114 ' frequencies are mC-.-sured rt each tuner sten before proceedings
11 6 ! to the ne>:t step. B't.h the case of cusc'p tabi l it y (powe, sip ed
118 ! by a signal gener-"tor ) and emissions (power supplied by EUI can Lbe
120 ! handle ed. This program will handle EUT emissions by nc t meau i no
122 the net input power and recording the received pow,. as det rtea
124 ! by the reference antenna. Dupli cate measurements ErE roquirEd to
126 ! inject an 'equivalent' (will be normalized later) p!-wer t: sot
128 ! up the sam- response using the transmit antenna as was Measuredc
130 ! with the EUT only. This method will determine the total power
1:2 ! radiated by the EUT.
134 !
136 ! The program will also handle the case where the tuner is not stepped,
138 ! as in a TEM cell or ANECHOIC chamber where a single measurement
14) ! is needed. The data is condensed for this case.
142 !

144 ! Coupler, cable loss, and Power meter head corrections are applied
146 ! immediately to the measured data. These computations must be verified
148 ! by e,, mining program lines that begin with the line label
150 ! Apply_caldata, merely execute the EDIT command as shown.
152

154 ! EDIT Apply cal_data
156 !
158 ! The measurement data are saved on dis.. for processing. It may also
16) ! be tabulated as the measurement proceeds by toggling a print flqg

162 ! that is shown at the start of each tuner step.
164 !
166 ! ............................. ......... ......................
1-68 ! Features: 1) NBS multiprobe system
17) ! 2) HP 436 and/or HP 4:8 power meters
172 ! 3) HP 3456 or 3478 DVMs
174 ! 4) HP 8566 Spectrum Analyzer (Power on] y)
176 !5) HP relay actuator for RF switching
178 ! 6) Superior Electric Stepping motor control
180 ' 7) Either of HF8660A or HFa672A( signal source.
18 2 !

184 ! ............... Current Configuration ......................
186 !
188 ! Perform preliminary emissions e: periments in the chamber.

192 ! Standard items: 1) Incident Power to tranmsmi t antenna
194 ' 2) Reflected power from transmit ante- n-
19L ! ) ece ved power from reference antenna
193 !

Mc,=' Mrsru output of: 4! Any number of NDS probes via system.
2 I [not used for emissi n tests]

204 !

2 )6 ! ............... Sp.'cia] Notes .. .............................

-14
216 !
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! 4 ** * 0-- * * ** * MAIN F'( F7M F-T *+ rt* x*W* x * * -xf x Y

OF' F 1i SF. i
DEG
OUIPFII 2 Ur tiC " , !;"S; FA1 CH [EYx"
CALL Wi pe c1 ei
GOSUL; Dim variables ' Dumension
GOSUE Load _cAl data ' Lcd all

NewmeasureTent: !
PRINTER IS CRT
DISF' CHR$ (1 29)
GOSUD Initial _vieolS ! Freset al
GOSUD S1Q gen sut-s ' Load sole

! and SE1 EtC

21 E

26

2:8

^4")

242
244
246
24P
2:4

254
256

258

260
262
264
266
268
271

24

278

262
284
26
288

S'(:)
292
294
296
298

t:)2

,()4
706

1C)

'14

=1E
_, 15

'Y2

24
6

4

296

GOS(U_1 Fillcalibration ! Fill lookup table for calibration v luL-:.
GOSUb Dome surements ! -- read it again
GOSUD Die gracefully ! Delete signal generator sub- from memory
FF<1NT EF 1S CRT
DISF " TIMEME (TIMEDATE);" ";DATEt (T1MEDPTE);" .... PROGRr'M FINISHED,";
DISF' " 'CONTINUF' to repeat."
PAUSE
GOTO New measurement
STOP

** * *+*********** END cf Mil N PROGRAM **********4* * **

//' //// //// / *** D1MEN',ION VAFIA.-:LES ***//; // " // /%'!/7

Di) variablEs: '

COM
COM
COM
CUM

COM

COM

COM
COM
COM
COM
CUM
CUM

CtM

/Faram-ters/ REAL FEtartFstcop,Fstep
/Parameters/ F'EAL Min _eut,Ma:_eut,Minpwr,iaxpwr,Time_eut
/Parameters/ INTEGER Low dbm,Highdbm,StepdbtTm
/Parameters/ INTEGER Searcheut ,Searchpw*rr,Re_run
/Parameters/ INlEGER Dc'ginstep,Total._steps,Totalmeters
/'Parameters/ Run _id:lU],Measmt_id$1160J,TiTe_date"C30A
/Parameters./ Meter _defnst(40)E401,Operatorname$28]Test type2:]

/Parameters/ Couplerid$E11)],Generator_id$[10]

/Frobesystem/ INTEGER Syssize,Totalchans,Probeaddr('0,3
/Probesystem/ INTEGER Topprobe,Fcalpts,Pravgs
/Probe system/ INTEGER F'r obe_volts (0) , Overrange (30)
/Probe _system/ INTEGER Frobe :ero (.') , REAL Pr-.be_v_m (30)

/Frobe- system/ REAL ITIrp] itde cal (11, ,5) ,Freq. cal (11, ,1',2)

/F'robesystec ' RE&L Feadtime (_t3) ,Freqcrib (17,2)

COM /Intcrrup ts/ IN ErJEk Intrprty
COM /Motor mor'u/ Motion typer[.10,Re' rate,INI'EGER TUner__ste;
COiM / gt;/iqc I NTEGER E".1o 1 , E.y:,BLg ,Prin tr

CGM /Files -S;urcediskilC ] ,O'utdisi [2)] ,Filename$E80]

.. ..........Cab1e and etc. caliLration files...........

I1M Baddz tza idt ( 15) 140)]
INTEGER Calib..items

DIM Coup_ inc (2u'.,2) ,CouL _ ref1 ( .'05,:)
INTEGER Inc _ptsRefl_ pts

87 r ~' '7

all varitabl.es, set selected /aE E.
cal ibratij.on daia f >r pads .. cab] es.

1 pararmeterE- and access menu.
acted Ei gnal Generator subs
ted coupl er cal i br aton data.
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RE 'L. (:ip p: i nc , cLup' of 1
!

DIM LCAoctJ. 1'8 , ,>b1e6 _t18 ,^2),Cable4_2(180,) ,Cable4_4' 1:',2
INTE.l:. C') Ipts ,, .6pt ,C4..2pts,C4_4pts
F'Erd ., 1.1 o ,C6_f oss,l4_1^ss,C4 4loss

)lN LabItc'- >16c,2) .Cable10 5 5(18:,2) , Cablf5_7(18:',2)
INI EWLR C1i 3pts ,C10. 5p t , CS_7p ts

REAL C1i IcaC1051oC5 71ss

DIM Cable r4(80,2) Cable r12(a=:,.')
INTEEIP Cr4pts,Cr12pt.
REAL Cr41os,Cr1 1cos

D1M Pad is- (18i,2) ,F d 56770(18C)2) ,F'ad F55,.0 (180,2)
INTEGER F.d . p'.sPadspts,Fadfpts
REAL F'cda. os, adsloss,Fadf loss

.4',
34

344
346
34.6

57'

3-4

3 6 

378

36

9)

372

34
36

410

372

384
416
383

38

42
40 4

34 )

4(-)

48

442
414
446

498

412

456

48 4

41:0
412

414

4 16

4244

446

44S
46 Q

438

45S

!Anzac- Hybrid Junction

!.............Other useful variables.....................

DIM Cal _idt[4(JwridL2JTest$[160)]
INTEGER Baddata,Dbm,Rf on off,Filesice,I,J,:,F
INTEGER ValidFtotal,File20steps,BeginstepEndstep
INTEGER Frintflag,FcountToDhot,Frintflag2,Steps
INlEGEk Local _prty,Frobe

INTEGER Fp436a1,Fp436a2.,Fp438a1,Fp4382,FsaB566b
INTEGER Fv_456a1 ,Fv:456a2 ,Fv:.4-'8a1 ,Fr59.uc3a
REAL Z.4561 ,Z456a2, Z3478 1
REAL V456a1 ,V3456a2,V 473a1

! ...... we need these initial values ..................

F'rinter=7:1
Sourcedisk$-=": INTERNAL, 4,P"
OUtdisl:S=": INTERNAL_,4, 1"
antrprt=6
Local _prty)lntr _prty

Bugs:!
Frint-flaq=1
Frnrt aq2=1

Buq2'=
LI_-4 uq

! or ":HF9133,70c)),)"

Print all setup parameters and calibration valuID_.
Print raw data if both Frintfloag and Printflaj2

REl UFrI
'

' //////////// /n INil IeL1,ZE VARIAYLLS / n / / / / / /

Initial values: !

ASSIGN iM-otor TO 706
ASSIGI N @Fwr 1 TO 701
ASSIGN @Fwr 2 TO 71(0
ASSIGN LDualpwr1 TO 711
ASSIGN @Dualpwr2 TO 712

! Stepping motor
Power meters HF436.

Fower meters HF43La
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DIM H ict(7/,.2)
INTEGER Jct_pts
REAL Jct loss



F', ' 1 r

ASs I t31'l

oS3' G 1 U

SI q qn 10 719

inir1 TO 722
D 10 723

D~m ro 724
erCpi TO 12
@h) v TO 717
(Spec _ alzr TO 718

4 -D

466
46F3
47r
472
4744

4 ;,3b47Z

47

4 Li

408
4?2
4=4

49/6
498
SfC)
50

508

51' .
512
514
516
518
52c'

6

28

540
542
534

546
548

54f
542
544
546

548
57:)
572

574
556

t-64

560

57''
574
576

! Signal generator HP{6= or Hr6:!:'
! HP 7456A Dv.'m.
' HP 15bF1 Dvm.
! HPF'347'3( Dvm.
! NES MultiprFCte e Stem
! HP relay actLuat.or
! HP 8566 Spectrt. m Ana~lvz e

15 files for cables, coupler, and pE.d L &rn.
Read Multiprobe 3 times and a.veraie.
or "CONTINUOUS" for MODE STIRr :INO.
used only if MODE STIRRING operation.

! Go and set up me surement par ametsrn.
! Turn on/off instruments as per merL
! Set up the 3? probe system.

! Use above info to define data.
To assure clean start.

! Initialize the Generator Level
! Initialize the motor control

!----------------ALLOCATE THE RAW DATA MATRIX-------
Ftotal=INT( (Fstop-Fstart) /Fstep)+1
IF Test _type$="OTHER (NO STEPS)" THEN

Fi 1 e2Csteps=Ftotal
ELSE

Fi le20steps=21*Ftotal
END IF
ALLOCATE Rawdata (Total. _meters+Total _chans+l,Fil e2usteps

DISF "INSERT OUTF'Ul DATA DISK IN ";
SELECT Outdisk$
CASE ": INTE RNAL,4,:"

DISF' "RIGHT DRIVE,
CASE ": INTERNAL,4,1"

DISP "LEFT DRIVE,
END SELECT
DISF "and hit 'Continue-k5' . "
BEEF'
ON KEY 5 LABEL "Continue",Local prty GOTO Datasiver

Zippity:GOTO Zippity
DatasE'ver : OFF I.EY

GOSiJB Save_conf i qure
IF Printer CT THEN

PFRI ENTER IS Printer
PF I r FT ( "' _ " , 8;:)

PRI UT
PFrINIEP IS CRT

END IF
GOSU Print vitals
DISF' CHR t (12)
RE] LJFrl

Conf i qur . i nst: !

89

.VJ

Calib _items-15

Fr avqs=3
Moti on _type4="STEP"
Rev rate=1. C)
Rf 0; off=1

CAL L Measuremenu
GOSUB Config.reinstr
CALL Mltiprobe. menu
DISF CHR$(129)
GOSUB Data definition
GOSUB Di-_gracefully
Dbn=Low dbm
Tunersteps=Total steps



578
58u
582
584
5866
583

592
594
596
598
600
602
604

508
61.)
612
614
616
618
620
622
624
626
628
6:0
532

636
638
640

642
644
646
648
650
652
654
656
658
662
662
664
666
668
67c:)
672
674
676
6 7
680
682
684
686
688
690
692
694
696

be read ...

by Test- typet

! .. . 1nstriument read flaqs, 1f set the, meter wi i
! Stepping motor controlled by Test _type$
! Signal cienerrator HF866((a or HF'672a controlled
! NLS Mltiprobe system controlled by Total _ch an;
SELELT ~est tvpe4
CASE "MULE TUNE RE'ULAR"

Fp4 " 1 ! F'ower meer- H'4:='6a
Fp4 4a:=( ! Power meter HPLI F"
Fp43*o1=1 ! Power meter HF43 'Sa
Fp438a2=r:) Power meter HF433
Fv34rl 1=0 ! HF34 ;6A Dvrm at add
Fv34 i6a2= ! HPF3456-1 Dvm at add
Fv3478a1=!:) H FC478 Dvm at add
Fr 9C6a=0 ! HIP rel ay actual I
Fsa8is6b=1 ! HP 8566 Spectr-m A

CASE "MOE TUNE EMISS I NS"
Fp436a1=0 ! Pcwer mter HF'46a
Fp436a2=0 ! Power meter HF436a
Fp4. a1=0 ! Power meter HF4 8a
Fp43a2=0 ! Power meter HP43Ra
Fv3456a1=0 ! HP3456A Dvrm at add
Fv.3456a2=0 ! HF.345,1 Dmrn at add
Fv3478a1=0! HF3478A Dvm at Eadd

Fr59306a=0 ! HP relay actuator
Fsa8566b=1 ! HP 8566 Spectrum A

CASE "OTHER (NO STEPS)"
Fp43.6a1=0 ! Power meter HP436a
Fp436a2=0 ! Power meter HP43 a
Fp43ica1=1 ! Power meter H1P438a
Fp43a2=0 ! Power meter HP4'8:
Fv3456a1=1 ! HF45 a Dvm at add
Fv3456a2=0 ! HF3456-A Dvm at add
Fv='478a1=) ! HF:.478A Dvm at add
Fr59306a=0 ! HP relay actuator
Fsa8566b=0 ! HP 8566 Spectrum A

END SELECT

RETURN

! ///////////////****DATADE I TIN* /////////

Data definiti on: ! Set up the definitions of each meter reading,
! these are used later when processing
! SO be sure these are correct.
! The index corresponds to the Rawdata matrix row-1

! Frequency is always in row 1
! Meter 1 is in row 2, etc.

SELEC[ Test. type
CASE. "MUDE TUNE REGULAR"

Trtal meter
Meter _(iefnst(1)="Incdent Power 'Wrtts>"
Meter defns (2 )="Ref1ected Fower eWa.tts) "
Meter denfis. (3)="Fecieved PFcwer (Wetts)"

f-ASE "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"
Total meters=l
Meter defnst(l)="Recieved Power (Watts)"

CASE "OTHER (NO STEPS)"
Totalmeter=3
Meter_defns(1)="Incident Power (W<tts)"
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11
12

17
at addr 18

09
1 C
11
12

at add-
at addr
at addr
at a.ddr

r 2
r 24
at addr
avlyzer

at addr
at addr
at addr
at addr

r2
r 2

r 24
at addr
analyzer

at addr
at addr
at addr
at addr

r
r 23

24
at addr
nalyzer

17
at addr 18

(:)9
1 U

11
12

17
at addr 18



MK t cr do FnsTr 1" -"e;, 1 ect'd PFowc'r (W,.tts)
MEtc d fns. ( FT -br Cui pu1 (Vo.1ts) "

F(-P F=I TL 1c :al chE.r
TcE

1  
=",A p # "' L. (Pr ohe addr (F, 1) ) ." ,

IE }Ft I: r c' be 1_dd ,31
r-

CASE 2

T est = T est " Z"CA-'SE 3
Tesst$Test$&"Z"

698

7,;
704
70L.
708
71'.'
712
714
716
718

722
724
726
728
730
732
734
736
738
740
742
744
746
748
750

752
754
7-6
758

760
7b2
764
766
763
770
772
774
776
778
780
782
784
786
788
790
7 2
794
796
798
E80

804

808
810
812
814
816

5 cm F'robe # "

definitions"

Meter_defnst (P+Total _meters) =Test$
END IF

NEXT P
RETURN

!////////////////////****DIE GRACEFULLY*-*////////////i

Die gracefuly : !
IF Bugi THEN

PRINT TIMES (1 IMEL)ATE)
PR INT RFT$ (." " , 15);" DIE GRACEFULLY ;RPT$( 1 )

END IF
ON ERROR GOTO Deletdonel
SELECT Generatorid$
CASE "HF 8660CA"

DELSU8 Set._freq,Setdb,FNDigit10,FNDigit34,FNFev$
CASE "HP 8672W"

DELSUB Set_freq,Set _dbm
END SELECT

Delet _donc 1:
OFF ERcOF;
ON EFFOR 00T0 Del et _do E2
DEALLOCA TE Rwdata (*) . Ad just (*)

Delet _done:
OFF ER1F:OR
RETURN

Siqgcen subs:
PRINlER IS CRT
PRINT TA1 XY (1,18) ;RF'I " *", 15>;
PRINT " LOAD SUB PROGRAMS Coupler Calibrations ";RF-f$"*",
Fi 1 enamel=Generator i d1 -Sourcedi sks
DISF " Fut 'CALIBRATION DATA & SUE, Program' disl in ;

91

CASE 4
Ies$t.$=estt4"Single"

CA33E ELSE
Test l=lestV* "Er-ror

END SELECT
IF LEN(Test$) :40 THEN

BEEF
DISF "ERROR in probe
PAUSE
Testa=Test*[1,40]

ELSE



81f E.L EL T ur' ced a=!.T
8G CASE ": LNrEPNTGL,44.'"
8 LIC' "kr;I*HT L)FVE, "
'24 CAsE IN E-H1L 4, 1"
8:> DI-F' "LEF f DRIE. "
B8 END SCLE: 1
8,( D I1' "h> t L;onrti nue-1 . "
8 PEEP
8'4 CN E.' 5 LF>EL "Lorn Ine ",Localprty GOT0 SubIoads
876 . jP
838 END LOLF'
84:) SLbIoad-:PFF KEY
842 DISP CHR 1'2)
844 DIF " Si rnazl Generatcr SU PROGRAMS NOW LOADING "
846 ON EDITOR CALL Errortrap
848 LOPDSUI ALL FRUM i lenane
850 OF F ER POI-
852 DISF' " 'Signal Generator SUFI PROGRAMS LOADED "
854 WAIT 1
856 !
858 !-------------------------------------------------------

860
862 IF Printflag THEN PRINTER IS Printer
864 IF Print flaq THEN PRINT "CALIBRA1 ION DATA FOR THE FOLLOWING IS LOADED:"
866 SELECT Coupler id$
868 CASE "HP-778W" ' 30 to 200(-) MHz.
87 F i lenamTiet="HP 778. f""ZtSouLrcedi sk
81.2 CAL.L Enter _caldata('-ilename ,CoLp_inc(*) ,Ca1_id$ ,Inc.pt=)
874 badd ata _i ct (1) =Cal _i d$
876 IF Pr-i.ntflag THEN PRINT Cal _ id$
878 Fi 1 ename="HP 7780 r "?<Sourcedi sJ:
8': CALL Enter _aldata(FilenamefCoLp _refi (*) ,Cal_id$,Reflpts)
88:: Eaddat a_ i d t( 2) =Cal i d$
884 IF Prrintflag THEN PRINT Cal _id$
886 CASE "HP 116920" 2 to 18 GHz
888 Fi 1 enamr~e$="HP11692D_f "Sourcedi s: T-
89' CALL Enter _caldata (Fi ename$,Coup _inc (*) ,Cal_id$, Incjts)
892 Eaddata_i d$ (1) =Cal _i d$
894 IF Printflag THEN F':INT Cal_id$
896 Fi lenarme="HP1 1692D r"&Solrcedi sk:t
898 CALL Entercaldata (Fil ename$,CoLup_ref1 (*) ,Calid$t,Refl._pts)
4(-) Ba~ddfat ai d$(C)=Cal _i d$

90C IF Printf lag THEN PRINT Cal_id$
904 CASE "CH 170 4" ! 1 to 3C MHz Anzac bi-directional
906 Fi 1 enane="CH13.0 4 _f 1" Sour cedi sI 1

9r?8 CALL Enter caldat,. (Filename ,CoLp_inc(*) ,Calid*,Incpts)
91':' baddc'ta i dV (1) =Cl _i dl
912 IF Printflaq THEN FPINT CalidT
914 Fi 1enamlE"f="CH1_C' 4 r1" .SoulrcedisI..$
916 CALL Enter eldlta Filenamen,CoLpref (*),Cal_1dt,Ref1_ptE)
918 E:addatL ai d (2) =Cal i d-
92:' IF Printflag THEN PFRIN1 Cal id$

9. CFSL EL SE
924 fF1rNI "COUPLER CAL-LIF:AT lN DATA ERROR.....NOT DEFINED."
926 BEEP
928 PAUSL
93C' END SELECT I

9.4 '---------- -----------------------------

936

92



938 F'RItII TAF'Y(1,18);F $(
94) REIUPT
942

944 ''. / :/' ' ,''

946
948 Load cal _data:'

95 FR1 r T D x (1 ,l) RF t"*" 2-);" LOA1 CAL IE:RAT ION DATA RF'-1 ("',?))

952 DISF " F'ut 'CALI0DA I1 DT0 1 SUB Programr' disl in "
954 SELELl Scurcedi s1 T
956 CASE ": INt EF'PNAL , 4,P"
958 DISPF "F1CiHT DRIVL,
960 CASE ":INTERNAL,4,1"
962 DISF "LEFT DRIVE, ";
964 END SELECT
966 DISF "h) t 'Continue-.5'."
968 BEEP
97C) ON KEY 5 LAPEL "Conti nue",Localprty GOTO Calloads
972 LOOP

974 END LOOP
976 Calloads:OFF KEY
978 DISF " Calibration DATA for Catles, Couplers, Fads, etc. now LOADING "
980 !....... ................. ........................................
982 !Install new calibration files here!
964 ! ................................. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .986 IF Printflag THEN PRINTER IS Printer
988 IF Printflag THEN PRINT "CALIBRATION DATA FOR THE FOLLOWING IS LOADED:"
990 !

994 !
996 Fi 1 ename$="Cable6FT 1 "'Sourcedi st:.t
998 CALL Enter _caldata(Filename$,Cable5_1(*),Cal_id$,C6_1pts)
1CoC)0 Saddata idT(3)=Calid$
1002 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Calid~t
S004 !
10)6 Fi 1 ename$="Cabl e6FT_6"?,Sourcedi skt
iOC3 CALL Entercaldata(Filenamet,Cable6_6(*) ,Calidt,C6_6pts)
1()10 Baddata id$(4)=CalidT
1C)12 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal _ids
1014 !
1016 Fi1ename$="Cable4FT _2C"Sourcedi=L$
1018 CALL Enter _caldat(Filename,Cable4_2(*),Calid ,C4_2pts)
1020 Baddata_ id$(5)=Cal _ids

1022 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Calid¬
1024 !
1(:)26 Filename$="Cable4FT 4"ISourcedisk$
10:28 CALL Enter_c1dat.(Filename,Cable4_4(*),Cal_id ,C4_4pts)
10:0 Baddata idl (6>=Cal id$
10_2 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal_idt
1034 !
1C~76 Fi l ename$="Cabl e1UF_'"&Sour cedi 1$
1C 3 CALL Enter _cCdata(Fllefanm$,CableI._3(*) ,Clidt,C1(_3pts)
104) Baddat _i dl (7) =Cal i d$
1042 IF Printfl?? THEN PRINT Cal id$
1044 !
1046 Fi lename$="Cab e1F5""SoUrced sl.t
1048 CALL Entercaldata(Filename$,Cable10__5(*),CalidS,C1o_5pts)
105- Baddata idt(8=Cal id$
1052 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Calidt
1(:54 !
1056 Fi 1 ename$="Cab1 e5FT 7" Sour cedi ski
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CA;LL EhtA 1,, dt.(I i.( en.met,C-ble_ 7(* , CaI _idtqC5_7pts)
L'ddeta i dl T)=Cl i d'
IF Print f-1. THI-: Pr:INr ca 1.i1

F i 1er Ta = "I=.- S-77r"' utr-c2 d isI1
CALL Enter Id t. (1Filaname ,Fd _677 (*)
E:cddata idt'1K))=Ca)idt
IF PrinItf1ag THEN FRINT Ccl id$

F i 1ename$="FPD U 'l"'eorcedisi:$
CALL Entercal data (F11lenmet ,Pdf5570 (*)
Baddat a i d$ ( 11) =Cal i dI
IF Printflcq THEN PRINT Cal ids

,Cal_idT,Fadspts)

,C_%1id,Padf _pt)

I C)
1U6.2

1 r~,_

1 $B)

10 72

1076
10"l8
1 ()E":)
1082
1084
1 t:)86

10848

1 0C) ?-

1092

1094
1096
1098
1100
1102
1104
1106
1 1(C) a
1110
1112
1114
1116
1118
1120
112
1124

1126

11:3
11370

1 1 71

11'4
11-
113 *

1140
1142
1144
1146
11441146

11 4
115?)1154

1161)
1 i 62
1164
1166
1168
1170
11 7?
1174
1176

Filename$="Rcable12ft" .SouircediSI_.
CALL Enter_caldata(Filenrame,Cable r12(*)
Baddata _id$(15=Ual id-I
IF Printflacg THEN PRINT Cal idt

,CalidI,Cr 12pts)

IF Printilaq THEN
PRINT PTI ("" ,80
PRINT USING "4/"

END IF
DISF " Calibration DATA LOADED "
WAIT 1
F'RINFER IS CRT
CALL Wipe_clean
RETURN

!

Fill _al brat or-: Determine the cable, COUP) r and pad calibration
' V1 )es for ea;:h f rEqUe-'.
! Ba-,t these in the adiust (*) file for use by the
' me='rerment routine.

IF Dun1 1 tHEN
F F:IN T IMEI ' T IMEU l E'
F-kIN R1 ( "", 5); " FILL CALIBRATE I ON MATRIX "; R r ("" , 15 )

END If
DIF "NUw Fillinq Calibration ma'ri.
ALLOCATE Ad djust(Ftotal ,Calib _items)
Fcount=1
FOR Frcquenc=Fstar-t TO Fstop STEP Fstep

CALIL Get cal _Value (Frequ-nc ,C:>upinc,Coupinc (*) ,Eaddta, Inc pts)

94

Fi 1 enamcI F="FdAS6A1466L "ESOurcedi ={:
CALL Enter caldat a(Fi1ename ,Fad 1as(*) ,Ca_ id,Fadcpts
Baddata id$ (12) -CaI _ids
IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal _idT

Fi 1 ename$="ANZAC JCT"?4SOurcedi s-
CALL Enter _caldata(Filenamet,Hjct(*) ,Cal_id$,Jct_pts)
Baddatai d$ (13)=Cal _i d
IF Printflag THEN P INT Cal _id

Fi lename-="Fcable4ft"&Sourcedi skt.
CALL Enter _cal data (Filename$,Cabl e r4(*) ,Cal__id,Cr4pts)
Baddat a i di (14)=Cal _ id$
IF Fr intflaq THEN PRINT Cal _idI



1178 1F baddata THEN
118.: C?1 i d T=B, ddat idT(1)

113: UEUL; Flagbcddata
1184 END IF
1186 td-1LSt (FcoUnt , 1) =COupinc

1188
l1iQ CALL Get _cal value(Freqercy,Coupref1 , Coup. ref1 (*) ,Baddata ,F:I _pt -
1192 IF B ddata THEN
1194 C1 idt=-E:ddata idT(2)

119.6 (3 UP Flagbaddata
1198 END 1F
1203) (d just (FcouLnt ,2> =Coupref 1
123:2!
1'.4 LALL Get ca] _valLie (Freqercy,C6_1]ossCable6__1 ( ) ,EaddataC6 _1pts)

12):6 IF Raddat a THEN

1'3H Cal i d:=rddala i d (7)
1210 GOSUb Flagbaddata
12,12 END IF
1214 Adiust(Fcount,3)=C6_11oss
1216 !

1218 CALL Get _cal_ value(Frequency,C6_61oss,Cable6_6(*),BaddataC6_6pts)
1 2) IF Eaddata THEN

1 22 Cal _id$=Baddataid$(4)
1224 GOSUB Flagbaddata
12 26 END IF
11228 AdJUSt(Fcount,4)=C6_61oss
1230 !
12:2 CALL Get _cal _val1e Frequency,C4_21oss,Cable4_2(*),Baddata.C4_2pts)
12.4 IF Eaddata THEN
1236 Cal _id4=E:addataid-T(5)

1233 GOSU. Flagbaddata

124:) END IF
1242 AdjUst(Fcount,5)=C4_21oss
1244
1246 L.ALL Get_cal_value(Frequency,C4_41oss,Cab1e4_4(*),Baddata,C4_4pts)
3248 IF Baddata -(HEN
1250 Cal id$=Baddataid$(6)
1252 GOSUB Flagbaddata
1254 END IF
1256 Adjust(Fcount,6)=C4_41oss
1258

1263 CALL Getcal_value(Frequency,C10_'loss,CablelC3 (*) ,Daddata.C10 apts)

1262 IF Baddata THEN
1264 Cal i d=Baddata id$ (7)
1:'66 GOSJ Flagbaddata
1''8 END IF
1270 Ad jukS (Fcount ,7) =C10 _less
1:7
1:-4 CALL Get_cal_vaLuE (Frequency,C10_51oss,Cab e10_5(*),Badd=ta,C t)

127 if- Baddato THEN

127E Ca] id$=baddzta idt1(82
123" GOSUIE F1agbaddata

1282 END 1F
1234 Ad.just (Fcount,8) =C1Q_51 gs
1286 !
1288 CALL Get _cal value(Frequency,C5.71oss,Cab]e57(-)maddata,C5_7pts)
1293:3 IF 8d"Jdata THEN
1292 Cal id =raddataid$(9)
1294 GOSU Flagbaddat;
1296 END IF
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12 c3 Ad jL'st (FcuLint ,9 =C5_71 -ss

CsLL Gct _cal va] 'e (Fr equencyF'ads _osc:,F'ad s677(* ,f:ad.t J, p1:- )
I 14 IF *a data THEN
13 A *-, I.l id-=- Add ta _1d$ (1))
1 I;- I4 l 113 F1agb ddata
1 3'1 END IF
1~-i (Ad( jut .Fc, untt, 1)) =Pads_loss

1 14 !
1316 CALL GEt cal__v01lUe(Frequency,Padfloss. Fd_fT +) ,P.dd to,F'adf FtE
1 18 IF L ddata THEN
1 2C Cal _i d-=Baddatai d= ( 11)
13 3.i.PB Flagbaddat?
1 34 END IF
1':6 Ad just (Fcourt , 11) =Padf _loss

133u CALL Get_cal _value (Frequency,Pad _1 os ,F'adas& ( ) ,Bddat.,Fad .ptc)
1 -2 IF I3aidata THEN
1 -4 Cal _i dt=Baddata i dt ( 12)
1' 6 GOSU8 Fiagbaddata
1338 END IF
134C Ad just (FcoUnt, 12) =Padaloss
142
1 44 CALL Get -cal_value(Frequency,JctlossH _jct (*) ,Baddta, Jt_pts
1346 IF Baddata THEN
1 74 Cal _ i d$=Baddat 1 id$ (13)
1 "GOSUB F1agb addata
1 END IF
15 4 Adjust (FcOLnt, 1)-=Jct_lo=s
13 56 !
17 8 CALL Get cal _-value(FreLenc ,Cr41css,Cable_r4(,BaEat_.,Cr4pts)
1 36, IF B4dd ata THEN
136b Cal i d$=Baddat ai d* (14)
1.64 GOufU Flagbaddata
1 66 END IF

1=3 AdjUst(Fcount, 14)=Cr4loss
1 7C)

1'72 CALL Get_cal _value(FreqLencyCrl2loss,Cable_r12(*) ,Baddata,Cr12pts)
1374 IF Baddata THEN
137- Cal _id$=Baddataid$(15)
1 78 GOSUB Flagbaddata
1 8u END IF
1"87 Adjust (Fcount,1-)=Cr121oss
1 .4 !

1'3b FcOUnt=Fcount+1

1 . NEXT Fr equency
1 9) DISF "N(CW labulating calibration values."
1_92 COSU3 Printcalvales
1 S4 DISP CHPF (1_)
1 -6, RETUIJ;r

1~.'D8
1 C0 ! / / /-//// // *.FLAC, E: L DATA****, // / / / // /

141:4 Flagbaddata: !Inform the operator that t here is wrong data
14'-6 !being brought back from Enter _cal _data
14()8

141') PRINTER IS Printer
1412 PRINT RF'T3("*",5);" NO CAL DATA at ";FreqLency;
1414 PRINT " MH-: ";Cal_idt
1416 BEE'
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141 Ff-ITEF IS CRT

142' RETrL

1422
1423 '
1423 F'rntncaI va1]e.: !MF & LIST OF CAL1L:PRTIUN VALUES USED.
14::
1412 FF]' iEH IS Frinter

14 R PFRIN F-FT$("v ,24);" CrLIF:ATION / LOSS V,'LUE3 (dL) ";FFT' ","q4

1473 PRINT
144) '
1442 '............first half Af the values ................
1444 '
144k FFINT "Frcquency Coupler ---------------- FLUE LFLE' -- "
1448 R INT " -------------- "
1450 PRINT " MHz Fward Ref1 6ft#1 6ft#6 '4ft#2 4ft#4 1 ft#' "
1452 PRINT "lft#5 5ft#7"
1454 Lossfmt1:IMAGE M5D.D,X,2(MP.D.DDX),X,2(MDD.DD,X),#
1456 Lossfrnt2:IMAGE 3(MDD.DD,X)
1458 Fcount=1
1460 FOP Frequency=Fstart TO Fstop STEP Fstep
1462 Coupinc=10*LGT(Adjuct(Fcount ,1)) !Coupler incident
1464 Couprefl=10*LGT(Adjust(Fcount,2)) !Coupler reflected
1466 C6_11oss=10*LGT(Adjst(Fcoutnt,3)) !6 foot BLUE cable #1
1468 C6_61oss=10*LGT(AduLst(Fcount,4)) !6 foot BLUE cable #6
1470 C4_2 1oss=1O*LGT(AdjLtst(Fcount,5)) !4 foot BLUE cab e #2

1472 C4_41oss=U*LGT(AdjList(Fcount,6)) !4 foot BLUE catle #4
1474 JC)_31oss=10*LGT(Ad just(Fc-rt,7)) '10 foot BLUE cable #'
1476 C10 51 oss=1*LGT(Adj0st Fccunt,8)) !1t foot BLUE cable #5
1473 CS 71css=10*LGT(Adju=t(F-count,9)) !4 foot BLUE cable #4
1480 PRINF UING Lossfmt1;FreqUency,Coupinc,CouprefIC6_11oss,C6_61oss
1432 PI11 USING Lossfmt: C4_21oss,C4_41oss,C10_'loss,C10_5oss,C5_71oss
1484 Fc: nt=FcOLInt+1
1486 NEXT Frequency
1488 PRINT RF'TT("-",80)
1490 PRINT
1492 '
1494 ! ............. last half of the values................
1496 !
1498 FRINT "Frequency S6770 F530 ASA6A HJct Semi-Rtiqid"
150u PRINr " MHz pad ped pad loss 4ft 12+t"
1502 LossfmtT.:IMAGE M5D.DX,2(MDD.DD,X),X,MDD.DD,X,#
1504 Lossfmt4:IMAGE 3(MDD.DD,X)
1506 Fco mnt=1
1508 FOR Frequercy=Fstart TO Fstop STEP Fstep
151 =, IOGS=1i*LGT(Ad2LS ut (Fc<,unt , 10' !Weinschel 56770 10Th p d
1512 Pa i _1oz1s Ltf(Ad ,,st (Fcoumnt, 1 1 ) 'W.inschet F5L.' 1Cdh pad

1514 Pd. Ioss=1 *LGTA1jst(F"=cant,12)) !Weinschel AS6-146' A0!
1J16 Octloss=1'+LGc(Adiust(Fcourt,17 ) 'Anzac Hybrid JunctIoCn
1518 Cr 41css=1LGr (AdJust (Fcount, 14)) ! 4ft Rigid co?:
15L";- Cr121css=1' *LGTr(=;J tst (FCCUnt ,15); ! 12ft Rigid coa:r
1522 f:RItIT USING Lossfmtl;Freqlency.Pads 1ossPdf _loss,Pada_1os
15.4 PF'TNT USING Lossfrit4; Jct_lossCr41c'ss,Cr12ios=
1525 Fcournt=Fcount+1
1528 NEXi Frequency
15): PRINT RPT$("*",80)
152 PRINT
154 PRINTER IS CRT
15:6 RETURN
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'Get al2 calibrator data for this
!freqencry.

15y6

1 ~44
154s194 R

155.:
1554

I1556

1562
156

1566
1563
156 7
1572
1574

1576

15728
15C

15782
1586

1588
1594

1592
1594
1594
1596

1 &C'C'] <J0

I Sc'2

16u6

1614
1612
1614
1610

1613
1624
1622

1624

1626
1628
1650

16:2
16.4

I 640
1642
1644
1646
1648
1 65')
1651:
1654
1657

Flip printfl=.:
DISP " Toogle PRINTING of me sureinment data. "
Waittime=LrEDATE
LOOP

IF Print'lag2 THEN
FN KEY t? LABEL "Print

ELSE
ON KEY C) LABEL "Print

END IF
EXIT IF TIMELATE-Waittime 4
END LOOP
DISFP CHF*(12)
OFF KEY
RETURN
! ..........................

Toggleprint:
IF Pri ntI.ic THEN

Prir tl ag:=
ELSE

is ON" ,Local prty GOSUB Toggleprinrt

is OFF",Localprty GOSUB Togcleprir.t

Print Fl-2=1

ENLi IF
RETURN

/ // // / * PEPFCIFM MEAtSU~iRMEN3 r s# //

LDo measuremnen-ts:

IF Bugl THEN
PRIN F TIME- (T IMEIATE) ; FIPT5 ("" 20) ; " DO MEASURE-ENTS "; RFT1 ! "

END IF
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FPVi'Fttrc al i=F r.%-rnmt rca 1 t (Fr-cuerc r )
Pwrmtrca. 2=F.FLr.rtr ca: 2' (Frequency) )

CoUinr.c=AdjrSt (Fcount,1)
Coupref1=Adjust (FcOUnt, 2

C6_11 Os =: j iu t 'Fcount,
C6_61 ==ij'st (Fcount.4)
C4 21oss=dJLst Fcc-aunt ,5)
C4_41oss=Adjust (Fcouint,6
CIl_31oss=Adjust(Fcount,7)
C10_51oss=A-2ust(Fcount, )
C5_

7 1o=_=Ad st(FcLunt.9)
Pads_loss=Adjust (Fcount, 10)
Padf _1oss=AdJL st(Fcount,11)
Pada_1os5=.d just(Fcount, 12)
Jct_los=Adjust(Fc0unt,13
Cr41oss=Adjust(Fcount,14)
Cr121 oss=d just (FCOUnt, 15)
RETURN

18 GHz HEAD.
'26 G' H:EAD.

!Coupler incident
'Coupler reflected
!b foot BLUE cable #1
r6 foLt BLUE cable #6 rcr.
!4 foot BLUE cable #2
!4 foot BLUE cable #4
!10 foot 8LUE cable #3
!10 foot BLUE cable #5
!5 foot BLUE cable #7
!Weinschel 56770 10dB pad
'W'inschel F5530 10dB pad
!Weinschel A86A-1466 10dE
!Anzac Hybrid Junction

!4ft Semi-rigic coax lines
!12ft Semi-rigid coav. lines

!

E;,trac-t c:-d 1 : .

' ^Iio Ito daa fra cablee, probes _ power he,_-, .
'



165 ! ................... Initialize inst-UmEnts .....................
1660 REMOTE @Sig qen
1662 IF Fp4'6al OR Fp436a2 THEN CALL Menu pwrr436a ' St up 4=6P pa iTmre

1s6 4 IF Fv7456a THEN CALL Setdvcn _:.456a (@Dv'm1)
166b IF Fv.=456a2 THEN CALL Setdm 345& (@Dvm2)
1663 IF Fv347Sa1 THEN CALL Setdvm J473a (@Dv'/a)
1670 1F Fsa856 6b THEN CALL Spec al r setup (@Spec al:r)
1672 IF Test _type$ "OTHER (NO STEPS) " THEN
1674 CALL Initial izemotor(@Motor)
1676 CALL Zeromotor(@Motor)
1678 END IF
1680 IF Test _type$="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN
1682 CALL Setdbm(-140,0,@Sig gen) !EUT is the source
1684 END IF
1686 ! ...... ......... ....... . ......... ,.... ......... ..................

1683 !
169'0 Column=1
1692 Beginstep=Beginctep
1694 Steps=Eegin_step-1
1696 REPEAT ! measUrements for all steps or once for non-steppinq type.
1692 Steps=Steps+1
17()x !
1702 IF (Steps-1)/40.=INT( (Steps-1)/40. ) OR Steps=Beginstep THEN
1704 IF Testtype*="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN
1706 GOSUE Flipprintflag ! includes WAIT action.
708 ELSE
1710 GOSUB Read_-erofield ! for all enabled instruments.
E712 END IF
1714 ELSE
1716 GUSU Flip printflag
1718 END IF
L72 '
1722 ! ............... ZERO Readings or WAIT complete ............
1724 !
1726 IF Total _chans(1 THEN ! Print single header for all frequencies
1728 IF PrintFlag AND PrintflagC THEN GOSUS Print_headinfo
173;) END IF
1732 IF Test _type. "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN ! Restore power

1734 CALL Set_freq( (Frequency) ,@Sig_gen)
1736 CALL Set_dbm(Dbm,1,@Si g_gen)
1738 END IF
1740 !
1742 ! ............... Measure all frequencies ....................

1744 !
1746 Fcount=1
1748 FOR Frequencv=Fstart TO Fstop STEF Fstep
1750 DISF CHR$(129)
1752 DISP " TIME: ";TIME:(TIMEDATE);
1754 IF Test-type$="OTHER (NO STEPS)" THEN
1756 FIPSF " Now Testinq: FREQUENCY =";Frequency;" MHz. "
1753 ELSE
1760 DIEP " TUNER STEP ;Steps; , FREQUENCY =";FrequeiicY; " MH.
1 762 END IF
1764 GOSUD Entract_caldat, ' Get all calibration data for this
1766 ! frequency.
1768 Rawdata(1,Column)=Frequency
177:0 IF Testtype-: "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN
1772 CALL Setfreq( (Frequency) ,@Siggen)
1774 END IF
1776 IF Search _eut THEN GOSUB Level eut _out
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1778 IF Searchpwr THEN GOSU, L vel net input
178C GOCUB Read meters ' fRed all enabled i nstr uLITn t .
1 7c_' Sec ConF i qurei nstr for ch,.nqc;E .
1784 ' Calibration d&tta is applied there e
17'6 ' via Apply-_cal data.
1 78U
17c i ! ............... FILL. the 1AIA file ....................
1792
1794 Filldata file: !** Ma.e cure this assignmernt matches defnm.
1796 SELECT Test _type$
179U CASE "MODE TUNE REGULAR"
180(:) Rawdata(2,Column)=P1
1iS: Rawdata (3, Col umn)=F2
1804 Rawdata(4,Column)=Sapwr
1806 CASE "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"
1808 Rawdata(1 ,Column)=Sapwr
181:) CASE "OTHER (NO STEPS)"
1812 Rawdata (2, Col Umn) =P 1
1814 Rawdata( (3,Column)=F2
1816 Rawdata(4,Column)=','1
1818 END SELECT
1820
1822 IF Total chans>:0 THEN
1824 FOR F=Total _meters+2 TO Total _chans+Totalmeters+1
1826 Rawdata(F,Column)=Probe_v_m(P-Total _meters-i)
1828 NEXT P
18.) END IF
18'2 !......................................................,
183.4 IF Printflag AND FrintflagC THEN
18:6 IF Total_chans:>0 THEN GOSU8 Print headinfo
1878 GOSUB Printrawdata
1840 END IF
1842 Column=Column+1
1844 Fcount=Fcount+1
1846 NEXT Frequency
1848 !
1850 ! ............... ALL frequencies measured ..................
1852 !
1854 IF Test _typeV="OTHER (NO STEPS)" THEN
1856 GOSUB Savedata
1858 ELSE
1860 PRINT TIMES(TIMEDATE);" ... Step number;Steps;" completed...
1862 IF (Col umn+Ftotal -1 >Fi 1 e2steps) OR (Steps=Tuner _steps) THEN
1864 Endstep=Steps
1866 GOSUB Save _data
1860 DeQinstep=Endstep41
1870 Column =1
1872 MAT Fawdata= Rawdata* (.)
184 END IF
187h CALL Movemotor (@Motor)
1873 END IF
1880 UNFIL Steps =Tuner _steps OR Test _type_-"OTHER (NO STEPS) "
1882 !
188-1 IF Test_type$t "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN
1886 CALL Set _dbm(-14O,0,@Sig_qen)
1888 END IF
1890 LOCAL 7
1092 RETURN ! ALL Measurements complete.
1894 !
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1898 !
11' Read zero field:
19 PRINT TIMES- (T INEDLATE) Step number Steps;", zero meters. "
1904 '

S ! ............. Measure all zero field values ..............
19u9 '
191 CALL Sct dbm (-140,O,@Sig _qon)
1912 IF Fp46a.1 AND Fp46a2 THEN
1914 LALL Zero pwrmtrs(Siqgen,@ 'wr-1, @Pw r2)
1916 ELSE
1919 IF Fp4'6a1 THEN CALL Zeropwr_mtrs(d3iqgen,@Pwrl)
192,? IF Fp4 6a2 THEN CALL Zero pwr rtrs(@Sig _gen,@jwr2)
1922 END IF
1924 IF Fp4:3a1 THEN
1926 Ab#="AD"
1928 CALL Zero_4 8a(@Dual pwr1 ,Abt)
1930 END IF
19132 IF Fp4.39a2 THEN
19734 Ab="A"
1936 CALL Zero 4 8a(@Dualpr2,Ab$)
1939 END IF
1?41 IF F v'3456a1 THEN CALL Readdvm(Z3456a1,@I)vm1)
1942 IF Fv\456a2 THEN CALL Readdvm(Z3456a2,@Dvm(2)
1944 IF Fv3418a1 THEN CALL Readdvm (Z3478a1 ,@DvmT)
1946 IF ug1 THEN
1948 PRINTEF: I Printer
1951 F RiN1 "Zeros DVM1="; Z3456x1; ", DVM2="; Z3456a2; " D.'M3="; Z3478a1
1952 PR INTER IS CRT
1954 END IF
1956 !
1958 ! Fill Probevolts(_:)) usinq Probeaddr(*) and Total_chans
196) !
1962 IF Total chans.-:) THEN
1964 MAT Probe zero= (0)
1966 CALL Read probes(@Gpio)
1968 MAT Probezero= Probe volts
1970 IF MAX (Frobe_zero(*) 11:) DR MIN(Probe_zeroc*)) -1,) THEN
1972 PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);" ... ";
1974 PRINT " WARNING ... Check Multiprobe zero ******** "
1976 END IF
1978 END IF
198:) RETURN
1982 !
1984 AP///////P////// APLY CALIDRAT1ON TO MEASUREMENT DATA ////////
1986
1983 Applycal data:' For listing cf valid variable names
1991 ! see E:tract caldata. Values are in ratio form.
199~ Cal .power 1 2: !
1994 f1=F'ow r r1 L r pinc*Fwrmtrcal1*Padf loss/ (C1. 31os=*F'ad loss)
1996 P2=P=werCoupref 1 *Pwrmtrcal 1*C1 _ 31 oss*Pads_1 oss
1998 RETU-N

20.2 Cal power 4:
211:4 FP>F owJr.
2:)1:16 P4=Power 4
20:8 RETURN

201Q !------- --------------------------------

2112 Cml _power_-:'
2:)14 F5=Fower5
2016 RETURN
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!- ------------ --------------

Cal p;wer. 6:
F"6=Power 6
RETURN

Cal _s a_p ower :
Sa pwr=a_pewer-)Cl: .51oss-C4_21 oss*C4_4) oss
RETURN

Readimeters:! Control module for all instrument reads.
Too hot=C
P1=(:
P-2=i

Checktime=TIMEDP-TE

Hp438a_1:!
IF Fp438a 1 THEN

"020

21

240
(2 6

2"44

'-3

2':' =.
2046
2048
2050
2(:52
2054
2056
2058
206
2062
2(:64
2066
2068
2070 i

2( 72
20274
2076
2078
2088)
2( 82

209020988

2094
2094
2096

21':'0
2102

21"4)
106

-1 1"'2110

2112

2114
2116
2118

212 2

21'4
2126

21 29

21'2
2134

21_6

P1 ,P2

!--------------------------------------------

Hp438a_2: !
IF Fp438a2 THEN

UOSUB Power_3_4 ! Set for channel A (F'ower3) only, Power4=C
! returns Fower3, Power4 (watts)

IF Too hot THEN GOTO Read _meters
GOSJE Cal _power 3_4 ! correct for losses and return P3,F'4

END IF

Hp4J6a_ 1: !
1F Fp436s1 IHEJN

GOSU( Power_5 ! HP 436A
! returns Power5

IF Too hot THEN GOTO Readmeters
GOSUB Cal power_5 ! correct for losses and return F

END IF
! -------------------------------------------

Hp436a :'
IF Fp436a2 ;HEN

G SL V Power 6 ! HP 436A
! returns Power6

IF Too hot THEN GOTO Read meters

102

GOSUB Power 1 2 ! HP418A both channels
! returns Powerl, Power2 (watts)

IF Toohot THEN GOTO Readmeters
GOSUB Calpower__1_ 2! correct for losses and return

Min_power : IF (F'1-F'2) :Minpwr THEN
BEEF
PRINTER IS Printer
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);" "
PRINT RPT4("-"),4:) INPUT IS TOO LOW
PRINT "Raw P1=;PowerU; ** Cal P1=";F'1
PRINT "Raw P2=" ;Power2; " ** Cal PF2=" ;P2
PRINT "Net input power (P1-F2) =";FP1-P2
PR INT RPT$ ("-" , 40)
PRINTER IS CRT
GOSUD Adiustpower
GOTO Read meters

END IF
END IF



GDSUB Cal .power _6 ! correct f or 1 csses and r ctUr n F
END IF

ribs _probes:
IF Total chens . THEN GUSUB Probe rd ' M,1Liprobe syst
IF Foo hot THEN GUTO Read meters ' return- correct
' -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..--- ----- --- --

Wait__loop:!
LOOP
EX IT IF (TIMEDATE-Checkti me) >Ti me_ eut
END LOOP
!-------------------------------------------

Hp 456a_1:!-=======-EUT connected to this dvm. ====
IF Fv3456a1 THEN

CALL Readdvm(Volt1,@Dvm1) ! HP digital voltmeter
! returns Volts (DC vclts)

V1=Volt1-Z3456a1 ! correct fcr zero, yields

6

em
ed V- .

214

2144
2144

140

21 2'
2154
215

2160
2162
2164
2166
2168
2170
2172
2174
2176
2178

2180
2182
2184
2186
2188
2190)
2192
2194
2196
2198
220C)
2202
2204

2206
2208
2210
2212
2214
2216
2218

2224
2226
2228
2230

2 .8

2 4 )

:'_44

2242246

2 254

IF V1Max: eut THEN
PRINTER IS Printer
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);"...DVM1 error / EUT overload. "
PRINT "Set max=";Ma: _eut;", Reading=";Voltl;", Zero=";Z=456a1;
PRINT ", Ad.justed reading=";V1
PRINTER IS CRT
GOSUD Reducepower
GOTO Read _meters

END IF
END IF
! --------------------------------------------

Hp3456a_2:!
1F Fv3456a2 THEN

CALL Readdvm(Volt2,@Dvm2) ! HF digital voltmeter
! returns Volts (DC volts)

V2=Volt2-Z34t6a2 ! correct for zero, yields V2
END IF
! --------------------------------------------

Hp3478a 1:
IF Fv3478a1 THEN

CALL Readdvm(Volt3,@Dvm3) ! HP digital voltmeter
! returns Volts (DC volts)

V3=Volt3-Z-478a1 ! correct for zero, yields V'
END IF
! ---------------------------------------------

Hp59306a-relay:! An example of using the relay to measure multiple
! quantities. This requires additional instrument to
! actually do the measurements, as the relay only controls

a system of rf switches.
! In this example, tLrn off the Spectrum Ana.ly-er flag.

1F Fr59_C6a THEN
OIIiF'LIT @RFlyI.; "y12'" ! Toggle to SLIM port
CALL Spec ai cr ..start (Frequency, @Spec al zr )
CALL Spec alcr read(Sa power,Frequency,@Specalzr)
Spower=1. ^ ( (5a power/1O. 0 ) -_ 0) ! dBr --> watts
GOSUL Cal _sapower ! correct for losses and return Sa _pwr
Sumpower=Sx pwr

OUTPUT @Flyl;'"123" ! Toggle to DIFFERENCE port
CALL Spec _alzrstart(Frequency,@Specalzr)
CALL Specal zr_read(Sapower,Frequency,@Spec_ al:r)
Sa power=10.0^((Sapower/0.0)-3.0 dBm -. watts
GOSU Ca _sapower! correct for losses and return Sapwr
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Di
ENE) 1F

f f -power =Sa.pr2258S
2260

2268
2278
22070
2284
2284
22706
2288
2290
2292

2294

2296
2298

2302
23.04
2306
230 C)'

1'

C1

214
2316

218

2723200

.'

228

232 6

234

236

289

274

2726

2306
27,03

237

237

END IF
IF Abt="AE" OR Ab$="A" THEN

IF Powerr:(:. THEN Apower=0.
Power1=Apower

END IF
IF Abl="AB" OR Abt="B" THEN

IF Bpower .. THEN Bpower=0.
Power2=Bp ower

END IF
RETURN

! Power detectors are not sources

! ............ HF 438A Dual power meter - @Dualpwr2 .........

Power __4:Ab$="A" ! or Ab$="AN" if you want both channels.
CALL Read dual _pwr (Ab$ , Apower ,Bpower ,Toohot ,Val i d , @Dual _pwr2)
IF Toohot THEN

GOSUB Reducepower
RE IURN

END IF
iF NOT Valid AND NOT Too hot THEN

GOSUB Dual _pwr _error
GOTO Power --4 ! Repcot. measurements

END IF
IF Ab$ ="A" O" Of Ab.="A" THEN

IF Power -u. THEN Apower=0.
Power '=A p power

END IF
IF Abp'="AB" OR Ab$="B" THEN

IF Power :. THEN Bpower=0.
Power4=Bpower

END IF
RETURN

Spec.alcr:!
IF Fsab5L6h AND NOT Fr59 06P THEN ! HP3566D Spectrum analyzer

CALL Spec-alzr _start(Frequency,@Spe.:_alzr)
CALL Spec al:r read(Sa power,Fr equency,@Spcc al-:r)
Sa power=10.0 (Sa-power/10.0)-3.(:) ! dm - watts
GOSUB Cal sapower! correct for losses and return Sa pwr

END IF
RETURN

//////////// Read instrument subroutines /////////// // /

! ............ HP 438A Dual power meter - @Dual pwr 1 .........

Power _1 _2:Pjbt="AB"

CALL Read .dual _pwr ( Ab , Apower , Bpower , Too _hot , Val i d , @Dua _pwr 1)
IF Too hot THEN

GOSUB Reduce power
RETURN

END IF
IF NOT Valid AND NOT Toohot THEN

GOSUB Dual _pwr _error
GOTO Power_1_2 ! Repeat measurements

! Fower detectors are not scu)ces

! .................. HP 436A Power meter - @Fwr 1 .............

1 04

!



-8 Power .5: ! F'vr dt="P1 "
81.) CALL Recd _ pwr met er (Power , F'wr 1 d- , V, i d , @Pwr 1 , @Si q E )

238? IF NOT Va1 id THEN
2384 ISP "ERROR IN 4.6, POWER METER 1"
2 8. BEEF

23R'4 PAUSE
2' 90 F)ower=0.

3r92 Too hot=1
2394 END IF
2396 IF Fower ;). THEN Fower0.
2398 Powers=Power
24c0: RETURN
24(:)2 !
2404 ! ..................... HF' 436A Power meter - @Pwr2 .............
2406 !
2408 Power 6: ! F'wri d:="F'6"
2410 CALL Readpwrmeter (Power,Pwrid4,Valid,FPwr2,USig_gen)
2412 IF NOT Valid THEN
2414 DISP "ERROR IN 436a POWER METER 2"
2416 BEEF'
2418 PAUSE
2420 Power=0.
2422 Toohot=1

2424 END IF
2426 IF Power 0. THEN Power=0.
2428 Power6=Power
24 3) RETURN

434 ! .................. N8S Mltiprobe system ...................
24:6!
24:0 Probe rd: !
244w IF Totalchans.0 THEN
2442 CALL Readprobes(@Gpio)
2444 Too hot=)
2446 FOR F'=1 TO Total _chans
2443 Too-hot=Too_hot OR Overrange(F)
2450 NEXT P
2452 IF Too hot THEN
2454 GOSUB Reducepower
2456 ELSE
2458 CALL Apply_probecal (Frequency) ! Amplitude correction.
2460 ! Frequency correction.
2462 END IF
2464 END IF
2466 RElURN
2468 !
247:> ! ///////i/// :;% /'/ ! / /." i !'// !/////// / %!/!/ !///

2474 Level _eut oit: rhi. routine will ad just the signal generator
24?6 output to cause the EUT oULt.puL (tied to @Dvfm1)
247E to f]ia within the limits of Mir_ eut and Max_ edt.
2480 ' All the while within the bounds of Lowdbm to lii ch.dbm.
2482 !
2484 '
24S6 !
2488 !
2490 !
2492 RE T UkN
2494 !
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a:- Len el net i nput. This routine will ad ust the al *generat r
250 ' output to cause the corrected ret i npuit p.wor
2'. 4 ! ti + a1 within the limits el Min pwr and m ,.
20: f' All th; while within the bounds of L w_ db- to Hi gL db.rr.

1

251:. !14

31 RETURN

2524 !
2526 (Id lust _p " r: !

2528 D1EF' " INPUT power is too low. Check system (Continuc--1:5,
253-0 ON KEY 5 LABEL "Continue",Localprty GOTO Tryitaqain
2532 ON KEY 0 LABEL "Reduce Power",Localprty GOSUB Reducepower
2534 ON KEf 2 LABEL "Increase Pwr",Localprty GOSUB Increpseypwr
25.6 LOOF

2538 Mysel-f:ON IKEY 6 LABEL " dBm="!VAL*(Dbm) ,Localprty GOTO Myself
2540 END LOOP
2542 Tryitagain:OFF :::EY
2544 DISP CHR (12)
2546 RETURN
2548 ! ...........................................................
2550 RedLAcepower:
2552 Dbm=Dbm-1
2554 CALL Set _dbm (Dbm, 1 ,@Si ggen )
2556 IF F'rintflaq THEN
2551 PRINTER IS Printer
256) PRINT TIME: (TIMEDATE) ; ": Step#"; Steps; " Freq="; Frequency;
2562 PRINT RPT4("*",10) ; " NEW GENERATOR LEVEL =";Dbm
2564 PRINTER 1S CRT
2566 END IF
2508 RETURN
2570 !
2j72 Increasepwr: !
2574 Dbm=Dbm+1
2576 CALL Set_dbr(Dbm,1,@Sigqen)
2t,78 IF Printflaq THEN
2580 PR INTER 1S Printer
2582 PRINT 1IME #(TIMEDATE);": Step#";Steps;" Freq=";Frequency;
2504 PRINT RPT$ ("*" ,10) ; " NEW GENERA FOR LEVEL ='; Dbm
2586 FRINT ER IS CRT
258 END IF-
25('0 RETURN

2598 Dual pwr _error:
2.0'. CALL Set dbn(- 14'0, @Si ggen) ! Kill power
2602 IF Fri ntf laq THEN
2644 FkINTER Is Printer
26t6 PRINT T1MET (FIMEDATE) ; ": Step#": Steps;" Freq="; Freqenrcy:
2628 PRINT RPTt ( "*" , 10) ; " ERROR IN DUAL POWER ML fER '
2610 PRINTER IS CRT
2612 END IF
2614 DISP " ERROR in DUAL POWER METER, correct and 'CON11NUE' "
2616 BEEP
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2618 PAUSE
262y CALL Set _ dbm (bo , 1 , @S i c gen

S RE URIFN4
! F s t or e p,,e .

! // /// // * MFf-INfHE r INlb F(R RA F Dil Iifr'+ * ' / i //

Print headirfc: !al in order o+ t into matri'
PRINTER IS Printer
FRIN I
SELECT Test _typet
CASE "MODE TUNL~ REGULAR"

PRINT RPT$-' ",1);"Identifier: ";RunL ids;
PRiN'T " STEP NUME:ER "; Steps ; RPT "-" , 15)
PRINT "FREQUENCY INC-PWR REFL-PWR "
FRINT " REC-PWR"
PRIn-T " MHz Watts Watts
PRINT " Watts"

CASE "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"
PRINT RPT$("-",15);"Identifier: ";Run idt;
PRINT " STEP NUMBER ";Steps;RT:.("-I " ,15)

262d
264
264
26=6
2648
2642
264
2644
2646
264
2654

2666

2654
265.

2658
2674
266 
2664
2666
2668
267:4
2672

264

26 76
268
2690
2682

2686

2695:5

2696
2698
2700
272
2704

27:8
271 4
27 16:
2714
27 1 ~
2718

.'724

2726
27287 ,

27'
2774
27 -6

PRINT "FREQUENCY
PRINT " Probe 0
PRINT " MHz
PR INT " VoIits"

END SELECT
PRINTER IS CRT
RETURN

INC--PWJ
UTPUFLT"

Watts

r: ";Run_ id-t

REFL-PWR

Watts "

Printrawdata:
Rawimage1:IMAGE 6D.2D,X,#
Rawi mage2: IMAGE #,MD.DDDEX

PRINTER IS Printer
PRINT USING Rawimagel;Rawdata(1,Ccumrnn'
FUR I=2 TO Total_meters+1

['[; K; T ' : F '. "ir --c- h,'..1 ctc ' 1 '

NEXT I
PRINT
IF Total
Ph INTER
RETURN

char= -1 THEN GUS -U: Fri ntprobeo
Is CR1

Print probes: '
PRINT RF1("",3)
F'RINf "Amp# Probet A:i
PRINT " Volts/mtr"

Pimage1: IMAGE M:h,2X,M'D
FOR I=1 TO Total chans

s Zero Output Ornq'"

,3,,X,:'(M4D,2X-) , MDD, -X ,Mr4D.'-'L

Amp=Probe _addr ( I , 1)
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PRINT "FREQUENCY REC-FWR "
PRINT " MHz Watts "

CASE "OTHER (NO STEPS)"
PRINT FF'T$("=",80)
PRINT "Measurement Iderti f i e
PRINT Measmt i d$
PRINT RPFT$'. " ,8C)
PRINT

i
/ //// //////



27F8 Probe=Prob e :ddr (I ,2)
274-10 SELECT Frobe_addi (I,3
274 CASE 1
2744 A: j="i"
274 Ax$="'Y"
2750 CASE 3
2752 A.. t="Z"1
2754 CASE 4
2756 AS=" S"
2758 CASE ELSE
2760 A;:="E"
2762 END SELECT
2764 Orq=Over r range (I )
27.5.5 Zer=Probe _: ro ( I )
2768 A d=Pr:t-e volts (1)
2770 Vm=rawdata(Total meters+I+1,Column)
2772 PRINT USING Pimage1;Amp,Probe, An$,Zer ,A_d,Org,' Ym
2774 NEXT I
2776 PF INT RPT$ ( "_" , 80)
2;78 PRINT
2780 PRINT
2782 RE TURN
2784 !
278: ////////////////** sAVE DATA****///

2788 !
2790 Save_dati: !
2792 ON ERROR CALL Errortrap
2794 IF Test _type$= "0-HER (NO STEPS) " THEN
2796 Fi 1 ename=Run_i dT
2793 ELSE
2800 Fi 1 enamel="S"!VAL$ (Eegi nstep) &"_" VALT (Endstep)
2802 END IF
2804 Fi 1 ename$-Fi I enameSTOutdi sk $
2806 Filesize=INT ( ( (Total _chans+Total_meters+1) *File20steps*8 /256 +
2808 CREATE BDAT Filename$,Filesice,256
2810 ASSIGN @Datapa.th TO Filenamet
2812 OUTPUT @Datapath;Rawdata(*)
2814 ASSIGN @Datapath TO *
2816 PRINTER IS Printer
2618 IF Test _typeT="OTHER (NO STEPS) " THEN
2820 PRINT 1IMET(TIMEDATE);. ..... DATA STORED ON FILE ";Fi1Ename f
282' ELSE
2224 Fi1 ename= "S"&VAL$ (BegiLnstep("_"VAL(Endstep)
2826 PRINT TIME1(IMEDATE);"............DATA FOR STEPS
282E PRIN T b gi ntep; TO ;End=.tEp:" S FU:EI UN FILE ";Fil enem
28 -1 ENC iF
2L.2 OFF ERROCR
2:4 PRINTER IS CRT

Q 6 RETUFZN
28 3
2S40 SA// '7/ /'/////** SAVE CONFIGURE **M*// //////
2:842 !
2844 Sav.'_configure:
284 ON ERROR CALL Errortrap
2840 F i enamet= "CONF 1GURE"
2850 FA 1 enamel=Fi 1enamet.OurtdisE r
2852 C'EATE BDAT F1 1ename$ , 16,256
2854 ASSIGN @Datapath TO FilenameT
2856 OUTPUT @Datapath;Runidt
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OU TPUIJT @Datr,h;Mesmtid$
OUTFU r Datzpath;Ti me datet
O1uIFPUV K%_ltapath;F Fst.rrt,FstopFstep
IF !"= t t vp'-- "r rHEP (NO ST EF'S " HEN

OUfF-LIT fzD._.tpath;1
ELSE

28'3I:)

2864

288:
28 -
2372
2874

28'/8
2880
2802
2834
2886
2883
2890

92 
2894
2E:96
2893
29:00
29C%2
2904
2906
2908
291'2
2912
2914
2916 "

2918
9' C;

2 9 p

2922
29 4

29u8

29=4
29_629343

29.14
2942
2944
2945
2?48

29

2964296
2966

2968
297

2974
29 7.'

file for "; Run _id4 ;" SAVQED."

Print vitals: !
PRINTER IS Printer
FRIN~
PR INT
PRINT
PR INT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
F'RI NT
PRIN't
PRINT
PFrINr
PRINT
PRINT
FRINI
PRINT
J=INTO
IF J.

I=1

REPEAT

RPTI ( " ", 8(-))
"THIS DATA SET IS IDENTIFIED AS: ";Runid$
"MEASUREMENT date: ";Timedate$
RPTI (.. "-" ) ,

Measmt id$
RPT$ ( "-", 80)
FREQUENCIESS ";Fstart;" TO ";
Fstop; " STEP "; Fstep; " MHz. "
"THE TUNER STEPPED "; Total _steps; " increments. "
Total meters;" PWP METERS and DVMs, along with
" channels of the NBS multiprobe system."

"The measured DATA are defined as follows:"
"PT l ( ,80)
"Data slot # Description";
TA(4);"Data slot # Description"
((Total chanS+Total_meters)/:)+1)

((Total chans+Total meters)/2)+1 THEN J=J+1

' J is starting point of second col imr-.

";Tctal chen

PRINT I;": ";Meter _defns$(I);
IF K =Total _chans+Total _meters THEN

FRINJ TAB C40) ;K: ": ";Meter _defnst 0( )
ELSE

PRINT
LNE' IF

k=1 +1

UN I iL 1 =3
PFINT RPT$("-", 0)
PFINi USING "2/"
PRINTER IS CRT
RETURN

' / / / // / / /
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OUTFUl Dya Lapath; Tct 1_steps
END IF
0U IPU I @Datapath;Totl m1 meters

OLrFLPUT @Dt pa1th; Total canss
UUTFUl @LU-tapath; Erobeaddr (*)
O!FUT @Dat path;Meter defns$(*)
OUTPUT @Datapath; Fi le20steps
ASSIGN @Datapath TC *
OFF EFFUR
PRINTER IS CRr
PRINT TIME TIMEDATE);" CONFIGURE

RETURN



END

! ** *-****+**********************4*+i***ii+++ **** -*'*J*+

SULU Measuremenu
Measure_ menu:

' 0rignal: 5 ; 1954
! Revision: 24 Jan 18&

! This routine wi1l faci1itate s-ttirn Up the
! mr-asurement by providing MENU Access tz the

parameters.

293:

2983

299u
299::

0161

i?18
3U 4

2I9 8

3C)51

3052304

3046

3058
3050

3062

3064

t_16

371)

3 7

- 178

3s24

:)86

3C294
3028

7f 33

3tX52

/Par ameters/
/Far meter s /
/Parameter s/
/Parameters/
/Parameters/
/Parameters/
/Parameters/
/Parameters/

REAL FstartFstcpFstep
REAL M neut-, la _cut ,Minpwr ,NMl:: pwr , Ti m _et
INTEGER Lowdbr,Hm'ghdbm.3tepdbm
INTEGER Search_eut.Search_pwr,Ferun
INTEGER Begin step,Tcta,_stepslotal _meters
Runid:,Neasmt_id$,Timedatet
Meter _defns1(*) ,Operato,-_name$,Testtype$
Couplerid ,Generatoridt

COM /Files/ S^Lurcedis.$,Outdisk.$,FilenameI
COM /Bugs/ INTEGER Bug 1,Bug2,Bug,Printer
COM /Interrupts/ INTEGER Intrprt'
DIM TestC 160]
INTEGER Local_prty,IAsciinuminterrupted
Local _prty=Intrprty
DISP CHRZ(129>

IF Printer=7i1 THEN
ON TIMEOUT 7,.5 GOSUB Printerdead
PRINT
OFF TIMEOUT

END IF

IF Bug1 THEN

FRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);RPT("*",10);" ENTER MeasureTienu"
END IF
CALL Wipe clean ! Clear the CRT.
PRINTER IS CRT
GOSUB Write_bacgnd ! Format menu area.
IF NOT Rerun THEN

GOSUB Startup_values ! Initial values
Put initial values in menu

ELSE
F r _ al L.E' ' Fut CL rert .al LIe in r rL,

END IF

!Mal:e any charges or corrEct io,.

GOSUI I e f ne _ eyvs
PRINT IA8X' (t6,:);D TEt(TIMED(TE)

LOOP
IF interrupted THEN GOSUE Define_ eys
ON KEY 5 LABEL "EXIT RESET",Localprty GOTO E'itsub
ON KEY 15,Localprty GOUb Start_up_values
PRINT TAPXY(69,3);TIME$(TIMEDATE)

END LOOP
E;:it sub:'
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COM
CON
COM
COMN
COM,
COM
COM
COM



C978 END

29 f SUB r1_suremenuI
29 3 Measure menu:!
.- C9j LOr iin a. 5 M y 19a:4

:.9. ! Revic1n: 2A Jan 1 +E

' ! This r o ti ri 1 fciJ2t tE si2ttrci cp th,

9nmar-ment by prcvidinr NENU r cc"-. t. t
pArameters.

,t_4 COM /Framneters/ REAL Fsta.rtFEtop.F LE-

6CON /Farmeters/ REAL Min _e"t L .p ,'f- Mr ,
CO /Farameter s! INTEE Low dbmHi db.t p D qb

'01 COM /Parameters/ IN4TEGER Seache-,t , Se2 rch , rur
'E12 COM /Parameters/ INTEGER Ewin stej,ftetal p it t.i

3-')14 COM /Parmreters/ Run _ f d 1leFamt _id$,TimedAte
3016 COM /F'ar arieters/ Meter defns$t(*> ,F t-r'to-r nam, T ,st t vps

-018 COM /Farameters/ COUpI eri dit ,GnerAtor id4

COM /File Sr ce dis i,0ktdisk.,FilenaEk
3)24 CON / Bug / INTEGER Bu q , Bud2 CLg ,Printer

COM / Interrupts/ INTEGER Intrprt,
')28 DIM Test$11602

_t3j3j INTEGER Lccl _prty , I , Ac i i _-r M, InterrL upted
3032 LocaI prty=Intr prty
3034 DISF CHR$ (129)
3036 !

3038 IF Frinter=701 THEN
3040 ON TIMEOUT 7,. 5 GOSUE Printe-de d
3042 PRINT
3044 OFF T I MEOUT
3046 END IF
3048!
3050 IF BuQ 1 THEN

PRINT T1ME$(TIMEDA1E) ;RFT$ ("*",1i?; ENT- s Fn

3.U4 END IF
305- CALL Wipe_clean !ClEar the CRT.
.058 PRINTER IS CRI

3)6( GOSUB Write_backgnd ! Fornzt menL' Rrea.
30 "S IF NOT Re run THEN

3(64 GOSUB Startupvalies ! Initial: -val5's

_L6 ! Put iriti l valIh+3 l n rI1r .

'06C ELSE
3 tGOSU Fi l _ in valUes Fut cu r rrt e 1 t. i r. mEr

3072 END IF
3074
3076 Mal:e any changes or corrsction

3.078
308 G0SUE Def i n ekeys
3082 PRI t r AX (56, 3); DETE: TIME'D TE)
3084 LOOP
=056 IF Interrupted THEN 30SUP D{f i ne. _ Ey

3 r8 ON KEY 5 LABEL "EXIT RESET" ,Local _prti GCO E i 'ib
3C90 ON KEY 15,LocaI _prty GOSUE Start~u Lv aluens
3092 PRINT TABXY (69, 3);TIME$ (TIMED4TE)
3094 END LOOP

3'(9 Exit sub: !
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OFF 'Er
DISF CHRT(12)
Time date$= IM= (TIMEDrE ,", "-EWTES:TIMED ,TE)
PRINTER IS FPrinfer
IF Printe-=7 1 THEN DUMF ALFH'
IF Bugti THEN

Fr.:lr4T TIE tTlM~rE);PP7 ",ll): * E7IT Measure_ znu"
END IF
C-ILL Wipe_clean
PRINTER IS CRT

SUELXI l

//, /////// / ///////////////////////////,//// / // / / / /

309E
310 0
3102
3104
3106

.31
311r

3112
3114
3118

318

3130
3122

3124
3136

3138
3131)

3142

3134
3136

3140
3142
3144
3146

3148

315
3+152

3154
3156
3158
3'160
3 62
3164
3166
3168

317)?

3172
3174
3176
3173
318u
3182
3184
3186

3188
3190
3192
3194
3196
3198

320432(16

3210
3212
3214
3216

SELECT PARAMETER TO CHANGE"
DISF " ('shift key) ;RFT:" ",15)
ON KEY 0 LABEL "TEST ID ^TYPE",Localprty GOSUP Chanoe_eutid
ON VEY 10.Localprty GOSUB Change_type
ON KEY 1 LABEL "FREEs ^SIG GEN",Local_prty GOLU' Changefreqs
ON KEY 11,Localprty GOSUB Change_levels

ON KEY 2 LABEL "INPUT MIN 'MAX",Localprty GOSUB Changepwrmin
ON KEY 12,Localpry GOSUB Change_pwr_ma--
ON FEY 3 LABEL "LEVEL ^S1=ARCH" ,Local prty GCSUB Change_search-p
ON KEY 13.Lccalprty 303U Changesearch _e

ON KEY 4 LABEL "EUT MIN M[X",Local_prty GOSUB Change_eutmin
ON KEY 14,Localprty GOSLB Changeeut_ma-

ON 'EY 6 LABEL "DATE 'NMEH",Localprty GOSUB Call _time_date
ON KEY 16,Local prty GOSUB Enter_name
ON KEY 7 LABEL "Response Time".Localprt' GOSUB Change_response
IF Test _type-V.;:."OTHER (NO STEPS)" THEN

ON VEY 8 LABEL "TUNER BEGIN'',Local prty GOSUE Change_tuner
ON FEY 18,Localprty GOSUB Changebeginstp

END IF
ON KEY 9 LABEL "DISK DRIVE",Local prty GOSUB Changedisk:iriv
RETURN

Startupvalues: ! Define the initial values for all parameters.
Rerun=1
Fstart= 100
Ftop=1'00
Fstep=5t
Low_dbmr=-40
Hiqh__dbm=-I:
Step _dbm=1
Search_eut=)

Search _ wr='j

Min eut.=10E-6
Ma::_eut=lO.0
Mi n_pwr=1 .uE-6
Ma: _pwr=l0.0
Time_ eut=fC.
Begin_step=l
Total _steps=200b

Frequency range in MHZ.

Signal generator level in dEm.

! c= DO NOT auto search for EUT respcnse
1= DO
)7= DO NOT auto le'.el the Net Input p.wer.

! 1= DO
Minimum output of EU1 in .its.
Ma imum cutput cr EUT in volts.
mnimum net input power in watts.
Max imum net input power in watts.
Time for EUT to respond after field is =-t.

'An integer division of 320(0
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Define_ceys:
OFF kEY
Interrupted=-
DISP' RPT$("'",15);"



Tool. t-pe$="IiDE)E TUNE REGULaf" 'or "MODE TUNE EMI:S3ITCilI "
'or "OTHER (NO S TEE) "

Run i di="Run 1 "
COpor .=t r _namE '(="Ga] e, Lcrpi e"
Mr1>Asmt id4="IE'alU.t0 the fctptabi1ity 0f

Measmt i d 1 'Srmt i d-: in the NBS Reverber
C Eup eor i d:I*"HF 7 )"
GenEr F t r _id$=" HP 866:)(v"

a device"
at ing Chamner."

6OSU1E: Fill in._values ! FAt initial values in menu
RETURN

3..::..

3 ' 4

32'4

*2 44
3..46

3"x48

J (-

3264

326

7-)i

38

324

32466

-'-2-7i

3-44

274

32

2ED 4

128

362724

366

32.8

32'70

372

.174

3_76

32- -. 4
3._28 6

3282
37. 7- ',

=_46

GOSUP Change eLtid
GOSUB Printtype
GSUU F'r i n t f r eqs
GOSUE Print-genlevel
GOSU'r F'rint~beginstp
GOSUD Print t Uner
GUSUB Print fnamfe

GOSUB Fri ntsearchp
BOSUE F'r i nt _search _E

GOSUB F'rint_eUt min
GOS3UB Fr int _Cu t _Max
GOSUP F'rintpwrmin
GfUL: Fri ntpwr _
GOSUD Fr i n t _wai t
GOSU8 Print disl.:drive

RET URN

! Fill in the values

Write-bac kgnd: ! Format menu area.
CHR$ (129)
TABXY(16,1);" ***MEASUREMENT
TABXY(1,=) ;" TEST ID: "
TABXY (23,) " TYPE: "
TABXY(41 ,3);" DATE / TIME: "

PARAMETERS -

CHR$ (13.2
TADXY (1,5;
CHR$ (129) ;

TA'XY
TADX /e

TvP8XY
T AIXY
T A P X Y

(1 , );
(1,9);

(1,1C)
(1 11 )
(Li ,.8)

RF'T$t.(" ", 16:))

" FREQUENCY (MH-)
LOW:

" HIGH: "
STEP: "

" GENERA-1CR (dm)

T AUX Y (41 , 8) ; NET INPUT FOWER (W )
T(ABX Y (41 ,9) ; MIN: "
I:,IDXY (41 , 1V) " aX: "
T AIX Y (41 , 11);" LEVEL INPUT "
T AB;XY (65.8) ; EUT ESFUNSE "
TiXY (65, 11); SEARCH? "
CHR$ (125) ;
TABXY (62,') ; .".. .
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Fill _in val ues: '

PR INT
PRINT
PRINT
FR INT
PRINT

PRINT
FR I NT
PRINT

FFINT

-RIN1
F I N1T

FRINT
PRtIN1

PR.INIPR INI

FR I N !
PRINT
P'RINT

PRINT
PRINT

! /// / ////// ///////////////////// /////



~ A::XlY (62 , 1C)o
CHIRt (12?) ;

T1(BDXY (1,1*);
FArXY(41 ,1 '
Tg8:'Y (41 , 15
IABXY(1, 15);

I I ,BX Y (29, 15)

T A XY (1 ,17) ;

TABXY (41, 17)

CHRT ( 123)

EiSTIMATE EUT RESPCNDE TIME "
;"sec nds. "; RPT* ( q 30)
" COUPLER/SIG GEN: ";

BEGIN TUNER POSITION "
; END "

OPErfTOR: "
; " OUTPUT DISK DRIVE: "

* 4)134'

3 48

-54
3:456

3u50

3158
3360

3362

3364
370

374

-'4

3376
3378
3380

33=84

3336
3388
339C)

33942

3_4

496
33._98

3400
402
404

3406
3408
341)
3414
3414
3416
3416
3420

3422
3424
3426
342i8

3430
342 

3404
34=6

;41E;
344
344'

73444
,44,b

3443

345
7454

,456

(your uri ts)

Chang' _:ut min: rntEer rupted-1
IF N0T Search eut UR Test type*="MOUE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEL L IUPN
LISP " ENTER the LOWER LIMIT for the EUT RESPONSE (your uni t.)
INPUT Min &ut

IF Min eut "Ma _et THEN Min_eut=Max eut
Print ut min: '

PFRINV TTABXY (66,9)
IF NOT Search eut OR Test_t ype$="MODE TUNE EM T SSI UN= " T HEN

PRINT USING "9A"; " Nct used"
ELSE

PRINT USING "ND. 2DE";Mi.n _eut
END IF
RETURN
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PF IN I
FRIN T
PR1N
PR INI
PRINT
PRIW r
PRINT
F'P EN I
PRINT
PFR INT
RETURN

F rintrJead: DIEP "NO PRINTER at HPIB address 71C "
DISP " Please ccrrect situation and hit 'CONTINUE'"
BEEF'
PAUSE
RETURN

Call time- date: Interrupted=1
CALL Time data
RETURN

Change ut _Ma; : Interru-pted=1
IF Test _typeV="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN RETURN
DISF " ENTER the UPPER LIMIT for the EUT RESPONSE
INPUT Max eut
IF Max _eut:Mineut THEN

Min_eut=Max eut
GOSUB Print _eutmin

END IF
Frint_eut _max: !

PRINT TABXY (66, 1() ;
IF Test_ type$="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN

PRINT USING "9A";" Not used"
ELSE

PRINT USING "MD.2DE";Maxeut
END IF
RETURN



3453 !
346. / /////!
3462 !
3464 Chanqe pwl - me.: InterruLpted=1
346 IF NOT Search .powr OR l est t yphE ="M.DI?_ TUNE EMi 5SI ONS" THEN i-E TURH
3468 DI3F " ENTER the Ma:i mum NET Input Power
3470 I NPIT Ma:, _pr
3472 IF MaN~pwr ':. THEN Ma;_pwr=0.
3474 IF Ma;;_.pwr Minpwr THEN
3476 Mi n_pwr=Ma- _pwr
3478 GOSUE; Print _pwr _miin

3480 END IF

34 8 Pr int pwr_ma:!
3434 PR INT T ADXY (50 , 10) :

3486 IF NOT Searchpwr OR Test_type$="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN
3438 PRINT USING "9A";" Not used"
349() ELSE
3492 PRINT USING "MD.2DE";Ma;_pwr
3494 END IF
3496 RE BURN

3498
3500!////////////////// ////////////

3502
3504 Change pwrmiin: Interrupted=1
3506 IF Test _type$="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN RETURN
3508 DISF " ENTER the Minimum NET Input Power "

51() INPUT1 Minpwr
3512 IF Minpwr:(:0. THEN Minpwr=0.

514 IF Minpwr >Max<pwr THEN Min"Jwr=MaNpwr
3516 Printpwrmin: !
35113 PRINT 'TArX Y (5r0 ,9);

3520 IF Test type$="MODE TUNE EISEICNS" THEN
3522 PRINT USING "9V"; " Not used"
3524 ELSE
3526 FRINT USING "MD. 2DE";Minpwr
1528 END IF
3530 REl URN

35365~14

3538 Changesearchp:
354o IF Search-pwr=0 AND Searcheut= THEN
3542 Search_pwr=1
3544 ELSE
3546 Search _pwr =0
3548 END IF
3550 GOSUE( Print _gen_ ev el
3552 GOSUE Prirntpwriri:
3554 Print- searchp: !
3556 F'RINT TALX r (56, 11) ;
:558 IF Testtype$="MUDE TUNE EMISSIUN" 1H- N
356() PRINT "OFF"
3562 ELSE

=5b4 IF Sear chpwr THEN

3566 PRINT "ON "
3563 ELSE
357) PRINT "OFF"
3572 END IF
3,74 END IF

576 RETURN
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( anc sear h e: r

END IF
h FU a Print qfn_ 1?Vl

GOSU Pr 'nt eut ITiifn

35

3588

35:35E2

3594

3598
36+ ):

.6A C .F:
361

3614

.614

63

36 C2

3 624

_626

369

6'4

368

=643
364).)

:65i

3654

364-6

:65x3
3653

366:)
3662
3664

3663
.669

:6783?6 .

367J2
36EJ1

:686
3680
:690
3692

3694
3696

/ 7,, / / / / //./ / // // .. ' //,////// // /i/ /, ,////,.

Change t pe:
Interr upted=
OFF E.EY
DISI " SELECT MEASUREMENT TYFE. "
ON KEY U LAUEL. "Source = A~f",Local _prty+1 GOTO SoUrce_ant
ON EY 2 LrBEL "Source = EUIT",Local prty+1 GOTO Source_eLut
t:)N EY' 4 LABEL "NO TUNER TF'" ,Localprty+1 GOTO Notuner tep

END LOOP
Source _ant: ! Re'qulr MODE TUNED TESTS with transmitt ng antenrn

Testtvpe_:V="MODE TUNE REGULAR"
Measmt idt="Eval Late the susceptability of a device"
Measmt id$=Measmt_idT:." in the NSS Reverberating Chamber. "
G0SU Pr i nt eut i d
GOTO New type

Source eut: ! Emi sEi ons Usi nq MODE TUNED sequence , EUT as ource
Testtype$:="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"
Measmt i dt="Mea~sure the radiated emissions of a device"'
Mesamt 1d:¬=Measmt id-t" in the NDS Reverberatinq ChambEr. "
GSUE Pr i n L Cut i d
Goov Niew1_typ2

Nct Lner =t ep:' Other measm 'r rents that reqUir e no TUNER steppi rg
Tezt t peft="OHEP (NO STEPS) "

Mc _mm)- i d -"Meclur-e the resporsc of E. device to a f iel d"
Meaont id=Ner_ t idp ." in the NDS 1.2 meter TEM CELL. "
GU3UEI IL; Fri rt euti d

New_ typP: OFF FEY
! Update all. the m(nU i teams affected by TYPE change.
GOSUD Print_gen_1evel
GOSUB Print_beginstp
GOSUD Fr i nt _tuner
1OSUP Printsearch e
GUSU Pr int _sear ch_p
GOSUL: Pr int _gen_i d
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Print seArch e:
PR INr TAE)X" (75, 11);
IF lest typE$.'="MLE TUNE

F'R IN1 "OFF "
ELSE

IF Se.arch _eut THEN
PRINT "ON "

ELSE
PRINT "LJFF"

ENID IF
END IF
RE TURN

EMISE1ONS" -rHEN



369:3 GJUP P rint. _pwr min
370 b>O-UB Fri nt _pwr m:
3702 G033UG Frint _Lt min
371--0 GOSUD Frint _ ut ma..
370! Prmnt_type:

37u8 FRINIT CHR: (129) ;
3710 PRINT TADXY(45,1);
3712 SELECT Testtype$
:714 CASE "MODE TUNE FEUULAR", "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"
716 F-PRNT "MODE TUNED TESTS";

3718 CASE "U lHER (NO STEPS) "
3,72C) FRIN] "TEM CELL TESTS "
3722 CASE ELSE

F7-24 PINT " "'77";
3726 END SELECT
372 PRiNT CHR$ (128);
37-3() PRINT TABXY(31,3);
373:: SELECT Testtype$
37-4 CASE "MODE TUNE REGULAR"
37!6 PRINT "REGULAR "
37 8 CASE "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"
3740 PRINT "EMISSIONS"

4'2 CASE "OTHER (NO STEPS) "
3744 FRINT "OTHER "
X746 CASE ELSE
3748 FPRINT "^^^^^^^^7"
375 END SELECT
3752 RETURN
3754 !

'756

758 I

3760 Change_beginstp:Interrupted=l
3762 IF Test _type$="OTHER (NO STEPS)" THEN GOTO Printbeginstp
3764 DISP' " ENTER THE BEGINNING TUNER STEP NUMBER "
3766 INPUT Begin_step
1768 IF Begin_step Totalsteps THEN Begin step=Total_steps
3770 Frintbeginstp: !
3772 PRINT TADXY(24, 15);
3774 IF Test _type$::. "OTHER (NO STEPS)" THEN
3776 PRINT USING "4D";Begin_step
3778 ELSE
3780 FRINT USING "4A"; "N/A "
3782 END IF
3784 RETURN
3786 !
3788 !/ //////////// ////////
379:)
3792 Change tuner:!
3/94 iF TeSt._typeF="OTHER (NO STEPS) " THEN GOTO Print tuner
3796 SELECT TtaLsteps
3793 C(SL -2.f

3800 Trot al _step s= 1OC
3802 CASE 16:):
3304 Tota1steps=32:

306 CASE 800
3808 Total _steps=160C
3810 CASE 4O::)
3812 Total steps=800
3814 CASE 2)0
3816 Total _steps=40(:)
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3818 CASE 1C.)
B 0 Total s-eps= O

?8 2 CASE ELSE
T8 4 Total -steps-400
38 6 END SELECT
38 3 Print_tuner:
38 F'RINT TAUXY (35 15) ;

IF Test _type. "OTI-IER (NO STEPS) " THEN
34 PR~FINT USING "4D";Total stEps

3836 ELSE
38) FRINI USING "4A": "N'A "
3840 END IF
3842 IF 8egin_step:.rctsl steps THEN
3844 Le i n_step=Total _steps
3846 GOSU Frintbeginstp
384D END IF
38'0 RET URN
3852

3856 !
3858 Changeeutid:Interrupted=1
3860 DISF " ENTER the TEST I D# (LEGAL FILE NAME) "
3862 OUTPUT 2 USING "K,#";Run_idS
3864 LINPUT Test$
3866 IF LEN(Test$)=0 THEN Change-eutid
3868 IF LEN(Test) >10 THEN
3870 BEEF'
3872 DISP " ERROR in NAME ENTRY--TOO MANY CHhRACTERS, TRY AGAIN. "
3874 WAIT 1.8
3876 OUTPUT 2 USING "K:,#";Filename
3878 GOTO Changeeutid
3880 END IF
3882 FOR I=1 TO LEN(Test)
3884 Ascii num=NUM(TestS[I])
3886 SELECT Ascii num
3888 CASE 65 TO 90,95,97 TO 122,48 TO 57
3990 !Allowed characters
3892 CASE ELSE
3894 BEEF'
3896 DISF' "ERROR in NAME ENTRY--ILLEGAL CHARACTERS, TRY AGAIN."
3898 WAIT 1.8
3900 GOTO Change eutid
3902 END SELECT
3904 NEXT I
306 Run _id=Test$

3910 DISF' " DESCRIF ION of the EUT and F'URPOSE for test'. (? 2 liricc "
3912 OUTFUT 2 USIN( "V.,#";Measmt_idt
391:1 L INWULT Measrt _i dS
3916 F'rint eutid:'
391 FRIN1 I AXY (12, ) ;RPT3 1" ",10)

92 C) PR INf T,12xY(12,3) ;RUn _ id

9 PRINT CHR (132);
3924 PRIN r TAGXY (1,5) ;PPTt (" ", 160)
926 FRINT IABXY(1,5);Measrnt_idS
92P? PRINT CHR$(128);
930 RETURN

3934
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39 -.
3940)

3942
3944
"3946

3948

3954
3956
3958
3960
3962
3964
3966
3968
397

3972
3974
3976
3978
3980
3982
3984
3986
3988
3991
3992

3994

3996
3998
4000
4002

40>6

4Ct1C

4012
4014
4016
4018

4022
4u24

404

40-26

4042
4>44
4046

4048

4052
4054
4056

Enter freq er: '
-1SF" " EFr'jk in rum 'ric entry or ILLE4IL .-alue. "
BEEF
Wa I T 1.3

Chang .Frea:Infer:-uptd-=1
DISF ENTEP Start, Stop, Step frequencies (MH:).
DISF "CRF-.no: -- 3', .- i0c 2000-1 8UY ]"
L INF'UL1 re t$
ON ERFOF G1.. .r3 Enter _free_er
Fstart=VAL (Tests)
Fstop-=VAL (Test-rFPOL;'Test$,",)+11)

Te=t$=Test [POS(Test ,",")+1,LEN (TestV)]

Fstk-p=VL (Test$CF'OS r Test , 1")1+)
OF F EPROP
IF Fstcp:.Fstart THEN GOTO Enter _freqer
Fs tar t=MA X'MIN (Fst ar t, 18C)1:0) , 1)
Fstop=MAX (MIN (Fstop , 180uC) , 1)
Fstep=MAX (MIN (Fstep, 18000) , . 0)1)
SELECT Fstart+(Fstop-Fstart)/2 !Mid point in th
CASE <=30 ! Set limits to 1-30 range

IF Fstop. 30 THEN Fstop=30
Generator _id$="HP _8660A"
Couplerid$="CH _130_4"

CASE <=2000 ! Set limits to 30-200 range
IF Fstart :.30 THEN Fstart=30
IF Fstop :2: woo0 THEN Fstop=2000
Coupl er_i d$="HF 778D"
Generator_id$="HP 8660A"

CASE =2C00 ! Set I irrits to 200-18(:)0 range
IF Fstart20C)0 THEN Fstart=2OO+
Coup1 er _i d$="HF_ 1 ; 69:D "
Generator ids'="HF_8672A"

END SELECT
Print_freqs: !

PRINT TPABXY (9,9);
PRINT USING "5D. 2D";Fstart
PRINT TPAEXY (9, 10) ;
PRINT USING "5D.2D";Fstop
PRINT T ABXY (9, 11) ;
PRINT USING "5D.2D";Fstep

F'rint__gen__id: !
PRINT TAE:XY (59, 15) ; RPT ("" ,.21) ;
IF Test_ typet="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN

PRINT TABXY (59, 15) ; "Not used"
ELSE

PRINT TA XY (59, 15) ;CoupleridT; "/";GEnerator _idt
END IF
RETURN

Chang; level s: Inter rupt ed- 1
IF Test typeT="MODE TUNE EMISSIONS" THEN RETURN
IF Se&rcheut O Search pwr THEN

DISF' " ENTER the LOW, HIGH, STEP Signal generator LEVEL (dEcm)
DISF " ... integers only' "
INPUT Lowdbm,High-dbm,Stepdbm
IF LowdbmHigh_dbm THEN Lowdbrm=Highdbm ! capped by high dbm
IF Stepdbm' 1 THEN Stepdbm=1

ELSE
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DIP " ENTER Signal genere r LEVEL (dBT"
IISF' " . . integers only ".
INFLI1 Low dhm
IF high. db.i Low, dbm THEN High dbm=L'w_dbT Capped b, 1 _w dbnm

ENE, IF
Print _gen level ]

PRINT CHf 1 9) ;
SELECT Test ty pe$
CASE "MOLE TUNE REGULAR" , "OTHER (NO STEPS) "

IF Search_e.dt OR Search _pwr THEN
PINT TABXY (21,9) ; " LOW: "
PRINT TABXY(21,10);" HIGH: "
FRINT TABXI'(21,11);" STEP: "

ELSE

405:

40e

406
407

407
406-

4C74
40734

4086
4082
409':'

4094
4096
4098
4 100
4102
4104
4106
4108

4112
4114
4116
4118
412':'
4122
4124
4126
4126
4130
4132
4134
4136
4138
414c:
4142
4144
4146
4148

415':
41512
4154
4156
4156
416':
4162
4164
4166
4168
41 70
4172
4174
4176

1

i

(21,9) ;9
( 21 , 1 '1
(21,11)

FIXED:

END IF
CASE "MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"

PRINT TABXY(21,9) ; " NOT "
PRINT TABXY (21,10);" USED "
PRINT TAB-XY (21 , 11);"..

CASE ELSE
PRINT TAB'8Y (21,9) ; " ERROR "
PRINT TABXY (21, 1)) ; "DETECTED"
FRINT TABXY(21,11) "IN TYPE!"

END SELECT
PR INT CHR$ (128);
PRINT TABEXY (30,9)
PRINT USING "4A";" "
PRINT TABXY (3'), 10);
PRINT USING "4A";" "
PRINT TABXY (30, 11) ;
FRINT USING "4A";" "
IF Test _type$.-"MODE TUNE EMISSIONS"

PRINT TABXTY'(30,9)
PRINT USING "4D";Low dbm
IF Search_eut OR Searchpwr THEN

PRINT TABXY (=i), 1i,) ;

PRINT USING "4D";High dbm
PRINT TABXY(3C,11);
PRINT USING "4D"; Step dbm

END IF
END IF
RETURN

THEN

Change responsec: Interrupted=1
DISF' "ENlER time for EUT to respond after field is set. (srcor'ds)
INPUT Time cut

Printwait:'
PR INI TAIa 0 (_0, 1-7);
IF 1 1 me eui : 9999 THEN

PRINT USING "X,5D. 3D";Time eut
ELSE

PRINT USING "MD.3DE";Time_eut
END IF
RETURN
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FRINT
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TABXY



4178 / / ///////// / //

418:
418: Entername:Interrpted=1
4184 DISF " PLEASE TYPE IN YOUR NAME "
4186 LINFU1 Tests
418'3 Operator _name$=Test$[1,28]
4190 Frintname:'
4192 PRINT TABEXY(1-,17);RPT$(" ",28);
4194 PRINT TANXY (13,17);Operator_name$
4196 RETURN
4198

4202

4204 ChanQE diskdriv:
4206 OFF KEY
4208 Interrupted=1
4210 D1SF " SELECT DISK DRIVE for DATA OUTPUT. "
4212 ON KEY 0 LABEL "LEFT Internal",Localprty+1 GOTO Left _internal
4214 ON KEY 2 LABEL "9133 HARD DISF",Localprty+1 GOTC Hard?133

4216 ON KEY 4 LABEL "RIGHT Internal",Localprty+1 GOTO Right__internal
4218 ON KEY 7 LABEL "9133 floppy",Localprty+1 GOTO Floppy913

422D: LOOP
4222 END LOOP
4224 Left internal:Outdisk$=":INTERNAL,4,1"
4226 GOTO Diskselected
4228 Rightinternal:Outdisk$=":INTERNAL,4,C)"
4230 GOTO Dis._selected
42:.2 Hard913:OLutdisk=":HP913,7)0,0"
42=4 GOTO Disk:_selected
42-6 Floppy9l33:OutdiskS=":HP913,72,C"
4238 Dissk_selected:OFF KEY
4240 Printdiskdrive: !
4242 PRINT TABXY(62,17);Outdisk$
4244 RETURN
4246 !
4248

4250 !
4252 SUBEND
4254 !
4256 ! *** ****************

4258 !
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100' PE -STOE "MODE srIRw
S ! Or igiril 2.. May 1'0?1, G. E Oeple, NEC (3' ) 497-576,

104 ! Reision: 02 Oct 19i--5
106 ! ........ ..... ........................................
108 The program is currEnt 1 y con f i ciur e as f o 1 ows:
11C ! 1) Read diode detector on PVM L[722) (Horn antenna)
112 ! CalibrAte this re -dinq via diode calibration
114 and normalize to 10 mW=/cm'2 referenced to the
116 ! ene-qy calculated via reference ?ntenna as read
118 ! on the spectrUmII analyzer.
12 !

122 ! 2) Read 'cm dipole output on DVM 2 [723) and DVM" 3 [724]
124 ! This s the EUT for the measurEment.
126 ! Caelibrate via calibration cure anc
12S ! normalize to 37 dB V/m as cal cul ated from
1I ! reference received power.
172

134 ! 3) In the event of failure to complete revolution
136 ! the program will modify sample count to compensate.
138!
140 ! 4) Parameters set for NPS chamber.
142 !
144 ! 5) Save data is disabled, neodc to be updated for GRAPH DATA
146 !
148 ! .....................................................

152 !=== CHECI ALL CABLES ANT FAD PLACEMEHIS
154 !
15C !This measurement routine will operate the REVERBER T1ON CIir.ME'E-
153 !usi-g MUDE STIRED techniques. Tha tuner is stepped continuousl y
160 ! i nd meaSur ements are performed as vr.cr onusl y. In this versi or. each
162 !frequency is measUred completely before proceeding
164 !to the ne::t frequency.
166 !Coupler, cable loss, and Power meter head corr ectior.s are applied
163 !immediately to the measured data.
170 !The statistical results are saved for graphing.
172 !
174 !
176 OPTION BASE 1
178 DEG
181) PINIER IS 1
182 OUTPUT 2 USINtG "#;"SCRwaiTCH .EYX"
184 L I F' CHR . ( 129)
186 !
18 GOSUL Lie qracefully !For a clear slate.
19C GOSUEl Dim variatb:e
1'72 CU0SUlD initial <<l Esc
1914 GOS U1 Fillc-1ibratizn

19& CC1?ULL: Uo nleacurementc
193 CUSUb Die q,.,c ou 1' s.

r I F "F"FOCLi1M F I N 1 ,THE D"
S I OFP

+4

21u Din. varj ables:
21:: Lurl 'Pairameters/ Startf ,StopF ,Stepf ,S1 ow down,Coupler 1d$E 10)
214 COM /Parameters/ Generatorid{C10J.D/m_integr-atI13J
216 COM /Parameters/ INFECER Low dbm, High dbm,Step _dbm,Dvm samples
218 COM /Parameters/ Upperlimit,Threshold,Revtime
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,':. CflH 'Motc. ( renu/ MotiontypeZL1(J,INTEGER Jog _ait
CCM IbE'ris/ INT E(,EF: Eugl1,BuqE2,u',Printer

2:4 CUM /IrtUrrpts/ INTEGER Intrprty
26 CO1 /F1ies.' Sou rcedisI TC2f:).OIutd1 stC2C),FiIenametC9[J

2~c0 1)1M Coup inc (10 , 2) Cou . ref 1 (100 ., 2) ,E'addat a i ds (10: C8 %J

2.2 L1M Ca ble6.a(18':,2),Cable6t (180,21,C_,ble4i18,) ,Cable10 tt(1B0

I_4 DIr, F.c _as:La t'18), 2) ,Fad_s6770( 18O ,2) ,Pad .45-i.: 18c, 2)

2'6 DIM cir(1sC ,2) !NSWC CADLE DATA

240 DiM Ca) id L8),Ab~r2,PwridL2J,Test$E40)
242

244 INTEGER Baddata,Dbn,Rf_on_off
246 INTEGER Failflaq
248 INTEGER Valid,Totalfreos,Totalcurves,Serpoll
250 INTEGER Frintflag,Read1flag,Read2flag,Movingflag,F'adCcdb
252
254 INTEGER Nswcpts
256 INTEGER Incpts,Refl.ptsC6apts
256 INTEGER C6bpts,C4_pts,C10_pts,Padapts,Fadpts,Fadf-pts
260 INTEGER FcountToo_hot,Frintflag2
262 INTEGER Local_prty,Psams,F,Dvmsams,Dvm2_sams
264 !
266 RETURN
268 !
270 !////////////////****INITIALIZE VARIABLES & 10**//////
272 !
274 Initial _va Ues: !
276 !
278 ASSIGN @Motor TO 706
28c ASSIGN @Fwr1 TO 709
282 ASSIGN @Fwr2 TO 710
284 ASSIGN @Dualpwrl TO 711
286 ASSIGN @Spectrum TO 718
288 ASSIGN @Dvml TO 722
290 ASSIGN @Dvm2 TO 723
292 ASSIGN @Dvm3 TO 724
294 ASSIGN @Siq gen TO 719
296 !
298 Intr prty=6
300 Local prty=Intrprty
302 Printer=701

304 Sourcedi sk =":INTERNAL ,4 ,0"
306 Outdis:$=": 1NTERNAL,4,1"
308!

31 C) F'rintflag=U
312 Bug1 =
314 Dug2 )
316 Bugq=.
313 !
320 Motiontyp'-="CONT INUOUS" 'or "STEF" for MODE TUNED.

324 R1 oi off=1 ' 1=on, 0=off

- CALL M^casure _menu 'Go and set up the measurement parameters.
3 0 Dvml sams=Dvm_samples

3'2 Dvm2_ sams=Dvm_samples
3:4 CALL Menu-pwr4'6a !Set up all power meters
3;6 GOSUb Vie _racefully !For a clean slate.
338!
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4

343

36 

4 6

364
'66
68

~7c
X72
374
376

378
370
382

384
376
38

938u
392
=:94
:86

40(:)

44
498
40

412
414
416
414
416

416

420
422
424
426

428

43044 $3

434

44A

446
441'
442
4, 4
4546
45C,
4_-

IF Printflag THEN PRINTER IS Printer
IF FrlntflaQ THEN PRINT CALIBRATIONN DATA FOR THE FOLLOWING
SELECT Couplerid
CASE "HP 7781"

Filename3="HP_778_f"Sourcedist.$
Enter _caldata(F lename$,Coupinc(*),Calid$,Incpts)
Eaddata _id(1)=Cal _id$

IF Printflag THEN PRINT Calid$
Fil enamet="HP_778D_r "&Sourcedi sI
En trcaldata(Filename$,Coup _refl(*),Calid-,Refl_pts)
baiddEta ids$2)=Cal idS
IF Fr int f 1 ag THEN PRINT Cal _idT

C:SE "HF 11 b '2 :"
F I ern _mm z="HF116920 f "1'3ourc-Edi at I
E,-ter _cztldc-ta rF1 en:m-Ti- .Coup_inc(*),Cal _.idT, Inc-pts)
B dc ata i.di ' -CaL _i di
IF Frintflag THEn PRINT ual id4
Fi 1ernameE="HF1 1692D r "ISoLrced1 st $
Enter -cldatc cFilenatmeT,CouprefIf(*,,Cal idT,Refl pts)
E+?ddat? idl (2)=C-?1 id$
IF Lrintflag THEN PRINT Calidf

CASE ELSE
Fi PNT COLEE CALIBRAT ION DATA ERROR..... NOT DEFINED."
BEEF
P ISE

IS LOADED:"

124

--- ---- -- --- -- -LLOCATE THE RAW DATA MITRIX--------------------
Tot. t' l f l_=IrNT ( cSt pfT --St .ar t f ) /'St.-p f) +I

Al u;CrAI E Sa.-e mata << rctal freq3,Tota1cur e_+1)>
ALL0C TE Fd 1!ust ( Totl freqs, 10)

P RI IER IS CRr
PRi NT -I 1 c;D' 1 , 18) ; RFT ( "*" ,20) ;' LOAD SU8 PROGRAMS ";RPT$("*" ,-)
Fi1en mer=G nerator _id-t-SourcedisI.:
DISF "Insert 'SU Program/Support DTA' disk in
SELECT S )rcediskt
CASE ": INTERNAL,4,0"

DISF "RIGHT DRIVE,
CASE ": IN rEFN-1L , 4 , 1 "

DISF' "LEFT DRIVE,
END SELECT
DISF "and hit 'CONTINUE'."
BEEP'
ON KEY 5 LABEL "CONTINUE",Localprty GOTO Subloads

Zippy:GOTO Zippy
Subloads:OFF -EY

DISP CHR$(12)
DISF " Signal Generator SUB PROGRAMS NOW LOADING "
ON ERROR CALL Errortrap
LOADSUD ALL FROM Filename$
OFF ERRC,
DISF " Signal Generator SUD PROGRAMS LOADED "
WAIT 1

PRINT EiE X (1 , 18) ; RPT$ ("*" , 20) ; " LOAD CALIBRATION DATA "; RPT$ ("*" , 20)
DISF " Calibration DATA for Cables, Couplers, Pads, etc. now LOADING "

Install _cal fi:!.... Install new calibration files here....!



460 ENr 'ELEC r
46 !
4,,4 !--- -- - -------- -- ----------- ---- ------- --- --

46"S '
4&8 F i eram= Cabl e6FT 1" ,Sourced1 sE -
4/u Enter cIdat+(FLIen met,Cable (*) ,Cal_id ,Ch _pts)

472 BFddatt id$(')=Cal id$

474 IF Printflaq THEN PRINT CalidS
476 '
478 Filen=+ e="Cable6FT 6"-S:Urcedisk$
4$0 Enter cald t_(FilenameS,CatleSb(*,Cal _idI,C.bpts)

422 Baddataid$(4>=Cal _ids
484 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal_idT
486 !
4u8 Filename$="Cable4FT 2?"SoUrcedisI t

490 Enter caldata(Filename$,Cable4(*),Cal_id ,C4_pts)
492 Badda.ta id$(5)=Cal _id$

494 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal_idS
496!
498 Filenamel="CabIelOF_ 5."So'rcedisk$
500 Entercaldata(Filename$,Cablel0ft(*),Calid$,C1lpts)
502 Bddata_id$(6)=Cal_id$
504 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal_id$
506 !
508 Fi lename$="PAD S677,"CSourcedisE :
510 Enter_caldata(Filename,Fad_s6

7 70(*) ,Calidt,Padpts)
512 Baddataid$(7)=Cal _idl
514 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal_id$
516 !
518 Fi1enamel=-"PAD 55'0"(Sourcedisat
520 Enter_caldata(Filename$,Paa_f570(*) ,Cal_id$,PAdfpts)
522 Baddeta_id$(8)=Cal _id$
524 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal_id
526
528 FilenameS="FdAS6A146b" SorcediskS
5:.0 Enter _caldata(Filename,Pad as a(*) ,CalidS,Pada_pts)
532 Baddata id$(9)=Cal_id$

534 IF Printflag THEN PRINT Cal_idt

536 !
578 Fi1ename$="PdASEA1466"
540 Fi l erame$=Fi l enamre$ SOurced i skT
542 Enter celdata(FilenameX,Nswc(*),Cal_idS,Nswc_pts)
544 Badd"ta _id$(I)=CaI idS
546 IF Printf1aq THEN PRINT Cal-_ids
548 DISF " Calibration DATA LOADED "

55 .j WAIT 1
552 PR WINTER IS CR T

554 CALL Wipe c1ean

6 DLISP "IN EF'1 OUT1UT DAFA EISF IN
564 SELECT OutdisE S
566 LASE ": INTERNAL, 4,Q0"
568 DISP "RIGHT DRIVE,
570 CASE ":INTERNAL,4,1"

572 DTSP "LEFT DRIVE, "
574 END SELECT
576 DISP "and hit 'CONTINUE'."
578 BEEP
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5,9r ON .E' 5 LA:EL "CONTINE ",Localprt, GOTO Data ;"er
582 Zippity:0TO Zippity
584 Datasa er :UFF KEY
586 DISP CHR$(12)
588
590 RETURN
592
594 !// /////////j///****IE GFACEFULLY*+*////////
59a !
5c8 Die gracE+ ul ly:
600 IF Bugl THEN
6('2 PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);
604 PRINT RPT$("K",15);" DIE GRACEFULLY ";RPT$(":" , 15)
606 END IF
608 ON ERROR GOTO D let done
610 SELECT Generafor id$
612 CASE "HF _866()A
614 DELSU Set freq,Setdbm,FNDigitlO$,FNDigit3s,FNPevs
616 CASE "HP_8672A"
618 DELSUB Setfreq,Setdbm
620 END SELECT
622 DelEt done:
624 OFF ERROR
626 ON ERROR GOTO Deletdone2
628 DEALLOCATE Savedata(*) ,Adjust(*)
630 Delet_done2:
632 OFF ERROR
6=4 RETURN
616 !

640 '
642 Fillcalibration: !Determine the cable, coupler and pad calibration
644 'values for each frequency.
646 !Save these in the adjust(*) file for use by the
648 !measurement routine.
650
652 IF Gug THEN
654 PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);
656 PRINT RPTS'" ",15);" FILL CALIBRATION MATRIX ";RPT$(">",15)
658 END IF
660 Fcount=1
662 FOR Frequency=Startf TO Stopf STEP Stepf
664 Get_cal_value(Frequency,Coupinc,Coupinc(*),Baddata,Incpts)
666 IF Baddata THEN
668 Cal _id$=Baddata_id$(1)
670 GOSUB Flagbaddata
672 END IF
674 Adjust (Fcount, 1)=Coupinc
676
678 Getcal_ alue(Frequencv,Couprefl,Couprefl (*),Baddata,Re-f _t
68:i IF EBaddata THEN
682 Cal_idf=addata id$(2)
684 GOSUD Flagbaddata
686 END IF
688 Ad just(Fcount,2)=Couprefl

692 Getcal _value(FrequencyC6aloss,Cable6a(*) ,Baddata,C6a_pts)
694 IF Baddata THEN
69,5 Cal_id$=Baddata idS(3)
698 GOSUB Flagbaddata
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70:) END I F
702 AdjUSt (Fcount: , h)=Cca lss
704
70 )Et _cal_ Val ie(Frequeiic y,C6h loss,Cable6b(*) ,Eaddata ,C6bpt=)
708 IF Daddata l-IEN
71() Cal d$=dd t id$(4)
712 GOSUD Flaqbaddata
714 END IF
716 Adjust (FC0Unt 4) =.6b 1oss
710
720 Get _cal _value (FreqLuency,C4_1oss ,Cabl e4 (*) ,addata,C4_pts)

7' IF Baddata THEN
724 Ca]. _i d$=Daddata_i d$ (5)
7'26 GOSUB Flagbaddata
72 END IF
730 Adjust (Fcount,15)=C4_loss
73
7 4 Get_cal _value (FrequencyC1 )_loss,Cable1Oft(*),Baddata,C1Cpts)
736 IF Eaddata THEN
73:b Cal _i d$=addata_i d$ (6)
74:) GOSUP Flagbaddata

742 END IF
744 Ad just (Fcount,6)=C1O_ loss
746
748 Get _cal value(Frequency,Fadloss,F'ads6770 (*) ,BaddataFad-pt)
750 IF Baddata THEN
752 Cal i d$=Baddata i d$ (7)

754 GOSU Flagbaddata
756 END IF
758 Adjust (Fcrunt , 7)=Pad loss
760
762 Get _ cal _val Le (Frequency,Fadf _oss ,Fadf5530 (*) , Baddata, Fadfpts)
764 IF Baddata THEN
766 Cal i d-=Baddata i d$ (8)
768 GOSUD Flagbaddata
770 END IF
772 Adjust (Fcount,8)='adf _loss
774
776 Get _cal _value (Frequency,Fada_1oss,F'ad_as6a(*) , Baddata,FPadapts)
778 IF EBaddata THEN
780 Cal _id$=Baddata id$(9)
782 GOSUB Flagbaddata
784 END IF
786 Adjust (FcOunt ,9) =Fada_loss

788
790 Get- cal value (Frequency,Nswcl oss ,Nswc (*) ,BaddataNswcpts)
792 IF Baddata THEN
/94 Cal. i dt=Baddat a i d$ (10)
796 G003LB Flagbaddata
79ti END IF
8(:) Ad.jUst (Fcount , 10) =-4Iwc_1oss

804 Fcour t=Fcount+1
806 NEXT Frequency

BOB GOSHD Fri ntcal val ues

810 RETURN
812 !
814 ! /////////////****FLAG BAD DTA****/////////////////////////

816 !
818 Flagbaddata: !Inform the operator that there is wrong data
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8'_ !beincq brouIght back from Enter cal dat,

8 4 PRINTER IS (R r
82 F'RIrII lP-XY (1 , 18) ;
8':: r-RIN1 RP I * " 1K));" CAL IBRA F ION DA1 S out of r ange for "; Frcuquerc v;
8' PRINT " 11= ";RFT$("*",10)
8B' DISPf Cal I i dI

E31 BEEP
8 _6 FPUSE
833 PRINt TAlXY (1,18) ;
84):) PRINT RF1$ ("*" , 10);" CAL-IBFATION VALUE OF 0 dB WILL BE USED ";

842 PRINT RF- $ ( "*" , 10)
844 WAIT 3
845, PRIN TABXV (I ,8);RPFT$(" ",80)

843 DISP CHR$ ( 12)
8-( RETURN
852 !

856 !
858 Frintcalvalues: !MA::E LIST OF CALIPRATIDN VALUES USED.
860)
862 PRINTER IS Printer
864 PRINT
866 PRINT RF'T $ ("*" , 24) ; " CAL IBR' iION / LOSS VALUES (dB) "; RPT$ ("*" , 24)
863 PRINT
870 PRINT "Frequency Coupler- ----- BLUE CABLES ----- "
872 PRINT " S6770 F5530 ASA6A TEST"
871 PRINT " MHz Inc Refl Lft#1 6ft#6 4ft 1oft'
876 PRINT " pad pad pad Cbl"
878 Lossfmt1:1MAGL M D.D,X,4(MDD.DD),#
880 Lossfmt2: IMAGE 3(MDD.DD),2(MDD.DD,X) ,#
882 Lossfmt=: IMAGE MDD. DD
884 Fcount=1
886 FOR Frequency=Startf TO Stopf STEF' Stepf
888 Coupinc=10*LGT(Adjust (Fc-0unt, 1) ) !Coupler incident
89) Coupre =1c*LGT (Adjust (Fcount, 2) !Coupler reflected
892 C6a 1oss=1):e*LOT(Adjust (Fcount,3)) !6 foot BLUE cable #1
89 4  C6bloss=10*LGT(Adjust(Fcount,4)) !6 foot [LUE cable #6
896 C4_loss=1O*LGT(Adjust (Fcount,5)) !4 foot BLUE cables
898 C10 _1oss=10LGT(AdjUst (FcoUnt,6) ) !10 foot BLUE cables
9K):0 Pad _1oss=10*LGT(Ad just (Fcount,7) ) !Weinschel 56770 ludB pad
902 Fadf _oss=1)*LOT( Adjust(Fcount,8)) !Weinschel F5530 c10dE pad
9t-)4eE Padaloss=1Q*LGT(Adjust(Fcount,9)) !Weinschel AS6A-1466 10dB
906 Nswc loss=10*LGT (Adjust (Fcount., 10)) !NSWC input cable
9M8 PRINT USING Lossfmt 1;Frequency,Coupinc,CouprEF1 , C6alossC6b_1oss
91() FlN1 USING Lossfmt2; C4__loss,Cl1)l1oss,FPadloss,F'adf _loss,F'Pad&_loss
912 PRINT USING LossfmtU;Nswcloss
914 Fcount'=Fcount+1
916 NEXT Frequency
918 PRINT
92u PRINT RF T (" ,e80)

9':2 PRINT ISINL3 "4/"
924 PRINTER I9 CRT
926 RE [URN
928!
9 30 !

9S' ////////////**FEFR MEASURFEMENTS***-x////i//// ///////

9=4 !
9 6 Do _me: regents:
938 !
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PRINIER IS 1
Fcount=1
Dbm=Low dbm !Initialize the Generator Level
FreqLency=Startf !Initialize first frequency.

BEEP
! INPUT "ENTER THE RArNGE SE1 ON THE 1 cm DIPLLE AMPLlFIER",fP1cm scale
! DISP CHR$(12)
Plcm scale=.1
Initializemotor(@Motor)
Zeromotor (@Motor)

REPEAT

!Initial Valums and zeroing

!Calibr . tion data for all cables, probes, & power heads.

941)
942
944
94,5
948
95)

952
954
956
956S
968

962
964
966
968
97C)
972
974
976
978
980
982

984
986
988
99c:)
992

994
996
998

liri
1 c:11)2

1008

1012

1016

1018
1 1)2C)
1022
1024
I126
1028

1034
10:6

11:42

1046

1052
11:54
1056
1058

!18 GHz HEAD.
!26 GHz HEAD.

Coupler incident
Coupler reflected
6 foot BLUE cable #1
6 foot BLUE cable #6 rcv
4 foot BLUE cable
10 foot BLUE cable
Weinschel S6770 1:dB pad
Weinschel F553: 10dB pad
Weinschel AS6A-1466 1 )dB
NSWC input cable

ement will be attempted at
ted number of samples first.
be adjusted if failure occurs.

Fai 1f 1 ag=O

Restart: !Any failure on this measurement causes branch to here.
Secdbm(-140,RF_on_off,@Siggen)
Setfreq (Frequency,@Sig_gen)
Initializemotor(@Motor)

!

DISF CHR$(12)
!

Setdcv3456a(@Dvml)
Readdvm(Eutzero,@Dvml)
Setdcv3456a (@Dvm2)
Readdvm(F'lcmzero,@Dvm2)

Setdvm_ 456a(@Dim1,Dvm integat:,Dvm1 _sans)
Setdm _.456a(@Dvm2, Dm_integaratt,Dvr2_sams)
Setdvm =478a(@Dvm)
Spec _al zr _setup (@Spectru.1m)

! Zero _pwr _rtrs (@Pwr ,@Fwr 2)

Ab:¬=" A13"
CALL Zero_438a(@Dualpwr1,Ab4)

IF NOT Failflag THEN
Dbm=Lowdbm

129

Pwrmtrcal 1=FNFwrmtrcal1 ( (Frequency))
Pwrmtrcal2=FNFwrmtrcal2( (Frequency))

Coupinc=Adjust (FcoLnt , 1) !
Couprefl=Adjust (Fcount,2) !
C6a_loss=Adjust(Fcount,3) !
C6b _Ioss=Adjust(Fcount,4) !
C4_loss=Adjust(Fcount,5) !
C1C)_loss=Adjust(Fcount,6) !
Pad_1oss=Adjust(Fcount,7) !
Padf_loss=Adjust(Fcount,8) !
Fada loss=Adjust(Fcount,9) !
Nswcloss=Adjust (Fcount,10) !

Dvmlsams=Dvmsamples !The measur
DvmZsams=Dvmsamples !the predic

!These will

r.



1)6) Movemotcr (@Mo tor )
1062 PR T ' L HF ( 1 2)
1064 FKINT T ABX' (1,3) TIMEk(TIMEDA TE);"** * *******x*";
1066 PRINT " FREQUENCY ";Frequency; " MHz. ***** * "
1068 PRINI TA:XY (1,5) ; "FINDING THRESHOLD VALUE dBm="
1070 PR INT rABXY (6,5) ; Average EUT RESPONSE= "
IC)72 LOOP
1,-')'/'4 Set _ dbm (Dbm, Rf __onof f , @Si g__gen )
1076 Vave=!.
1078 FOR Sam==1 IU C)
1080 Re 'ddvm 3478a (@Dvm7 , V)
1082 V=V-F1 m zero
1084 Vave=-Vave+V
1086 NEXT Sars
1088 Vave=Vave /40
1090 PRINT TABXY (:0,5) ;
10)'2 PRINT USING "SD";Dbm
1094 PRINT TABXY(60 ,5) ;
1096 PRINT USING "3D.8D", Vave
1098 EXIT IF Vave>=Thrzshold OR Dbm'=Hiqh_dbm
1100 Dbrn=Dbm+Step__dbm
1102 END LOOP
1 104 Stopmotor (@Motor )
1106 ELSE
1108 Set _dbm (Dbm,Rf _on_of f ,@Sig_gen)
1110 END IF
1112 Failflag=1
1114 !
1116 ! Tr igger measurement ... .... ........................
1118 !
1120(, DISP CHR$t(12)

1122 Restartpoint2:!
1124 Ab$="AD"
1126 CALL Readdualpwr (Abj,Apower,Bpower,Toohot,Val id,@Dualpwr1)
11'8 IF Toohot THEN
111u GOSUB Reduce_power
11.12 GOTO Restartpoint2
1134 END IF
1176 IF NOT Valid AND NOT Tco_hot THEN GOSUB Dualpwrerror
11-8 IF Apower C). THEN Apcwer=0.
114? IF Bpower 0. THEN Eipover=0.
1142 Incpwr_raw=Apower
1144 Refpwrraw=Bpower
1146 !
1148 !....Sequence for reading 436a Fower meters.................
115) ! Fwr id ="P1"
1152! Read-pwr _meter (Power,Pwr idt,Valid,@F'wr1,@Sig_gen)
1154 ! IF NOT Valid THEN
1156 01SF "ERROR IN 436a POWER METER 1"
1158 ! BEEP
1161: ! PAUSE
1162 ! END IF
1164 !................ ........ ..................................
1166 Incpwr=Incpwr_raw
1168 Incpwr=Incpwr*Coupinc*Pwrrntrca11/ (C6b_loss) !Inc power at AONT
117) Refpwr=Refpwr_raw*Coupref1*Fwrmtrcal1*C6b_loss !Refl pwr at ANT
1172 Netpower=(Incpwr-Refpwr)
1174 !
1176 PRINT TIMEI.(TIMEDATE);
1178 PRINT "**** START NEW MEASURMENT AT FREQUENCY = ";Frequency
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1180 ON INTR 7 LiOSU Chec:_dvm__done
118': ENABLE I NTR 7;

1184 Movemot or( ((M t or)
118lb IF DuQ1 THEN FRINIF "DVM1 trigger ";TIME$t(TIMED)T1E); ";
1138 Trig1_time=TIMEDATE
11i 9 Tr i qqmr T4%-, ( CyDvm 1)
1192 IF E INT "DVM2 trigger "; TIME$ ('T IMEDATE);"
II94 Triq2_.time= IIMEDATE
1196 Trigger __3450a (@Dvm2)
1198 Spec_.&l r start (Frequency,@Spectrum)
1200 IF Eug1 THEN PRINT "TRIGGER ANALYZER ";TIME.-(TIMEDATE)
1202 Read1flag=7
1204 Read2flag=
1206 Vpeak =C)

1203 LOOP
1210 Readdvm 3478a(@Dvm3,V)
1212 V=V-Flcm zero
1214 IF V:=Upperlimit THEN
1216 Stopmotor (@Motor)
1218 REPEAT
12-2u Dbm=Dbm-Stepdbm

122' Set_dbr(Dbm,Rfonoff,@Siggen)
12 4 WAIT Slow down
1226 Readdvm_3478a(@Dvm3,V)
1223 V=V-Plcm_zero
12CC? BEEf
1232 PRINT "EUT MAXIMUM EXCEEDED **** POWER DECREASED TO
12 4 PRINT Dbm;" dBm."
1-2 LUNTIL V:.lpperlimit
12_+ OFF INTR 7
1240 GOTO Restart
124' END IF
1244 Checkmotor (@Motor,MovingfIag)
1246 IF NOT Movingflag THEN
1248 FRINT "MCITOR NOT MOVING********DATA BAD"
1250 GOTO Restart
1252 END IF
1254 IF V:Vpeak THEN Vpea-=V
1256 Countdown=Rev_time-(TIMEDATE-Trig1_time)
1258 Spy: IMAGE M4D.D," Seconds left, EUT mV=",M6D.2D," / ",M6D.2D," "
1 6C DISF USING Spy;Countdown,V* 1000, Vpeak* 1000
1262 EXIT IF Read flag AND Read2flag

1264 END LOOP
12b6
1268 ! Ma.e sure that the c rrect voltmeters are connected for this test!
127:) ! IF (VpEa..+Eutzero) :High2 THEN High2=Vpe.+Eut zero
1272!= = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = =

1274 OFF INTR 7
12:6 Failflq=
1278 !

InsLre succosEiu4 (syrcr oni =ed tuner and d vms) measurement.

1281 1F (Feadi time, .93*Revtime) OR (Readl timEn1.02*Rev_time) THEN

1286 Dvm1 sams=INT((Revtime/Read1 time)*Dvm1 sams)
1-2Et ( F'RINT "Dvm 1 NOT syncronized with TUNER REVOLUTION.
1290 PRINT "Changing samples to ";Dvm1 _sams
129_ Failflaq=1
1294 END IF
1296 IF (Read2_time<'..98*Rev_time) OR (Read2 _time: 1.02*Rev_time) THEN
1298 Dvm2_sams=INT((Revtime/Read _time)*Dvm2_sams)
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FRINi "L.'m 2 NOT syncronized with TUNER RE'EULUTION.
FRINf "Chanoinq samples to ";Dvnm2 sams
Failflaq=1

END IF
IF Failflaq THEN

Stopmotor (@Motor)
COlO Restart

END IF
Spec_alzr_read(Fower,Freqencv,LSpectrum)
PRINT "SPECTRUM ANALYZER READS "Power;" AT FREQUENCY
Stop_motor (@otcr )
Set_dbm(-14,Rfonoff,@3ig__gen)

";Frequency

1306
1 =":(
13((

1 (1(

1'14
1 14
1'16
113

1 322
1324
13_26

13=4

134

138

1 4u

1344
1346
1348
13 U

17 4
13 6

1362
1364
1366
1368
1,'7C
1374
1374

1 76
13 70
1.383)
18
1.84
13315
1.388

1 9 C
1 "? -1-394

1.96

14 :)
14C'2
1404
1406
1408
141( (
1412
1414
1416
141

Reduce-power: !
Dbm=Dbm-1
Set_dbm(Dbm,1,@Sig-gen)
IF Printflag THEN

PUNTER IS Printer
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);":
PRINT RPT$("*",10);" NEW

END IF
RETURN

Dual_pwr_error: !
Set_dbmr(-140,0,@Siggen)
IF Printflaq THEN

PRINTER IS Printer
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE)
PR IN T RPT4 "" 1) ;"

END IF
STOP ! Program dies
RETURN

Freq=";Frequency;
GENERATOR LEVEL =";Dbm

;": Freq=";Frequency;
ERROR IN DUAL POWER METER

here!

!//////////////SERICEDVM'S INTERUP'T///, //////////////////////

Check _dvTdone: !
'Fespond to an INTERUPT on the HFIb generated by cne of
!two HP3456a DVMs. Meaning that the data is ready.

Serpol l=SPOLL (@Dvml)
ENABLE INTR 7
IF Serpoll=66 THEN

Read1_time=TIMEDATE-Trig1_time
IF Eugl THEN PRINT "DVM1 total sample time = ";Read1_time;" ;
IF EBuq1 THEN PRIN1 TIME$(TIMEDATE)
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GOSUB Precess data
GOSUB Print_alldata

Frequency=Frequency+Stepf
Fcount=Fcount4-1

UNTIL Frequency'Stopf

Set_dbm(-140,(),@Siggen)
! GOSUB Savedata
RETURN

' ! ! "



1420 !
1422 !................... .................... ....................
1424 !Since the output of the detector is negative, Low and High are
1426 snappedd.

1428 Readdvm stit(@Dvml1,Hiqh1,Low1,Me-an1,Var1,Saml) !Low and High swapped'
147'C ! .. ................ . ........ . ...... ..... ......... . ......... .

143: '
14'4 Low1=-1*Lowl !Crystal detector has negative outpc
1436 High1=-1*High1 14""8 "
143:8 Mean,1=-1*tMean1 ! U

1440 PRINT DVM 1====",Lowl,High1,Mean1,Var1,Sam1
1442 Read1flag=1
1444 END IF
1446 Serpo l1=SPOLL(@D.'m2)
1443 ENABLE INTR 7
1450 IF Ser _poll=66 THEN
1452 Read2_time=TIMEDATE-Trig2 time
1454 IF Bug1 THEN PRINT "DVM2 total sample time = ";Read2_time;' ";

1456 IF Bugl THEN PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE)
1458 Readdvm_stat (@[)vm2,Low2,High2,Mean2,Var2,Sam2)
1460 PRINT " DVM 2=====",Low2,High2,Mean2,Var2,Sam2
1462 Read2flag=1
1464 END IF
1466 RETURN
1468 !
1470 !/////////////////****FFROCESS DATA***////////////////////////////

1472 !
1474 Process data:
1476 !
1478 !Calculations for power read from spectrum aialyzer.
1480 !
1482 Power= (.001)*10 (Power/1J.) !Convert dEm to watts.
1484 Cor-power=Power*C10 _loss*C6a_loss*Fada_loss
1486 !....................... ..................... ..............
1488 !ALSO EDIT PRINT STA-TEMENT IN LINE 162':)
1490 !
1492 !Normalize to 1.Q mW/cm^2
1494 !
1496 Ref-pwr_den= (.4*F'I*Frequency*Frequency*Corpower)/9. OE+4
1498 Normal pwr=SOR(10/Refpwr_den)
15 :) !...........................................................

15r)2 'Normalize to 37 dB V/m
1514 !
1506 Ref _e_f i el d= (4*FI*Frequency/ /3-) *SQR (Cor power *0)
1508 Normal fld=(((10.^(37/20) )/Ref e field))
1510 !...........................................................

1512 'Calculations for CRYSTAL detector with 6 ft cable.
1514 !
1516 Cor _highl=(Highl-Eut_zero)
1513 Cor _mean1=(Me,n1-Eut _:ro)
15Th' IF Cor high 1. 1. 0E -50 THEN Cor _h i gh 1=1 . OE--50
1522 1F Cor mean 1 1 . (E -50 THEN Cor _mean 1 =1 . OE-50
1524 !
1526 1F Cor _high] =.1 THEN
15:8 Cor_highl=.003U4939*Corhigh1 (1.1195)'Convert to WATTS
15'( ELSE
1532 Cor _highl=.0135056*Corhigh1 (1.7488)!Convert to WATTS
15-4 END IF
1536 C
153718 Corhighl=Cor hi qhI*C10 loss
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Corhi gh 1=C :r _hi h *NormA _pwr*Ncrmal _pwr
Cor h qhl=1(:)*LGr (Corhi ghl/ 1. E-3) !Convert to dBin

IF Cor mean1=. 1 THEN
Cor mean1=.U0'(X4939*Cor_ mean '(1. 1195) !Convert to WATTS

ELSE
Cor _men1=. 1'5C5.*Cor rnean 1(1.7488!Convert to WATTS

END It

1540
1542
1544
1546
1540
155u
1552
1554

1556
1553
1564

15b.._
1564
1568
1568

157u
1572
1574
1576
1578
1580
1582

1584
1586
1588
1590
1592
1594
1596
1598
160C)
1602
1604
1606
1608
161 C
1612
1614
1616
1618
162 )
1622
1624
1626
1628
1630
1632
1634
1676
163'
164!)
1642
1644
1646
1648
1650
1652
1654
1656
165C

Savedata (Fcount, 1) =Frequency
Savedata(Fcount,2)=Netpower
Savedata (FCount,3)=Ref_e_field
Savedata(Fcount,4)=Corhigh1
Savedata (Fcount,5) =Cor_mean 1
Savedata(Fcount,6)=Corhigh2
Savedata(Fcount,7)=Corrnean2

'Convert tc. dDm

!MHz
!Watts
!V/m
!dBm
!dBm
!dB mV
!dB mV

RETURN

Print_allldata:!
PRINTER IS Printer
PR I N1
PRINT
PRINT
PR I NT
PRINT
PRINT
PRiNr
PR INT
PRIN
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PR INI

Spyraw1:
Spyraw2:
PRINT

"* ***********************"

USING "2X,6D.DD,6A,2X,#";Frequency;" MHz "

RPTI r- 80 )
"Measured RAW dat a: "

FWR IN MAX REC PWR HORN ZERO HORN FEA "
HORN MEAN"

" INC--Watts--REF Watts mV mV "
mV"

IMAGE MD.4DE,X,MD.4DE,XXMD.4DEXX,6D.2D,3X,#
IMAGE 7D.2D,X,7D.2D
USING Spyrawl; Incpwrraw,Refpwr_raw,Fower,Eut_zerox1iC)
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Cor mean 1=Ccr ~ra 1 *C1 C loss
Cor _meAn 1=Ccr _me.n 1 *Ncrmal _pwr*Normal _pwr
Cor _mean1=1:*LCT(Corrnean1/1.0E-3)

!Calculations for 1 cm DIPOLE with super amp.

Corhigh 2 =(High2-P1cm_zero)
Return-_field(Corhigh2,Fcm_fldhigh)
Plcmfld-high=Fcmfl dhigh*Normal _fld
New_volts(Plcm_fidhighCorhigh2)

Cor_meren2=(Mean2-Flcm_zero)
Return_field(Corrnmean2,Plcm_fid_mean)
PFcm_fld_rnean=P'lcm_-fld_mean*Normal _fld
New_volts(Plcm_fid_mean,Cormean2'

IF Cor_high2 .1.0E-50 THEN Cor _high2=1.E-50
IF Cormean2 1.0E-50 THEN Cor_mean2=1.0E-50
Cor _high2=2:*LGT(Cor _high:*1000) !dB mV
Cormean2=20*LGT(Cor_mean2*1000) !dB mV



FRINT USING 3pyraw;IHigh1*1000,Mean1 * 1 00::1660
1662
1664
1666
1668
167C'
1672

1674
1676
16/8
1 E.G'
1682
1684
1686
1663
16:C'
1692
1694
1696
1698
1700
1702
1704
1706

1708
1710
1712
1714
1716
1718
172(_
1722
1724
1726
1728
173o
17:2
1734
173.6
1738
1740
1742
1744
1746
1743
175x:
1752
1754
1756
1758
1760
1762
1764
1766
1768
1770
1772
1774
1776
1778
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PRINT
PRIN[ "1cm PRb ZERO 1cm FRD FEAh 1cm PRD MEAN Sigral Gen Leel "
PRIINT " m' mV mV din"

Spyraw-:MAGE 6D.2D.6X,7D.2D,6X,7D.2D,1;,5D
PRINT USING Spyraw ;Plcm .zero*1000,High*1 000,DMen2*10cDbc
PR INf
PF:INT RPT(",30)
F-R I t T "PROCESSED DATA: "
PRINT "HORN normalized to 10 mW/cm-2, 1cm DIPOLE norl&lized to 37";
PRINT " dB V/m. "
PRINI
PRINT "REC PWR CORR. HORN PEA! HOF:N MEAN
PRINT "1cm PRB Pt 1cm PRB MEAN"
PRINT Watts dBm dBm ";
PRINT " dB mV dB mV"

Spyraw6:IMAGE MD.4DE,5X,M4D.2D,3X,#
Spyraw7:IMAGE M6D.2D,2X,M4D.2D,4X,M4D.2D

PRINT USING Spyraw6;Corpower,Corhigh1
PRINT USING Spyraw7;Cor_meanl,Corhigh2,Cor_mean2
PRINT TAB(41);RFT$("_",25)
PRINT TAD(41);"Field V/m Field V/m"
PRINT USING "39X,M4D.2D,4XM4D.2D";F'1cm_fldhigh,Plcm_fld_mean
PRINT
PRINT RPT$("-",65)
PRINT "REC PWR CORR. NET INPUT POWER REF PWR DENSITY REF FIELD"
PRINT " dBm Watts mW'cm 2 V/m"

SpyrawS:IMAGE XM4D.2D,10X,MD.4DE,6XM2ED.4D,5X,M4D.4D
Power _dbm=1*LGT (1000*Cor _power)
PRINT USING SpyrawB;Powerdbm,Netpower,Refpwr- den,Ref e field
PRINT RPT("_", 80)
PRINT RF'T$(*,8u)
PRINT RFT$("_"(,80)
PRINT
PRINTER IS CRT
RETURN

! //////////////////////****SAVE DATA****////////////,///////i//////

Save data:
RETURN
DISP "ENTER FILE NAME FOR THIS DATA ('=10 CHRS/NUMS ONLY) "
BEEP
LINPUT Filenamen
IF LEN(Filename) >10 THEN Save_ data
F i Iename$=F i 1 ename$,Outdi sk:$-
ON ERROR CALL Errortrap
CREATE BDAT FilenameS,(7*Totalfrqs+12L),8
ASSIGN @Datapath TO Filename$
OUIPUT @Datapath;Total curves
OUTPUT @Datapath;Totalfreqs
OUTPUT @Patapath;Totalfreqs
OlTPU1 @Datapath;Savedata(*)
ASSIGN @Dat:path TO *

PRINTER IS Printer
PRINT TIME$(TIMEDATE);"............DATA STORED ON FILE
PRINT Filename$C1,FOS(Filenameo,":")-1;...................



FRINTER IS 1
OFF ERROR
RETURN

END

SUL Measure menu

!This roUtine will facilitate setting up the
!measurement.

178 )
1782
1781

1786
1788
17",(

1792
1794
1796
1748
18( )
1802

1806
18C)8
181!
1812
1814
1816
1818
1 82u
1822
1824
182.5
1828
18:0
18:4

1876
18.8
1840
1842
1844
1846
1848
1850
1852
1854
1856
1858
186C)
1862
1864
1866
18-58
187':)

1674
137.5'
18'8
188:)

1882

188 ,
1838
1890
1692
1894
1896
18P8

PRINTER 1S 1
Wipeclean !Clear the CRT.

!Define the choices at start-up.

Operator _name$="Mike Crawford"

Startf= r:

Stopf =4000
Stepf=200

Low_dbm=- :()

Hi ghdbm=-10
Stepdbm=1

!Frequency range in MHz.

!Signal generator level in dBm.

Eut_identity$="Evaluate use of NSWC Reverberating Chamber "
Eut_identity$=Eutidentity."for measuring response of EUT."

!

Threshold= C.C ! EUT LOWER THRESHOLD VOLTAGE. mV.
Upperlimit=120.0 ! EUT FAILURE VOLTAGE. mV.

Slow down=.02 !Time for EUT to respond after field is set.

Jo _wait=10 !Wait .10 seconds between each of :2r jog: .

Cour1 er _i d$= "HP 11692D"
Generator id="HF_8672A"

'Display the above parameters.

PRINT CHR$ ( 1 2c)
PR IN I TABXY (16.1)" MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS FOR MODE ST IRRED TESTS.
PRINT TABXY(1,);" TEST DESCRIPTION: "
PRINT TABXY (1,7);" FREQUENCY RANGE "
PRINT TABXY(30,7);"TO"
PRINT TABXY (42,7);"STEP"
PRINT TABXY (56,7);"MH_."
PRINT TABXY(1,9);" SIG-GEN RANGE "
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COM /Parameters/ Startf,Stopf,Stepf,Slow_down,Coupler_id$[103
CON /Parameters/ Generator _idfC10],Dvm _integratt[3]
COM /Parameters/ INTEGER Low~dbr,High_dbm,Stepdbm,Dvmsamples
COM /Parameters/ Upperlimit,Threshold,Revtime
COM /Motor _menu/ Motiontype$L1CJINTEGER Jog-wait
COM /Bugs/ INTEGER Bug1,Bug2,Eug,Printer

DIM Eut_.identity$[160,Operator _name$[60)



1 )90
1902
1904

19()6

191-),
1914-r

191 2
1914

1916

1918
19'0 r

1922 4

1964

1925
1928r

19.0

19.4

1936
1938
194o

1942

1944

1946

1948

195(
1952

1954

19j56

1958

1960

1962

1964

1966

1958

1970

1972

1974

1976

1978
193C)
1982

1984
1936 Spin:
1988
199?

1992

19'4 Ex it_
1996
1998

2000

2004
2006

2010
2r0r12
2014
<i)16
2< 18 Chang

PR INI
PRINT
PRINT
PRIN I
PRINT
PRF1NI

PR INT
PRi- I NT
PRINT
PRINT
PR1NT
PRIN1
PFRINT
PRINT

TAE8 Y (22, 9) ; "TO
TAExY ( ,9) : " "

TAE. Y 7 , 9);"dBn."
~RfXY(44,9);" EUT RESPONSE TIME "
TABXY (7V,P) : " Sez. "
TABX'T (4_,11);" FA1L LIMIT mV
TABX 1 ( 1 , 11); EUT LOWER THRESHOLD RESPONSE mV "
TAEXY(1 ,1:)" EST. TIME/Tuner rev "
TA:XY(:,173)" DVM SAMPLES
T EXY (5.. 1') ; " LINE CYCLES SA-'PLE "
T ABXY (4(, 15) ; " COUPLER/SIG GEN "
1APXY (1,15);"DATE/TIME "
TABXY(1.17);" OPERATOR'S NAME "
CHR$(128)

!Fill in the default choices.

GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUB
GOSUE,
GOSUB
GOSUB

Print_eutid
Pr i nt_f reqs
Printgenlevel
Print_eutfail
Print _slowdown
Printthresh
Print _tuner
Print name

iMt'a e any changes or corrections.

OFF KEY
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

FEY

SEY

KEY
FEY

EY

K EY

KEY

I.E Y
K EY

I:

1

4

8
5
6
7
8
5
9

LAE:EL
LABEL
LAPEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL
LABEL

"TEST ID",5 GOSUB Changeeutid
"Frequency",5 GOSUB Change_freqs
"GEN Levels ",5 GOSUB Change levels
"THRESHOLD",5 GOSUB Change thresh
"FAIL LIMIT" ,5 GOSUB Changeeutfail
"TUNER REVs",5 GOSUB Changetuner
"CONTINUE",5 GOSUB E::it _sub
"YOUR NAME",5 GOSUB Entername
"RESPONSE tm",5 GOSUB Changerespond
"TUNER REVs",5 GOSUB Changetuner
"CONTINUE",5 GOSUB Exit _sub
" DATE ",5 CALL Time-date

BEEF
PRINT TABXY(14,15):DATE$(TIMEDATE)

DIS"
PRINT TABXY(28,
GCTO Spin

sub: '

SELECT PARAMETER TO CHANGE
15) :TIME(TIMEDArE)

Upper1 imit=Upperlimit/100 'Convert to volts
Threshold=Threshold/(CK"'Convert to volts
OFF iEY
DISP CHR$(12)
PRINTER IS Printer
IF Frinter=701 ]HEN DUMP ALPHA
CALL Wipe _clean
SUBEX IT
T

e_tuner:
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2c7 (:) Jog _wai t=Jog wai t+1
Print _tuner: '

2 C4 Rev _time=3. 7c:8wJog_wait+4.924C6

Dvm samples=INT1.15*(E.9729+2.6r: 3*(Re. _time))) .1 c clE
Dvm _integrat5= . 1"

20-=4 IF DvmsaTplE= 9S'9 THEN
203.4 Dvm samples=INT(1.15*(=.97()58+12.8621757- (Rev _time ))' 1 cycle
2O 3 Dvm_integratt="1"
2040 END IF
2042 IF Dv m_samples: 9999 THEN
2044 Jog"wai t=0
2046 GOTO Changetuner
2048 END iF
205: Hh=Revtime DIV 36(''
2052 Mm=tRevtime-Hh*6CI) DIv 60
2054 Ss=INT(Revtime-Hh*'600) MOD 60
2056 PRINT TABXY(23,13);
2058 PRINT USING "DD,A,ZZ,A,ZZ";Hh,":",Mm,":",Ss
2060 PRINT TABXY (47, 13);Dvmsamples
2062 PRINT TABXY(74,13);" "
2064 PRINT TABEXY(74,13);Dvm_integrat$
2066 RETURN
2063

2()70 ////////////// /2)72i

2074 Change eutid: '
2!~'6 DISP "DESCRIPTION of the EUT and FURPOSE for test- (2 lines) ";
2078 OUTPUT 2 USING ".#":Eut_identityS
2080 LINPUT Eut_.identity$
2082 Print_eutid:
2084 PRINT TASXY(1,4)RF'T ("

2086 PRINT TA8XY(1,4)4 Eut_identityS
2086 RETURN
209C.,

2094 !
209b Change_fregs:
2098 DISP "ErNER the START, STOP, and STEP frequency s (MH:)
210 ' INPUT Startf,Stopf,Stepf
2102 IF Startf:.. 1AiO THEN Startf =100
2104 IF Startf 18(00 THEN Startf=1800o
2106 SELECT Startf
2106 CASE <200:
2110 IF Stopf .2000 THEN Stopf=2C00
21 12 Coup l er _i d> = "HP_778D"
2114 Generator _idT="HP 8660A"
2116 CASE _=20c:

2118 IF Stopf 18:0':) THEN Stopf=18C0)
2120 Coupler _id="HP_11692D"
212 'enerator_ id="HF 8672A"
2124 END SELECT
21_6 Print_freqs: '
2128 PRINT TABXr'(21,7);
21 0 PRINT USING "5D.2D";Startf
21.32 PRINT TABXY(33,7);
2134 PRINT USING "5D.2D";Stryf
2136 PRINT TABXY(47,7);
2138 PRINT USING "5D.2D";Stepf
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214,7 PRINT TABXY(58,15);RPT(" ",10)

2142 PRINT TABXY(69,15);FPT$( ",10)
2144 PRINT TAEXY(58,15 ;CoupleridT
2146 PRINT T'Bv (69,15):Generator _id$
2143 RETURN
215:
2152//// /////////////////////
2154
2156 Change levels:
2158 ! DISP "ENTER Signal generator LEVEL (dBm) ";
2160 ! INPUT Dbm
2162 ! Low_dbm=INT(Dbm)
2164 DISF' "LOW, HIGH, STEP Signal generator LEVEL (drm)
2166 INPUT Low_dbm.Highdbm,Step_dbm
2168 Printgen_level:
2170 PRINT TABXY(17,9);
2172 PRINT USING "4D";Low_dbn
2174 PRINT TABXY(24,9);
2176 PRINT USING "4D";Highdbm
2178 PRINT TABXY(-2,9);
2180 PRINT USING "4D";Step_dbm
2182 RETURN
2184
2186

2183
2190 Change eutfail:
2192 DISP "ENlER the UPPER LIMIT for the EUT RESPONSE (mV)";
2194 INPUT Upperlimit
2196 Print _eutfail:
2199 PRINT TABXY(60,11);Upper1imit
2200 RETURN
2202
2204 '1/////////////////////////'//////////////,//////////////// ///

2206
2208 Change thresh: !
2210 DISP "LOWER LIMIT EUT RESPONSE for initially setting field. (mV)
2212 !NPUT Threshold
2214 Print _thresh:
2216 PRINT TABXY(35,11);Threshold
2218 RETURN

2224
2226 Change respond:
2228 DISF "WAIT TIME FOR EUT TO RESPOND AFTER FIELD IS SET.";
2270 INPUT Slowdown

Print_slowdown: !
4 PRINT TABXY(64,9); PPT$ (" ,6)

2 6 PRINT 1ABXY(64,9);Slow_down
2iJ8 RETURN

224.2 1// //////////// ////////////////////////////////////

2244 '
2246 Enter _name:
2248 UISF "PLEASE TYPE IN YOUR NAME "
2250 LINPUT Operator_name$
2252 Print _name:
2254 PRINT TABXY(2),17) ;Clear _opname*
2256 PRINT TABXY(20, 17);Operator name$
2258 RETURN

226u !
2262

2264 '
2266 SUDEND
2268 !
2270 ! ************* , f* *** ** **rFt rr ,
2272
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